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Abstract 

Commercialization of fuel cell technology for heavy-duty bus application relies on the 

durability of the components used in fuel cell stack. The durability of polymer electrolyte 

fuel cell (PEFC) is affected mainly by degradation of catalyst coated membrane (CCM). 

CCM consist of Pt/C based catalyst layers coated on both sides of PFSA ionomer 

membrane. In an operating fuel cell, PFSA ionomer membrane degrades under the 

action of combined chemical/mechanical stresses and Pt/C electrocatalyst degrades due 

to high voltage excursions. In this thesis, the most relevant approach to understand 

PEFC degradation during its operation is carried out by employing in situ stressors. The 

mesoscale morphology and affected physico-chemical properties of fuel cells are 

investigated with the commonly encountered stressors. Firstly, the mesoscale 

morphology and its relation to physico-chemical properties of the ionomer membrane 

under the influence of an accelerated stress test (AST) featuring in situ coupled 

chemical/mechanical stresses are investigated. The role of combined 

chemical/mechanical stresses on the ionomer membrane mesoscale morphology and 

structure is studied using transmission electron microscope (TEM) and 

thermogravimetric analysis. It is determined that the microstructure of PFSA ionomer 

membrane is strongly influenced by the degradation history of PEFC. The mesoscale 

morphological degradation is found to precisely influence the water uptake of the 

ionomer membrane. The effects realized through chemical and mechanical stressors in 

coupled and decoupled forms are evaluated through the mesoscale morphology and 

physico-chemical property studies. Secondly, cathode catalyst layer (CCL) subjected to 

a voltage cycling AST to mimic the high voltage excursions is studied. It is found that the 

CCL degradation led to the inhomogeneous distribution of solid and pore phases. The 

change in the CCL structure accompanied by the platinum agglomeration, carbon 

corrosion and spatial redistribution of ionomer with voltage cycling is investigated using 

TEM micrographs with phase sensitive mapping. The observed degradation effects of 

CCL through the agglomerated and dissolved platinum, corroded carbon, spatially 

redistributed ionomer, and compacted solids revealed the underlying mechanisms of 

activation and mass transport losses. Overall, a fundamental understanding of 

degradation mechanisms in CCM components at mesoscale is achieved from in situ fuel 

cell testing, which is of particular interest in commercializing and developing durable fuel 

cells. 

Keywords:  fuel cells; membrane; morphology; water sorption; chemical/mechanical 
degradation; durability 
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Organization of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is prepared with the following organization: Chapter 1 provides 

the motivation for the thesis, an introduction to fuel cell technology, a comprehensive 

literature review of the theory, and previous work including the membrane and catalyst 

layer degradation. The materials and methods adopted in fuel cell testing are presented 

in Chapter 2. The main contributions of this work are concisely summarized in Chapter 

3. However, the reader can find more details on these findings in five appendices (A-E) 

at the end of the thesis, where the results are organized in the format of journal 

publications and drafted manuscripts. These papers are either published or currently 

under review. Finally, Chapter 4 contains a brief summary of the overall findings, 

conclusions, and suggested future work. 
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction  

1.1. Motivation for the Thesis 

The motivation for the present work is to have a fundamental understanding of 

the role of mesoscale degradation phenomena leading to macroscale failure in 

perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) membrane based polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC). 

The study of membrane mesoscale morphology subjected to chemical and mechanical 

stressors in coupled and pure forms, which are commonly encountered in an operating 

PEFC, is useful in understanding the degradation routes of the current PEFC systems. 

Any fundamental understanding of PFSA ionomer membrane degradation is also 

expected to explore the structure-property relation where the structural change at the 

molecular level contributes to the change in its physico-chemical properties. Thus, the 

studies related to the mesoscale morphological changes resulting from the molecular 

level degradation that eventually lead to macroscopic failure in PEFC membranes attract 

more attention. Also, the information about the optimum PEFC operating conditions that 

are required to combat its components’ degradation and associated characterization 

methods is critically needed to commercialize PEFC technology. The proposed work on 

membrane degradation is a part of an Automotive Partnership Canada (APC) funded 

project, a consortium project with universities and industrial partners aiming to develop 

durable, heavy-duty fuel cell technology for transit buses exceeding 20,000 hours of 

operation and associated activities. Mesoscale morphological studies are deemed 

important in PEFC catalyst layers as well. The information on the mesoscale catalyst 

layer degradation and its implications for its physical properties is highly desired towards 

the understanding of performance losses in PEFC. 
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1.2. Introduction to Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells 

Across the world, renewable energy capacity has increased dramatically due to 

its cheaper price than ever before, policies favoring renewable energy, and concerns 

over greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from fossil fuel generators. Clean power sources 

are the most sought-after alternatives to reduce GHG emissions. PEFCs are proven to 

be a clean power source that work on the principle of combining hydrogen and oxygen. 

A hydrogen molecule at anode oxidizes when it approaches an active layer to give two 

protons and two electrons. Protons pass through the polymer electrolyte and recombine 

with electrons in the active layer of cathode via oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) to 

produce water and heat (Figure 1.1). Electric voltage is generated in this electrochemical 

reaction [1,2]. Fuel cells can be constructed to cater to the power requirements ranging 

from a few milli watts to several megawatts. 

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic of polymer electrolyte fuel cell. 

 Fuel cell technology requires commercialization owing to the increasing need 

for renewable and alternate energy sources. PEFCs for automobile application are 

especially demanding, and further reductions in cost and extending durability are 

required in order to compete with the incumbent internal combustion engine (ICE) 

technology [3]. PEFCs are indeed durable enough, offer operational flexibility, and are 

cost competitive when factors such as increased productivity, good durability, and low 
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maintenance costs are considered. It is estimated that the light duty automotive fuel cell 

system must reach a target cost of $30/kW, possess 5000 hours of lifetime, and operate 

with 60% fuel efficiency, whereas heavy-duty fuel cells for buses have an ultimate target 

of 25000 hours or 500, 000 miles of operation [4]. PEFCs for heavy-duty applications are 

closer to commercial targets than they are for light-duty automotive applications. PEFC 

durability ultimately depends on the materials used in its construction. The key 

components comprising fuel cell stack such as bipolar plates, gas diffusion layer, 

electrocatalyst, and ion conducting membrane play a vital role in building efficient and 

reliable fuel cell systems [5]. In PEFCs, the required electrical power from a fuel cell is 

extracted from catalyst coated membrane (CCM) through the reduction of oxygen and 

oxidation of hydrogen at cathode and anode respectively. These electrodes are coated 

onto the sides of ion conducting membrane that constitutes a CCM. The CCM is 

considered the heart of the fuel cell where useful power is generated. 

  

Figure 1.2 Typical polarization curve, showing cell voltage versus current 
density, a measure of polymer electrolyte fuel cell performance. 

The performance of a fuel cell is measured by the current-voltage characteristics 

termed polarization curve. Figure 1.2 is a typical polarization curve of a fuel cell. A 

polarization curve is characterized to exhibit three distinctive regions: losses from the 

activation kinetics of ORR, ohmic resistance losses, and finally mass transport losses 
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due to the flow restriction of gases to reach the active sites in the catalyst layer at higher 

current densities.  

Activation overpotential loss dominates the voltage losses at low current 

densities, which is required to overcome the energy barrier of the electrochemical 

reaction to occur. Activation overpotential represents the energy required to initiate the 

electrochemical reaction. Between an electrode and electrolyte, there exists a complex 

structure known as electrical double layer. Charging occurs across the electrode surface 

and the adjacent electrolyte interface. The sign of the charge along the electrode surface 

depends on the electrode. At the anode, the potential is lower than the surrounding 

electrolyte, which leads to the buildup of negative charge along the surface of the 

electrocatalyst and a positive charge in the surrounding electrolyte, forming a double-

layer structure. The double-layer consists of a complex structure including an inner 

Helmholtz plane (IHP) and an outer Helmholtz plane (OHP), formed along the locus of 

the centers of the nearest layer of solvated (hydrated) ions in the electrolyte. The 

double-layer is typically less than 10 nm deep into the electrolyte. Activation 

overpotential losses are highly nonlinear with current and manifest as a sharp initial drop 

in cell voltage from open-circuit conditions followed by diminishing additional losses with 

increase in current density through ohmic and concentration polarization dominated 

regions shown in Figure 1.2. 

At moderate current densities, a primarily linear region is evident on the 

polarization curve in Figure 1.2. In this region, a reduction in voltage is dominated by the 

internal ohmic losses of the fuel cell components, resulting in nearly linear behavior, 

although activation overpotential loss and concentration polarization contributions are 

still present. From a basic understanding of Ohm’s law, we can identify the critical 

factors governing these ohmic losses in a fuel cell are: (a) Material Conductivity: The 

electrolyte and catalyst layer should have the highest possible ionic conductivity and all 

other components including the catalyst layer should have the highest possible electrical 

conductivity. (b) Material Thickness: The ohmic losses are directly proportional to the 

distance traveled by electrons. In addition to a compact design, the electrolyte and other 

components are manufactured to be as thin as other constraints will allow, keeping 

minimized ohmic losses. 
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Concentration polarization is caused by a reduction in the reactant surface 

concentration at the electrode, which reduces the thermodynamic voltage. At the 

electrode surface, electrochemical reactions consume fuel and oxidant at the rate 

determined by Faraday’s Law. A rate of transport of reactant must be at least equal to 

this, if not sufficiently supplied  concentration polarization will develop [6]. 

The final piece of polarization loss is the departure from the expected open circuit 

voltage (OCV) given by Nernst Equation. For low-temperature PEFCs, the theoretical 

OCV is predicted to be around 1.23 V, but in practice, only about 1.0 V is obtainable. 

However, for a high-temperature SOFC, the actual OCV can be close to the theoretical 

OCV. For PEFCs, the loss of 0.2 V represents an incredibly significant efficiency loss 

before any useful current is even drawn. The departure from the theoretical OCV is 

typically resulting from two phenomena: (a) the finite electrical resistance of the 

membrane (b) crossover of reactants through the ionomer membrane and subsequent 

mixed-potential reaction [1].  

1.3. PFSA ionomer membrane morphology  

Generally fuel cells are operated in the ohmic polarization region where the 

current is limited by the internal resistance of the electrolyte to ion flow. The ion-

conducting membrane plays the dominant role in the performance of PEFC operated in 

this region. The ion-conducting membrane is an important component of a fuel cell CCM 

that conducts protons and separates reactant gases. The generated protons use 

polymer electrolyte as a conduit to recombine with oxygen at the cathode. The essential 

requirements of a standard fuel cell membrane are high proton conduction, good 

mechanical, chemical, and thermal stabilities, and low gas permeability. The present 

market price of the commercial membrane material, which possesses the required 

characteristics, is expensive (approx. $600 /m2 i.e. aiming at the mass production of 

PEFC by using 0.305 m x 5 m roll, and the thinnest available membrane sourced from 

NafionTM store, The Chemours Company). Rapid commercialization of the durable PEFC 

technology for HDFCs will bring the market price of the materials further down [7]. 
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Figure 1.3  Molecular structure of PFSA ionomer comprises PTFE backbone 
and ether linked side chain with the sulfonic acid end group. 

Perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomer membrane is one of the polymer 

electrolyte systems that has drawn increasing interest in hydrogen fuel cell applications. 

The PFSA ionomer membrane consists of poly-tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone 

and fluorinated ether side chains terminating with sulfonic acid groups, forming phase-

separated water nanochannels and hydrophobic backbone regions when hydrated 

(Figure 1.3). The supramolecular organization of PFSA molecules helps in the formation 

of water nanochannels for enhanced proton transport [8]. Thus, the geometry of water 

domains and electrolyte morphology play a strong role in proton conduction which has 

been postulated to occur through vehicular and/or Grotthuss mechanism [9,10]. Apart 

from proton transport, the mechanical stability of PFSA ionomer depends on its 

morphology due to the balanced spatial positioning of polar and non-polar groups. PFSA 

ionomer membranes are found to combat both oxidizing and reducing environment 

efficiently due to the chemically stable tetrafluoroethylene back bone. Because of the 

same reason, they are also stable at relatively higher temperatures when compared to 

other polymer electrolytes. The performance and durability of PEFC, which uses PFSA 

ionomer membrane, also depend on the morphology of the membrane employed [8]. 

Hence, the area of morphological study of PFSA ionomer membrane has received more 

attention to promote the efficient PEFC technology since the invention of commercial 

PFSA ionomer membrane.  
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The material science of PFSA ionomer membrane has been extensively explored 

and reported in more than 33,000 publications as of 2004 [8] and the number is growing 

progressively every year. Many contrasting results about the structure of its phase 

separated morphology are found in the literature. Eisenberg and coworkers proposed 

the existence of multiplets which restricted the chain mobility to form clusters in the 

ionomer. With increase in the ion content, these clusters become sufficiently large and 

exhibit phase separated morphology [11]. Water is a sensitive probe of its local 

environment, which takes care of ionic conduction mainly through vehicular and 

Grotthuss mechanisms widely accepted in the literature [12]. Through experiments and 

proposed models, the detailed study of the morphology of Nafion, a commercial PFSA 

membrane, from dry to a fully hydrated state is carried out in the literature. The famous 

cluster network model proposed by Hsu and Gierke [13] and three phase model by 

Yeager and Steck [14] are phenomenological models widely accepted in the literature for 

the hydrated morphology of PFSA ionomer membrane. The predicted structure consists 

of a well-connected ion-cluster embedded in the fluorocarbon phase. A conceptual 

model proposed by Gebel [15] provides the morphology of PFSA ionomer membrane 

from the dry membrane to the membrane with a moderate water content (Volume 

fraction). Ion cluster growth with increasing water content results in a colloidal dispersion 

of rod-like particles at a fully water swollen state. Later, the structure of the fully water 

swollen membrane is modified by the well-connected cluster network model by Weber 

and Newman [16]. The structure of water swollen PFSA ionomer membrane is depicted 

as discrete sandwich-like geometry proposed by Haubold et al. [17] and random network 

model proposed by Eikerling et al. [18] revealed that water in the hydrophilic pore of 

PFSA ionomer membrane consists of tightly ionic-bound, weakly ionic bound, and free 

water.  

The swelling of hydrophilic domains in PFSA membranes with water uptake is 

experimentally confirmed by neutron and X-ray scattering studies. The structure of water 

channel in Nafion has evolved until recently and decides the membrane morphology and 

its water content. Schmidt-Rohr and Chen [19] proposed the parallel cylinder water 

nanochannel morphology for hydrated Nafion, which satisfactorily explains the fast 

diffusion of proton and water through the formed nanochannels, and matches well with 

the obtained ‘ionomer peak’ from the scattering experimental studies. Kreuer and Portale 
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[20] proposed a model developed through their experiments and simulations, which 

exhibits layered water/polymer morphologies due to the electrostatic interactions of 

positively charged protons and negatively charged polymer structure, producing flat 

morphologies of water channel. The PFSA membrane morphological evolution is 

tabulated in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1 Evolution of morphological description of PFSA ionomer membrane. 

Morphology Description Reference 

Cluster network model 
Well-connected ion-cluster embedded in the 
fluorocarbon phase 

Gierke and Hsu [13] 

Spherical shape in a dry 
state to varied shapes in 
dispersion 

Phase separation from solid in a dry state to 
dispersion in fully hydrated state 

Gebel [15] 

Well connected spherical cluster in fully 
hydrated state 

Newman and Weber [16] 

Sandwich-like geometry in fully hydrated 
state 

Haubold et al. [17] 

Random-network model 
Randomly interconnected cluster consists of 
tightly ionic-bound, weakly ionic bound, and 
free water 

Eikerling et al.[18] 

Flat ribbon-like model 

Flat morphologies of water channel due to 
electrostatic interactions of positively 
charged protons and negatively charged 
polymer structure 

Kreuer and Portale [20], 
Gebel et al. [21,22] and 
Kusoglu et al. [23] 

Parallel cylindrical water 
channels 

Parallel cylinder water nanochannel 
morphology for hydrated PFSA membrane 

Schmidt-Rohr and Chen 
[19] 

The balanced interaction between hydrophilic domains and electronegative 

fluorine atoms in PFSA ionomer main chain leads to a stable membrane morphology. 

The shape, size, and distribution of hydrophilic clusters are essential factors in deciding 

the proton transport. Direct imaging techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are employed to study the PFSA ionomer 

morphology. Owing to the limited throughput of AFM technique, TEM is often a preferred 

technique to characterize PFSA ionomer morphology, which provides easily 

interpretable images of its 2-D morphology. The projected image under electron beam 

shows the phase-separated dark hydrophilic ion-rich domains exchanged with heavy 

element such as Pb ions and bright tetrafluoroethylene backbone that is often referred to 

‘dehydrated’ morphology [24]. The 3-D reconstruction of fully hydrated PFSA ionomer 
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structure at cryogenic temperatures represents a realistic scenario in operating fuel cells 

which revealed a randomly interconnected network of hydrophilic channel with a domain 

spacing of ~5 nm [25]. Also, the study revealed an average of ~3.5 nm sized ion-rich 

domains in dry PFSA membrane. A comprehensive review of PFSA ionomer membrane 

structure is presented by Kusoglu and Weber [26]. 

1.4. PFSA ionomer membrane degradation  

The ionomer membrane is more susceptible than any other components in 

response to mechanical, chemical, and thermal degradation stressors that are 

commonly encountered in an operating fuel cell, hence it is a critical factor in deciding 

the durability of PEFC [27,28]. The prime source of membrane degradation is chemical 

degradation of the ionomer molecules due to the attack of reactive radical species and 

metal ions at vulnerable spots. The second type of stress encountered in an operating 

fuel cell is mechanical stress, which originates due to the constant compression, 

humidity cycling, and material defects in membrane electrode assembly (MEA). The 

physical degradation results in membrane thinning, crack and pinhole formation, and 

delamination. High/low temperature operation and thermal fluctuations lead to the 

thermal degradation of the membrane. The presence of more than one stressor 

increases the overall stress intensity illustrated in Figure 1.4. The chemical degradation 

of PFSA ionomer membrane in a fuel cell proceeds with the initial attack of end group by 

hydroxyl (OH) radical [29]. Further, C-S bond in the side chain of PFSA ionomer 

cleavage takes place due to the ●OH attack. With further increase in ●OH concentration, 

the degradation culminates to C-F branch point in the main chain of the ionomer during 

relatively wet condition and lead to the main chain unzipping [29–31]. The mechanical 

stress results in the formation of regions with declined mechanical properties that lead to 

the development of damages such as cracks [32].  
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Figure 1.4  Major degradation drivers experienced by the membrane in PEFC. A 
modified schematic adapted with permission from reference [28]. © 
2012 American Chemical Society. 

Thermal degradation also causes mechanical failure, loss of hydrophilicity, early 

deterioration of the membrane, and intensifies other forms of degradation [28] 

represented in Figure 1.4. Eventually, the ionomer membrane fails due to the formation 

of cracks, pinholes, and voids, which lead to higher gas transfer leaks and possible 

electronic shorts. The effects of mesoscale morphology due to the ionomer membrane 

molecular degradation are not well understood. The common degradation stressors in 

PEFCs are discussed in the following sections. 

1.4.1. Chemical degradation 

Chemical degradation is one of the main factors limiting the lifetime of PEFC. It is 

primarily initiated by the radical species, impurities, and metal cations in the ionomer 

membrane. In particular, radical species initiated degradation is a widely investigated 

chemical degradation mechanism in PFSA ionomer membranes. In an operating fuel 

cell, the existence of chemically attacking radical species such as ●H, ●OH, ●OOH are 

identified through electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) [33] and electron spin 

resonance (ESR) spectroscopies [34]. During PEFC operation, hydrogen peroxide 

intermediate formation may generate the radicals in anode and cathode [28].  
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The formation of hydrogen peroxide in both electrodes occurrs both chemically 

through Eq. (1) and electrochemically through Eq. (2). 

𝐻2 + 𝑂2 → 𝐻2𝑂2 (Formed at anode and cathode)     Eq. (1) 

2𝐻+ + 𝑂2 + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂2  (Formed electrochemically at 𝐸𝑜 = 0.672 𝑉) Eq. (2) 

Hydroxyl radicals are formed as a result of dissociation of hydrogen peroxide at 

both anode and cathode. 

1

2
𝐻2𝑂2 → ●𝑂𝐻          Eq. (3) 

When it is formed electrochemically, hydrogen radicals are found to form on the 

surface of platinum during the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) at anode. The 

mechanism of ●H attack in PFSA ionomer is found to initiate degradation at the C-F 

branch point in the main chain [35]. 

𝐻2 → ●𝐻 (via Pt catalyst)        Eq. (4) 

The permeating oxygen combines with hydrogen radicals to form hydroperoxyl 

(OOH) radical. The generated hydroperoxyl radicals can diffuse into the ionomer 

membrane through the degraded regions to form hydrogen peroxide again as in Eq. (6).  

●𝐻 + 𝑂2(𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑥𝑦𝑔𝑒𝑛) → ●𝑂𝑂𝐻      Eq. (5) 

●𝐻 + ●𝑂𝑂𝐻 → 𝐻2𝑂2         Eq. (6) 

The formation of OH radicals by the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide is 

facilitated significantly when cationic contaminants such as Fe2+ exists in the membrane 

or catalyst layer, possibly from the corrosion products and impurities from various 

sources [36,37].  The formation mechanism of radicals through such means is presented 

in Eq. (7). Excess concentration of hydroxyl radical reacts with hydrogen peroxide and 

generates hydroperoxyl radicals as shown in Eq. (8). 

𝐻2𝑂2 + 𝑀2+ → ●OH + OH− + 𝑀3+       Eq. (7) 

𝐻2𝑂2 + ●OH → ●OOH + 𝐻2𝑂        Eq. (8) 
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The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in the presence of cationic species in 

the membrane sourced from the reactant inlets, corrosion products, humidifier reservoir, 

etc., generate radical species as well. The membrane degradation in the presence of 

metal cations occurs as follows:  

𝐻2𝑂2 + 𝑀2+ → ●OH + OH− + 𝑀3+       Eq. (9) 

𝑀2+ + ●OH → 𝑀3+ + OH−                 Eq. (10) 

𝐻2𝑂2 + ●OH → ●OOH + 𝐻2𝑂                 Eq. (11) 

𝑀2+ + ●OOH → 𝑀3+ + OOH−                 Eq. (12) 

𝑀3+ + ●OOH → 𝑀2+ + H+ + 𝑂2                Eq. (13) 

In addition to the above mechanisms, the metal cations also abstract hydrogen 

directly from the sulfonic acid end groups and affect the water uptake of the ionomer 

membrane. A dehydrated membrane in fuel cell increases the chances of hydrogen 

peroxide formation and thus generates destructive hydroxyl radicals [36].  

The chemical degradation mechanism of PFSA ionomer membrane through 

other oxidative steps proceeds via the following three steps:  

(a) Unzipping of unstable carboxylic acid polymer end group. The hydroxyl 

radical abstracts vulnerable hydrogen in the carboxylate end group, formed during the 

polymer synthesis, producing perfluorocarbon radical.  

𝑅𝑓 − 𝐶𝐹2𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 + ●OH → 𝑅𝑓 − ●𝐶𝐹2 + 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2𝑂          Eq. (14) 

The perfluorocarbon radical sometimes combines with hydroxyl radical to form 

alcohol that rearranges itself to yield hydrogen fluoride and an acid fluoride as follows: 

𝑅𝑓 − ●𝐶𝐹2 + ●OH → 𝐶𝐹2𝑂𝐻 → 𝑅𝑓 − 𝐶𝑂𝐹 + 𝐻𝐹         Eq. (15) 

The hydrolyzed acid fluoride generates another carboxylate end group and 

hydrogen fluoride. The regenerated carboxylate keeps propagating the reaction. 

𝑅𝑓 − 𝐶𝑂𝐹 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑅𝑓 − 𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻𝐹               Eq. (16) 
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(b) The radical attack of C-S bond in the side chain. The chemical degradation of 

the ionomer further proceeds with radicals attacking C-S bond. With time, other weak 

sites increases in concentration and consumes significant fractions of non-quenched 

●OH in the degradation process [38]. The chain scission event creates new carboxylate 

(COOH) groups as illustrated in Figure 1.5, which reacts with ●OH to degrade PFSA 

ionomer main chain.  

 

Figure 1.5 Formation of carboxylate as a result of radical attack. Adapted with 
permission from reference [38]. © 2015 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. 

However, as new carboxylate end groups are formed at an advanced stage of 

chemical degradation, the fraction of end group mediated radical attack at the main 

chain site is likely to increase over time.  

(c) Scission of main chain in the polymer. The PTFE backbone of PFSA ionomer 

membrane preferentially reacts with hydrogen due to the strong HF bonds [39]. In the 

presence of excess hydrogen, CF2 groups become chemically vulnerable CH2 as 

follows: 

−𝐶𝐹2 − +2𝐻2 → −𝐶𝐻2 − +2𝐻𝐹                Eq. (17) 

 All degradation mechanisms discussed above are experimentally demonstrated 

in the literature. It is proved that fluorine atom in different environment of side chains and 

main chains has different chemical shifts from fluorine nuclear magnetic resonance (19F 

NMR) experiments of PFSA ionomer [29]. These signals are monitored under the action 

of chemical attack. Based on the observation of the assigned NMR peaks [29], it is found 

that PFSA ionomer is prone to be attacked at the encircled regions in Figure 1.6.  
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Figure 1.6 Possible sites (highlighted) for chemical attack in PFSA ionomer. 
Adapted with permission from reference [29]. © 2013 American 
Chemical Society. 

The vulnerable sites for radical attack are identified as main chain 𝐶 − 𝐹, 𝐶 − 𝐹2, 

side chain 𝐶 − 𝐹, 𝐶 − 𝐹2, 𝐶 − 𝐹3, next to ether group, and carbon adjacent to sulphur in 

the end group [30,31,35]. With reactive radical species attack, a significant loss of 

fluoride inventory is found to be accompanied with the main chain degradation. Also, 

ionomer fragmentation and main chain unzipping are reported with degradation time as 

illustrated in Figure 1.7.  

 

Figure 1.7 Proposed chemical schematics of PFSA ionomer after side chain 
degradation. Adapted with permission from reference [29]. © 2013 
American Chemical Society. 

Due to the nature of materials involved, reactants, and operating conditions, 

chemical degradation in a PEFC is unavoidable, but it can be mitigated. The weak and 

vulnerable sites in PFSA ionomer such as 𝐶 − 𝐻 groups are replaced with chemically 
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more stable 𝐶 − 𝐹 groups to improve its chemical stability [40]. The crosslinking 

treatment of the membrane is found to be an effective method to control chemical 

degradation of the membrane which decreased the crossover gases [41]. Also, 

incorporation of radical scavenging species such as metal oxides into the membrane 

lead to an improved membrane resistance towards chemical degradation [42]. A detailed 

review of specially modified PFSA ionomer membranes for various working environment 

by Zhang et al. [43] provides the required strategies to combat chemical degradation 

drivers.  

1.4.2. Mechanical degradation 

Mechanical degradation is one of the significant factors responsible for 

membrane failure in an operating PEFC. In an operating fuel cell, clamping forces, high 

humidity, low humidity, high temperature, freeze/thaw cycling, sub-freezing start-up, and 

cycling conditions lead to swelling and shrinking of the membrane. These factors 

contribute to physical/mechanical stress. Humidity (hygral) cycles subject PFSA ionomer 

membrane to relatively dry and wet operations that triggered shrinking and swelling of 

hydrophilic domains respectively [44] as pictorially illustrated in Figure 1.8.  

 

Figure 1.8 Hydrophilic domain shrinking with decreasing humidity. Adapted 
with permission from reference [44]. © 2006 American Chemical 
Society. 

The ionomer membrane experiences mechanical stress in the form of 

hydrothermal fatigue and creep, which helps propagate the developed cracks. Further 

mechanical stress causes cracks, tears, punctures, pinholes, and delamination. The 

constant mechanical creep in the membrane due to the clamping forces leads to the 

irreversible thinning and ultimate failure of the ionomer membrane. When the ionomer 
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membrane is subjected to the cyclic hygrothermal and mechanical loadings due to 

dynamic hydration, the dimensional changes of the ionomer membrane drives the 

mechanical fatigue process. These cyclic loadings are known to cause initiation and 

propagation of micro cracks inside the membrane [45–47]. Edge cracking and long fiber 

intrusion during the manufacturing process lead to gas crossover through the 

mechanically formed damage. This generates hot spots due to the high exothermic 

direct combustion of reactants from anode and cathode. Also, the localized stress 

develops around the formed crack during shrinking and swelling accelerates the damage 

propagation. The uneven pressure created by lands and channels of bipolar plates is 

also found to result in the tear and crack formation [37]. Throughout the fuel cell 

operation, dry/low humidification and humidity cycling are found to affect the dimensional 

stability of the membrane [48]. The presence of liquid water restricts the operating 

temperature of fuel cells below 100oC. Hence, in order to increase the operating 

temperature without losing water, PEFCs are sometimes operated at a positive pressure 

from outlet to counteract the electrode dehydration [49]. PEFC membranes undergo 

faster physical deformation at elevated temperatures and also due to the higher 

pressure exerted by the back pressure gas.  

The varying hydration levels on PFSA ionomer membrane also lead to the 

physical deformation through micro phase ordering [50]. The restructuring and lack of 

micro phase ordering at elevated temperature and humidity lead to the decreased stress 

relaxation time in PFSA ionomer membranes. This is correlated with the change in micro 

phase morphology accompanied with the humidity changes. The increased modulus with 

reduced hydrophilicity results in decreased water uptake and non-uniform mechanical 

properties of aged PFSA ionomer membrane ex situ [51]. A study on in situ degraded 

PFSA ionomer membrane revealed an increased membrane stiffness and brittleness 

near the inlet region [32]. The reduction in the molecular weight and main chain 

entanglement are found to be associated with the observed changes [32,48,52,53]. 

Nevertheless, the mechanical degradation is one of the significant durability limiting 

factors; it can be avoided through the careful operation and design parameters of PEFC 

and its components. Several methodologies are adopted in the literature to avoid 

mechanical degradation. Mechanical swelling is reduced by using the reinforced 

membrane [54]. Protecting the edges of the membrane results in the improved 
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membrane stability to RH cycling and prevents damage propagating from the edges. 

Composite membranes with dispersed nanocarbon tubes and nanoparticles are found to 

exhibit extended mechanical durability [55]. 

Thermal stress is another major factor responsible for membrane degradation. 

Since the present in situ conditions used temperatures less than 100oC, degradation 

studies due to the operation at elevated and subfreezing temperatures are not focussed 

in this thesis. But, thermal stress is considered to increase the intensity of overall 

degradation when present along with other degradation stressors, though it does not 

have unique degradation mode other than the chemical and mechanical degradation 

modes. The principal thermal degradation factors are high temperatures, low 

temperatures, and freeze/thaw cycles [28]. The temperature of an operating fuel cell is 

controlled by start/stop operations to mitigate temperature driven degradation. For this 

purpose, PEFC stacks often have liquid cooled or air cooled capabilities to control the 

temperature. Liquid water in flow channels is purged with an inert gas to prevent ice 

formation after PEFC operation [56]. 

 Complete elimination of these degradation stresses is difficult due to the 

constraints imposed by the nature of membrane material, choice of fuel and oxidant, and 

fuel cell operating conditions. However, the mitigation strategies of membrane 

degradation require a thorough degradation diagnostics. The membrane degradation in 

a PEFC is indicated by sufficient level of signals as follows: (a) fluoride release rates:  

This is measured by the analysis of exhaust water from PEFC using ion chromatography 

or ion-selective electrode [57,58], (b) by measuring hydrogen crossover: In this method, 

hydrogen is supplied at anode, nitrogen is supplied at cathode, and a voltage is applied 

to oxidize hydrogen. The oxidation current is measured to estimate the permeated 

hydrogen [59,60]. (c) reduction in OCV: This is an indirect measure of PEFC 

membrane’s health where there exists a correlation between OCV and fluoride release 

rate [61], and (d) an increased membrane resistance in situ provides limited information 

about the ionomer membrane chemical degradation and chemical impurities. Analytical 

techniques, which use the principle of spectroscopic methods based on Fourier 

transformed infrared (FTIR) [62] and NMR [29], are often employed to identify 

degradation products from the effluent water and degraded MEA components. The 
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effects of PEFC membrane degradation are studied through complementary polymer 

characterization techniques in the literature. Experimental techniques like differential 

scanning calorimetry, X-ray diffraction, and scattering techniques are often employed to 

study the ionomer membranes for structural changes. The following section elaborates 

the findings of the complementary membrane health diagnostic methods where the 

ionomer membrane is degraded under the influence of chemical and mechanical 

stressors in pure and coupled forms. 

1.5. Physico-chemical properties affected with degradation 

PFSA ionomer membrane degradation due to chemical and mechanical 

stressors affects its molecular structure, thermal stability, and important functions such 

as water uptake, ion transport, etc. [28]. The effects of PFSA ionomer degradation on its 

physico-chemical properties are discussed in this section. Water attracting property of 

the sulfonic acid end groups in PFSA ionomer is characterized by hydration number (𝜆), 

defined as the number of water molecules attached per sulfonic acid group. This is found 

to be affected in an ex situ degradation study [24]. Prolonged OCV operation leads to a 

decreased ‘𝑑’-spacing (distance between adjacent hydrophilic domains) and affects the 

crystallinity of PFSA ionomer membrane, which results in the reduced water uptake [48]. 

The ion exchange capacity and proton conductivity of PFSA ionomer membrane are 

found to decrease drastically during its chemical degradation ex situ [35]. An ex situ 

degradation study of Nafion 211 membrane using Fenton’s test resulted in higher 

hydrophilic volume fraction, increased water permeation, and proton mobility, but 

chemical degradation reduced its ion exchange capacity (IEC) and proton conductivity 

[63]. The effect of chemical degradation on the membrane microstructure investigated 

through direct and indirect imaging techniques are found in the literature. The solid state 

19F NMR study on PFSA ionomer membrane degraded in Fenton’s reagent revealed that 

degradation occurs solely on the side chain, with the most significant attack occurring 

toward the end of the side chain [35]. A small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) study on 

the ionomer membrane degraded using chemical and mechanical energies revealed a 

decreased ‘𝑑’-spacing between hydrophilic domains and reduced water uptake with 

degradation [48]. An AFM study carried out on PFSA ionomer membrane degraded in 
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Fenton’s reagent revealed an increased hydrophilicity indicated by the increased 

hydrophilic domain size [64]. Another AFM study on PFSA ionomer membrane exposed 

to Fenton’s reagent in an autoclave revealed the development of small protrusions 

without any conductivity on the surface of the ionomer membrane [65].  

The effect of mechanical degradation on PFSA membranes is studied in the 

literature. An ex situ hygrothermal ageing test leads to the formation of cross links that 

increases the modulus, tensile strength, relaxation modulus, and elastic strain of PFSA 

ionomer membranes [51]. The accelerated wet/dry cycles altered the membrane 

microstructure and lead to dehydration, which increases the overall impedance of the 

fuel cell MEA. Additionally, higher gas permeation in the ionomer membrane is observed 

due to shrinking and swelling with humidity cycling. The continuously deteriorated 

ductility and reduced average molecular weight of the ionomer membrane are attributed 

to cause the observed degradation effects [66,67]. The mechanical properties of the 

ionomer membrane such as modulus, ultimate tensile strength, strain-at-break are 

affected with degradation and lead to yielding under small deformation with mechanical 

stress [32,46,47]. The ion-rich domains of the ionomer membrane in CCM is aligned 

along the applied tensile stress direction in an ex situ tensile fatigue creep (TFC) test 

[68].  

When more than one form of stresses co-exists, the degradation effects are 

manifold. A previous study by Lim et al. [52] on PEFC membrane degraded through in 

situ combined chemical/mechanical accelerated stress test (AST) revealed that chemical 

degradation is accelerated by mechanical stress. The uniform membrane thinning with 

pinholes formation is found to be the primary cause of the ionomer membrane failure. 

Nearly 50% loss in fluoride content of the ionomer is recorded through the NMR 

investigation. The mechanical tensile test revealed that the membrane becomes more 

brittle and stiffer with coupled chemical/mechanical degradation.  

While the thermal degradation modes are not given a separate focus in this 

thesis, its effects on the membrane morphology are presented from the literature. 

Thermal analysis of fuel cell materials provide valuable information about the 

composition of hybrid membranes, thermal decomposition behavior of the membrane 
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and other fuel cell components [55,69,70], and water uptake of pre-humidified ionomer 

membrane [44]. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measures the rate of change in mass 

of sample as a function of temperature or time. TGA is used to evaluate the thermal 

stability of PFSA ionomer [69]. PFSA ionomer membrane exhibits high thermal stability 

due to its PTFE like backbone. This is indicated by its signature thermal decay pattern in 

the obtained thermograms. Thermal decomposition of PFSA ionomer membranes is a 

complex process and proceeds in several stages [69]. Thermal properties of PFSA 

ionomer membrane depend on the length of the side chain, exchanged counter ions, 

and Pt in PFSA ionomer membrane. Samms et al. [71] studied the mechanism of 

degradation of PFSA ionomer by analyzing the decomposition products and also found 

that Nafion membrane in contact with Pt particles decomposed at lower temperatures 

due to the catalyzing action of Pt in aiding PTFE backbone decomposition. Almeida and 

Kawano [69] and Iwai and Yamanashi [72] demonstrated an increased Nafion thermal 

stability with the exchanged cation size to the sulfonate group. Shin and coworkers [73] 

found a relation between IEC change and sulfonate end group degradation temperature 

of Nafion 115 membrane operated in a direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC). A decrease in 

thermal decomposition temperature of the sulfonic acid end group (desulfonation 

process) is an indication of the formation of thermally less stable group (−𝑆𝑂2𝑂𝑂𝐻) due 

to chemical degradation, which also lead to the reduced IEC value in PFSA membranes 

[74]. Thermally induced morphological changes and molecular structure of the ionomer 

membrane with degradation are experimentally investigated by AFM [65], NMR [29], and 

Fourier-transformed infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy techniques [75,76].  

Since, the microstructure and hydration state of PFSA ionomer membrane 

decides the physical properties such as ionic conductivity, transport, and mechanical 

properties, membranes subjected to thermal treatment are analyzed through the 

exhibited physical properties. Yeo and Yeager [77] reported a change in the structure of 

PFSA ionomer membrane after thermal treatment and its relation to the water uptake. 

Hianyatsu et al. [78] reported a decrease in the water uptake values of PFSA ionomer 

membrane at 25oC due to the altered membrane morphology with increasing heat 

treatment temperature. Peron and coworkers [24] reported no change in water uptake 

values of heat treated Nafion 211 and also observed that Nafion 211 did not exhibit 

Schrӧder paradox. In some types of PFSA membranes, a thin surface layer of the 
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membrane restricts the swelling [79] due to the internal hydrophilic pressure of the vapor 

equilibrated membrane. The difference in swelling leads to the reduced amount of water 

absorption during vapor equilibration and increased water absorption during liquid 

equilibration. This phenomenon is called Schrӧder paradox. 

Due to the unique morphology of PFSA ionomer membrane, its water content is 

a strong dependent on its microstructure [80]. The effects of ionomer structural 

degradation on the water uptake properties are discussed in this section. Water uptake 

in pristine PFSA ionomer membrane occurs by the adsorption of water molecules on the 

walls of ion-clusters followed by dissolution of sulfonic acid end groups, and increase in 

bulk water absorption with further humidity [81]. The process of adsorption from vapor 

phase commences with the transport of water across the gas/membrane interface and 

enters into the ionomer membrane. Further, vapor reaches the interior of the ionomer 

membrane through diffusion, followed by swelling to accommodate ionically unbound 

water in the hydrophilic regions surrounded by 𝑆𝑂3
− groups. Desorption takes place 

through the diffusion of water molecules from the interior of the membrane to the gas 

phase via gas/membrane interface. Hence, the change in PFSA ionomer structure with 

degradation is expected to significantly affect its water uptake. The water uptake 

measurements of PFSA ionomer membranes degraded ex situ in Fenton’s reagent are 

reported to decrease with the loss of water attracting sulfonic end groups [35,63]. But, 

more realistic experimental conditions with close resemblance to fuel cell operation are 

necessary to understand the effects of degradation stressors on the water uptake 

properties that require CCMs and membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) to be 

studied. The water content of MEA is affected with PEFC operation causing uneven 

distribution of water and anode dehydration [82]. The water uptake studies of a CCM or 

an MEA to precisely study the behavior of membrane are ambiguous due to the 

presence of catalyst layers and diffusion media. The in-plane confinement by the 

catalysed diffusion layers on both sides of the ionomer membrane affects mechanical 

[83] and swelling properties of the membrane by forcing it to expand/contract across the 

through-plane direction [45,83,84]. This could mislead the understanding of water uptake 

of the ionomer membrane measured on pure PFSA membranes. Water transport 

through the membrane interface, diffusion of water into the membrane, and desorption of 

water through another membrane interface depends on the mass-transport coefficients 
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for absorption/desorption and the diffusion coefficient of water in PFSA membranes [85]. 

Apart from the ionomer water uptake, the capillarity of the catalyst layers could also play 

a role in the water sorption of CCM. It is well established that CCM consists of at least 

two types of ionomer, which are chemically identical, but have different environments, 

i.e., ionomer in the membrane form and the dispersed ionomer in catalyst layers. The 

hydrophilic domain sizes in the two ionomer forms are found to be different [23,86,87]. 

Hence, the study of water content of CCM is desirable to precisely study the membrane 

degradation effects. The distribution of water across the CCM was imaged using a soft 

X-ray scanning transmission X-ray microscope [88]. The membrane in CCM had the 

highest and most uniform water content, followed by the lesser water containing catalyst 

layer. The catalyst layer portion farthest from the ionomer membrane, but present in 

close proximity to the micro porous layer (MPL) had the least water content because of 

its partial hydrophobic nature [89]. The literature available so far dealt with the water 

uptake of membrane and CCM/MEA in the pristine state. Hence, the study of water 

uptake of degraded MEA components needs to be undertaken to thoroughly investigate 

the degradation effects during fuel cell operation.  

1.6. Morphology of PEFC catalyst layers  

While the durability of PEFC depends on the membrane failure, its performance 

depends on its catalytic activity. A thorough degradation study of PEFC components is 

not complete without addressing the issues with PEFC catalyst layers that are 

responsible for its performance decay. Also, sometimes the membrane degradation is 

found to interact and trigger catalyst layer degradation [90,91]. The catalyst layer is a 

multi-phased matrix containing high surface electron conductive support loaded with 

electroactive catalyst nanoparticles on them. The distributed ionomer resin binds them 

together and also helps in proton conduction as illustrated in Figure 1.9. Catalyst layers 

are important for the reduction and oxidation reactions to take place at anode and 

cathode of PEFC respectively [92]. A thin catalyst layer of the order of ~15 µm facilitates 

a fast catalytic reaction that requires uninterrupted access of reactants, electrons, 

protons, and water [92]. A wide range of novel, non-noble, and non-metallic materials for 

electrocatalyst and support applications are employed [93], out of which, the most viable 
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option for PEFC application is platinum electrocatalyst on carbon support. The nano-

structured platinum offers varied electrochemical activity owing to its various nano 

structural forms and shapes [94]. Electrocatalyst made from the nanoparticles of 

platinum deposited on porous carbon black are widely used in fuel cell application. 

Platinum is preferred for its highest activity, selectivity, and stability in catalyzing ORR 

and also good for HOR taking place at anode [95]. The functions of porous catalyst layer 

are to promote the electrochemical reactions and help transport fluids, heat, and 

electricity as represented in Figure 1.9. Though both anode and cathode are made from 

the same materials, the loading of platinum and ionomer is different, being higher at the 

cathode to promote sluggish ORR [96]. The useful electrical output (1.23 V) is generated 

at the cathode as a result of ORR. The amount of current produced in a fuel cell is 

directly proportional to the triple-phase boundary (TPB) region in cathode, which creates 

useful contact between solid, liquid, and reactants, for the ORR to take place. The 

resulting cell voltage and current drawn is represented as a measure of its performance 

as discussed in section 1.2.  

 

Figure 1.9 Schematic of porous PEFC catalyst layer.  

1.7. Catalyst layer degradation 

It is technologically significant to study the degradation of catalyst layer that plays 

a major role in the PEFC performance decay. The degradation study of cathode is 

important, since it is electrochemically stressed during the fuel cell operation. The 

theoretical half-cell reaction voltage for ORR at cathode is 1.23 V, whereas for HOR it is 

0 V at anode [27,97]. Catalyst layers are subjected to reversible and irreversible 

degradations. Some reversible degradation processes such as coverage of the catalyst 
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with a thin film of impurities and adsorbed gases from fuel and air are not found to affect 

the porous structure of cathode catalyst layer (CCL), hence these are not the focus of 

this thesis. On the other hand, irreversible degradation due to voltage cycling (load 

cycles and start-up/shutdown cycles), dry operation of fuel cell, thermal cycling, high 

temperature/sub-freezing operations, operation with mechanical vibration/stress, and 

reactant starvation lead to severe structural degradation and affect the CCL morphology. 

 

Figure 1.10 Major degradation drivers operating on catalyst layer.  

The irreversible modes of degradation by various forms of stresses are illustrated 

in Figure 1.10. The components of CCL such as carbon support, platinum, and 

dispersed ionomer are found to undergo degradation [27,98,99]. Pt migration, Pt 

detachment, and dissolution, Pt sintering through Oswald ripening mechanism (due to 

minimization of Gibb’s free energy) are reported to occur that left the platinum particle to 

grow in size and follow a characteristic log-normal distribution with trailing edge [37] as 

illustrated in Figure 1.11.  

 

Figure 1.11 (a) Pristine Pt/C and (b) degraded Pt/C with corroded carbon support 
and agglomerated Pt. Adapted with permission from reference [27]. 
© 2007 American Chemical Society. 
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Also, the formation of Pt-O from Pt decreases the catalytic activity of CCL. All the 

above factors lead to the loss in electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of Pt 

electrocatalyst. Platinum interaction with the carbon support affected its stability and 

activity, since platinum is an electron donor to the carbon support, which creates better 

Pt anchoring on carbon surface [100]. Carbon corrosion on the other hand is accelerated 

under the influence of various operating environments such as high voltage operation 

and cycling, fuel starvation, low RH conditions, etc. Carbon corrosion leads to catalyst 

layer thinning, loss of electrical conductivity, and loss of physical support for the active Pt 

catalyst. Ionomer degradation causes decreased proton conduction to the membrane, 

loss of catalyst layer hydrophilicity, and a decrease in TPB. The effects of catalyst layer 

imperfections on membrane degradation are also studied in the literature, and the 

results indicated that anode catalyst layer delamination accelerated the local membrane 

degradation [90]. Hence, the porous structure of the catalyst layer is important in 

maintaining the satisfactory fuel cell performance and also associated indirectly towards 

the durability of the ionomer membrane. 

Catalyst layer degradation is generally associated with changes in its multi-

phased structure. The trajectories of carbon corrosion, platinum degradation, and 

ionomer degradation provide necessary information to understand the failure modes 

through direct imaging techniques. Hence, the morphological characterization 

techniques such as high resolution optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), TEM, AFM, etc., are normally employed to study CCL degradation [27]. CCL 

compaction through carbon particle neck-braking and embedded Pt particle within the 

structure [101] lead to overall agglomerated areas and enlarged cavities in CCL and are 

identified through X-ray computed laminography (XCL). Pt agglomeration, dissolution, 

and carbon corrosion are characterized through Nano-X-ray absorption fine structure 

(XAFS) [102,103]. But, studying the ionomer in CCL is a challenging task due to its poor 

electron scattering and volatile nature of its constituents. 

Some of the catalyst layer degradation mitigation strategies involve selecting 

optimized conditions for PEFC operation such as low temperature, low operating 

electrode potential, and low humidity. These conditions are found to be less favorable for 

Pt dissolution and carbon support degradation. In spite of these approaches, more 
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research is needed to completely understand and alleviate associated issues. Alloy 

catalysts are highly resistant towards Pt dissolution, however, a thin monolayer of 

platinum is found to deposit on its shell over time. Maintaining proper humidity at anode 

mitigated carbon support degradation, since HOR does not yield product water similar to 

ORR at cathode, which makes it prone to carbon corrosion and hot spots development. 

A less porous graphitized carbon black support minimized the electrocatalyst support 

corrosion due to the absence of strong pore-wall structure [104].  Strengthening the 

interaction between metal particles and carbon support is found to reduce sintering and 

dissolution of catalyst particles. Multi-walled carbon nanotube offers nearly two times 

higher stability than conventional carbon supported electrocatalyst [105]. Catalyst layer 

degradation under the freeze and rapid start-up conditions is mitigated by maintaining 

the fuel cell above a certain threshold temperature during the parking period or 

externally heating up the fuel cell to raise its temperature above the freezing point of 

water. Hence, to develop new materials and optimum operating conditions for PEFC 

electrode application, a thorough knowledge of the degradation mechanism of porous 

CCL structure is required. 

1.8. Accelerated stress tests 

The indication of PEFC component degradation occurs after several hundreds or 

thousands of hours of PEFC operation. Hence, the degradation study of materials 

through normal PEFC operation is rather time consuming, expensive, and may require 

dedicated testing facilities. In order to understand the PEFC components degradation 

mechanisms in a shorter duration of time, accelerated stress tests (ASTs) are employed 

[28]. ASTs are complicated due to the presence of various levels of parallel active 

ingredients, which could mislead the interpretation of degradation mechanisms 

obtainable through the regular PEFC operation. Thus, care has to be exercised in 

considering the AST operating conditions. Different AST protocols are adopted to 

implement membrane chemical, mechanical, and thermal degradations. The most widely 

used AST protocols for the ionomer membrane are OCV hold, RH cycles, potential 

cycles, and drive cycles. In PEFC membranes, OCV test is used to implement chemical 

degradation, while the RH cycling is designed to generate mechanical degradation. 
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Minimum or zero current is drawn from the fuel cell during OCV hold to leave 

unconsumed hydrogen to crossover that triggers chemical membrane degradation. The 

minimum current condition is found to increase the oxygen partial pressure and trigger 

the reactant crossover [106]. This also contributes to the driving force for increased 

chemical degradation near OCV. The crossover gases create mixed potential and 

reduce the OCV, which reduce the driving force of degradation generating fewer radicals 

at advanced degradation stages. The intensity of chemical degradation can be increased 

or decreased by using pure oxygen or air to adjust the partial pressure of oxygen at 

cathode.  

RH cycling has instances of reduced and high humidification stages. Reduced 

humidity leads to ionomer membrane dehydration and exerts mechanical stress on the 

membrane. In consequence to such microscopic dimensional fluctuations, the 

membrane experiences bulk mechanical stress. This is capable of creating regions with 

reduced ductility, cracks, holes, and tears with increased gas crossover near the 

reactant inlets. Humidity fluctuations cause the change in proton conductivity and also 

impact the rate of hydrogen peroxide formation [107]. High humidity causes excess 

swelling and creates compressive stress in the ionomer membrane. It is reported that 

increasing RH led to an increased fluoride emission rates in PFSA ionomer membranes 

as a result of increased hydrogen peroxide formation [108]. The intensity of mechanical 

degradation can be varied by adjusting the humidity level in the RH cycles to cater the 

AST needs. 

 

Figure 1.12 In situ stressors employed to degrade MEAs through ASTs. 
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 Both chemical and mechanical stresses exhibit characteristics of thermal 

degradation mechanisms and are inseparable. High temperature is often used as a 

parallel stressor to intensify degradation. A combination of these three stressors is used 

to induce chemical, electrochemical, mechanical, and thermal degradation in PEFC 

components. Mostly voltage, humidity, and temperature in continuous and cyclic forms 

are used to implement realistic modes or customized degradation modes in a PEFC in 

situ. Based on the selection of stressors or their combination, any required degradation 

modes can be implemented in a PEFC to degrade MEA components in short duration 

through the choice of stressors as shown in Figure 1.12. 

Table 1.2 General in situ test methods for membrane and catalyst layer 
degradation in PEFC [28].  

AST name Protocol Failure modes 

Membrane 

OCV hold  
High voltage hold with dry/humidified 
reactants 

Membrane chemical degradation 

RH cycling RH cycles from dry to wet N2  
Membrane mechanical 
degradation 

OCV + RH cycles [52] OCV at low RH followed by wet/dry cycles 
Chemical and mechanical 
membrane degradation 

Load cycles at low RH 
Load cycles from low to high current at low 
humidification 

Catalyst layer 

Fuel starvation 
Anode positive potential causing cell 
reversal by supplying N2 at anode 

Carbon corrosion and Pt 
sintering 

Oxygen starvation 
Fuel cell negative potential by reducing 
oxygen concentration 

Pt degradation and loss in ECSA  

High voltage 
excursion [109] 

Voltage cycling between low voltage to 
stress Pt catalyst and high voltage to 
trigger carbon corrosion (rectangular, 
symmetric triangular, fast cathodic and 
slow cathodic potential cycles are used) 

Carbon corrosion and Pt 
degradation 

Both membrane and catalyst layer 

Load cycles with 
increased oxygen 
concentration 

Load cycles from low to high current at low 
humidification with increased oxygen 
concentration at cathode 

Pt degradation, carbon 
corrosion, and ionomer and 
membrane chemical/mechanical 
degradation  
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1.9. Objectives and Scopes 

While the molecular effects of chemical degradation and macroscopic effects of 

mechanical degradation are well documented, there is a lack of critical interaction of the 

chemical and mechanical degradation processes through the intermediate mesoscale 

level in the range of several nanometers sized molecular level changes to the smallest 

few microns sized damage. The objective of the present thesis is to understand the 

mesoscopic degradation phenomena in fuel cell catalyst coated membranes in response 

to chemical and mechanical degradation in situ. Such fundamental understanding must 

be gained from the mesoscale morphological studies of PFSA ionomer membrane and 

catalyst layer with respect to different stress scenarios. The major portion of the thesis 

addresses the morphological evolution and its effects on PFSA ionomer membrane’s 

physico-chemical properties with in situ chemical and mechanical degradation in coupled 

and pure forms. This study is expected to provide a better understanding of the 

degradation mechanisms due to the local membrane mesoscale morphological 

degradation, which is governing its durability in PEFCs. One of the principal 

requirements of PFSA ionomer membrane is its capacity to be hydrated in order to 

sustain ion conductivity. Gaining in-depth understanding of water uptake and related 

physico-chemical properties and their correlation to the ion conduction property with 

degradation is expected to provide new knowledge of fuel cell durability. While the 

coupled degradation scenario mimics the degradation stressors in an operating fuel cell, 

it is of particular interest to decouple the combined chemical and mechanical 

degradation to study the causes and effects of mesoscopic morphological changes due 

to the pure form of stressors. The study of physico-chemical properties due to the pure 

chemical and the pure mechanical stresses and the mesoscale understanding is 

intended to provide the intensity and interaction of individual stressors that contribute to 

the ionomer membrane failure. This also helps to bridge the existing gap in the literature 

between physico-chemical properties of PFSA ionomer membrane and in situ 

degradation modes and helps connect the lack of knowledge between molecular level 

degradation and macroscopic failure mechanisms. 

Apart from fuel cell membranes, the mesoscale catalyst layer degradation is the 

most-sought after information towards the satisfactory performance of PEFCs since; 
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CCL largely contributes to PEFC performance. Also, the membrane degradation 

interacts with and leads to catalyst layer degradation and vice versa. The mesoscale 

degradation phenomena are expected to bridge the gap between the 

molecular/microscopic degradation mechanisms and the macroscopic degradation 

effects. The degradation effects with respect to the distribution of platinum, carbon, and 

ionomer along in-plane and across through-plane of CCL critically impact the 

performance and stable operation of fuel cell. Hence, the scope of the present thesis is 

to understand and acquire the knowledge of CCM degradation responsible for the PEFC 

performance decay and failure due to the commonly encountered stressors during 

regular PEFC operation through the mesoscale studies.  
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Chapter 2.  
 
Materials and Methods 

The CCMs used in this study were extracted from multiple ASTs and are broadly 

classified based on the studies related to membrane degradation and catalyst 

degradation. ASTs for membrane and catalyst layer degradation were carried out 

previously and the findings were published in the literature [52,109–111]. 

2.1. Membrane degradation studies 

2.1.1. Membrane electrode assembly fabrication 

Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEA) were prepared by hot-pressing a 

standard non-reinforced PFSA ionomer membrane with anode and cathode gas diffusion 

electrodes (GDEs). GDEs were fabricated by coating a micro-porous layer (MPL) made 

of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and carbon black on a non-woven carbon paper gas 

diffusion layer substrate, followed by coating a catalyst layer consisting of carbon-

supported platinum nanoparticles and dispersed perfluorosulfonic acid ionomer. The 

peripheral area of the MEA was covered with one-sided adhesive plastic films on both 

sides to minimize local electrochemical and mechanical damage during PEFC operation. 

2.1.2. Stack assembly 

Research-scale stacks were built using standard test hardware consisting of 

graphitic bipolar plates designed to achieve close to uniform mass transport conditions 

over the active area. The flow field plates had co-flow parallel straight channels and high 

gas flow conditions, ensuring minimum pressure drop and minimum changes in reactant 

composition from the stack inlet to outlet. A pressurized bladder was used to ensure 
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uniform compression between MEAs and bipolar plates after stack assembly. Prior to 

installation on a test station, external and internal gas leak tests were carried out by 

pressurizing dead-ended fluid compartments and measuring any gas transfer to other 

compartments. 

A test station consisting of fully computer-controlled mass flow controllers 

(MFCs), back pressure control system, pre-heated water circulating coolant loops, and 

electronic load was used to evaluate the fuel cell stack. The test station was also 

equipped with two water-injected evaporator type humidifiers capable of controlling RH 

levels instantaneously without a long warm-up and cool-down preconditioning time for 

humidity control. 

The most damaged MEA in terms of reduced OCV and increased hydrogen leak 

current detected via an electrochemical leak detection test (ELDT) was extracted at the 

end of partial COCV AST. At EOL, all MEAs failed with a gas transfer leak of >10 sccm. 

The location of sample extraction for the present investigation was strategically selected 

to be closer to the inlet region of the MEA. Though chemical degradation was found to 

be uniform across the MEA active area through the observed membrane thinning, the 

inlet region is expected to undergo severe chemical degradation due to locally higher 

temperature and more rapid change between applied states (e.g., wet/dry states). The 

membrane region under land and channel during testing was not distinguished, since 

mechanical stress was considered to be acting uniformly over the entire area of the 

MEA. In order to precisely study the effect of pure mechanical degradation, an ex situ 

study [68] was carried out utilizing considerably higher frequency wet/dry cycles (600 

cycles/min) than in situ pure mechanical stress test that applied 0.25 cycles/min. 

2.2. Catalyst layer degradation studies 

2.2.1. Membrane electrode assembly fabrication 

MEAs were made of a catalyst coated membrane (CCM) using a Pt loading of 

0.4/0.1 mgcm-2 (cathode/anode), a commercial 50:50 wt.% Pt/C catalyst, and PFSA 
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ionomer. CCM was manufactured in-house using Nafion NR211 membrane. The gas 

diffusion layers (GDL) were made by AvCarb using a continuous process.  

2.2.2. Stack assembly 

The test hardware was designed to provide quasi-uniform operational condition. 

A pressurized bladder was used to ensure uniform compression between MEAs and 

bipolar plates after stack assembly. High reactants flow rates and liquid cooling system 

to control temperature were used. Carbon composite plates with parallel flow fields 

designed for low pressure and uniform flow were used.  

2.3. Accelerated stress tests  

ASTs were selected and implemented to degrade membrane and catalyst layer 

as tabulated in Table 2.1. Further details of corresponding ASTs are presented in the 

corresponding sections in Chapter 3.  

Table 2.1.  Accelerated stress tests used to degrade PEFCs. 

AST name [Reference] Protocol Component degraded 

COCV AST [52] OCV hold and RH cycles Combined chemical/mechanical 
membrane degradation 

Constant RH test [111] High voltage hold at constant 
RH 

Membrane chemical degradation  

Humidity cycles [110] Wet and dry cycles  through wet 
and dry N2 gas 

Pure membrane mechanical 
degradation  

Square wave potential cycles 
[109] 

Voltage cycles between a lower 
and upper potential 

Catalyst degradation through 
carbon corrosion and Pt 
sintering 

Under uniform conditions, an MEA is considered to degrade homogeneously 

without any spatial variations when moved in 1-D from the inlet to outlet. Owing to the 

optimized fuel cell hardware design, it was assumed that MEA degradation is uniform 

across the active area and the obtained results hold good for the entire active area. The 

results were also assumed to follow a linear relation when it is up scaled i.e., PEFC 

stacks with higher number of cells and larger area than the one used in this study. 
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Chapter 3.  
 
Summary of Contributions 

3.1. Progression in the Morphology of Fuel Cell Membranes 
upon Conjoint Chemical and Mechanical Degradation 

In order to have an in-depth understanding of PFSA ionomer membrane 

degradation mechanism, the effects of the ionomer membrane molecular degradation on 

mesoscale morphological changes are to be explored. This bridges the existing gap in 

the literature between the known molecular degradation mechanisms and macroscopic 

failure modes of the ionomer membrane in an operating fuel cell. Hence, the evolution of 

mesoscale morphology of PFSA ionomer membrane in response to coupled 

chemical/mechanical degradation was directly imaged using transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and the results are compared with the pristine ionomer membrane 

morphology. Here protonic sites were exchanged with Pb2+ ions to increase the electron 

image contrast. While imaging under the high energy electron beam (~300 keV), there is 

a possibility that both sulfonic acid attached side chains and fluorocarbon main chains 

could decompose. This also leads to the crystallization of contrast enhancing agent, 

thereby creating distortion in the observed hydrophilic domain sizes [112]. Hence, to 

avoid the imaging artifacts, the e-beam energy was kept at 120 keV in 2-D imaging, 

while it was increased to 200 keV in obtaining tilt-series images for 3-D reconstruction. 

Here, the e-beam diameter was kept between 0.3 to 1 nm for imaging the hydrophilic 

domain sizes of the order of 3-5 nm [25].The CCMs used in this study were previously 

degraded under a cyclic open circuit voltage accelerated stress test (COCV AST) 

developed at Ballard Power Systems described elsewhere [52]. Partially degraded MEA 

samples were extracted from the AST stack after the 2nd, 5th, and 8th cycles. A hydrogen 

leak rate indicative of stack failure represented the end-of-life (EOL) of the MEAs that 

occurred after ten cycles. The MEA samples were taken from the inlet region that 
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experienced the most aggressive conditions for degradation. The effects of membrane 

degradation on the phase distribution, the loss of sulfonic acid groups, and fluoride loss 

were explored through TEM. The PFSA ionomer morphology and the spatial distribution 

of the elements in the ionomer membrane were captured from beginning-of-life (BOL) to 

end-of-life (EOL) using TEM with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis capability.  

The phase separated morphology of pristine PFSA ionomer membrane exhibited 

randomly distributed ion-rich domains in small pockets defined by the surrounding 

structural matrix of the fluorocarbon phase as shown in Figure 3.1(a). The CCMs 

extracted from three partially degraded stages revealed two typical regions identified as 

regular morphology present in the membranes and special features related to local 

membrane degradation. At advanced stages of degradation, OH radical attacked regions 

were believed to have lost a large portion of the sulfonic acid end groups that resembles 

the presence of a hollow, void space in the membrane slice that can influence the local 

phase-separated ionomer structure. The micrographs of a typical EOL membrane region 

exhibited reduced concentration of ion-rich domains essentially due to locally elevated 

chemical degradation and bulk region with more spherical and highly networked ionic 

domains as shown in Figure 3.1(b).  

 

Figure 3.1 Mesoscale morphology of (a) PFSA ionomer membrane may lead to 
macroscopic cracks degradation (b) after combined chemical and 
mechanical degradation.  

The statistical treatment of the domain area distribution through binary phase 

segmentation of the images was performed using ImageJ. It was found that the effects 

of global chemical degradation on the bulk membrane structure led to an increase in the 
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average hydrophilic domain area by ∼16% compared to the pristine ionomer membrane. 

Also, a substantial increase in the number of domains in the range of 10–25 nm2 was 

observed with severe chemical degradation, in contrast to the smaller domain areas in 

the pristine ionomer membrane. Elemental mapping was performed on the degraded 

zones to determine the chemistry of the local degradation features. The high angle 

annular dark field (HAADF) image revealed the absence of Pb attached to the sulfonic 

acid group that acts as electron scattering centers. The absence of fluorine due to the 

fluoride release in degraded region was also revealed in fluorine EDX map. The reduced 

concentration of carbon and oxygen signals in the severely degraded region was also 

mapped, which indicated essentially hollow space, with little to no ionomer material at 

the core. The gross loss of ionomer in the observed void areas is consistent with main 

chain carboxylate-mediated degradation. The EDX results supported well known 

membrane degradation mechanisms essentially due to the attack of 𝑆𝑂3
−, −𝐶 − 𝑂 − 𝐶 −, 

and 𝐶𝐹2 through the initiation and propagation of side chain degradation culminating in 

main chain scission and fragmentation in the degradation process. Further the 

mesoscopic morphological changes were found to assist the local crack initiation and 

propagation at the macroscale. Due to the ‘hollow’ nature of these chemically degraded 

areas, the local mechanical stress may be exacerbated around the perimeter of the 

damage, thus further expanding it. The micrographs of EOL membrane revealed initial, 

localized crazes that propagate preferentially along the direction of low 

concentration/absence of ion-clusters under the influence of mechanical (or 

hygrothermal) stress. Such low concentration of ion-rich domains is shown in the TEM 

micrograph in Figure 3.1(b). These regions are likely to possess weak interaction 

between the constituent polar and non-polar phases due to chemical degradation and 

could favor mechanical fracture along this direction.  

The morphological studies through 2-D TEM images provided the role of 

combined chemical/mechanical degradation towards the mechanistic understanding of 

degraded PFSA ionomer membrane phase-separated microstructure that led to the 

locally initiated damage and conditions for crack propagation in an operating fuel cell. 

Hence, the locally elevated degraded region is expected to carry more information about 

the involved degradation mechanism and is given a detailed approach in the next 

section. Complete information about the influence of combined chemical and mechanical 
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degradation on the PFSA ionomer membrane morphology can be found in Appendix A 

and also from Venkatesan et al. [113]. 

3.2. Probing Nanoscale Membrane Degradation in Fuel 
Cells through Electron Tomography  

While the conventional TEM technique provides collective information in the form 

of 2-D images of the material structures, their internal structure, hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic volume fractions correlating to their functionalities are difficult to explore 

using the 2-D techniques alone [114,115]. The shape of a structure can be better 

visualized when viewed from every possible angle, which can be accomplished through 

tilt-series images. This was the motivation to perform 3-D imaging of pristine and 

degraded PFSA phase-separated membrane morphology. The 3-D internal structure of 

pristine PFSA ionomer membrane is the most sought-after research avenue for the 

mechanistic understanding of ion transport mechanism and stability of fuel cell 

membrane. Though a 3-D morphological study on PFSA ionomer membrane was 

previously carried out in the literature [25], the sample was prepared from spin cast 

PFSA ionomer. A baseline morphology of bulk Nafion-type membrane is necessary in 

order to make a reasonable comparison with membranes extracted from PEFCs 

especially PFSA ionomer as a bulk membrane. The 3-D approach was extended to a 

locally degraded region in the ionomer membrane subjected to in situ combined 

chemical/mechanical degradation identified in the previous section to directly image the 

morphological changes in the degraded location.  

The contrast in the previously obtained 2-D TEM images was not well defined to 

reconstruct hydrophilic/hydrophobic surfaces at the phase boundaries, which further 

worsens in degraded PFSA ionomer membranes. To overcome this issue during phase 

segmentation, the most explicit hydrophilic and hydrophobic phase boundaries were 

positively identified and kept as marker seed pixels. This identification was based on the 

difference in contrast exhibited by the exchanged Pb element in ion-rich clusters.  
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Figure 3.2 3-D segmented phase-separated morphology of pristine PFSA 
ionomer membrane.  

A gradient image was created using the marker seeds and Marker-based 

Watershed (MW) segmentation was used to identify weak phase boundaries and the 

reconstructed phase separated morphology of pristine PFSA ionomer membrane is 

shown in Figure 3.2. This method of segmenting hydrophilic and hydrophobic is 

reproducible and applied to combined chemical/mechanical degraded PFSA ionomer 

membrane as well. Here, the locally elevated degraded regions, which showed severe 

degradation features, identified in the previous section are focused on. 

 

Figure 3.3 3-D reconstructed phase segmented hydrophilic phase (cyan) in (a) 
pristine (b) combined chemical/mechanical degraded PFSA ionomer 
membrane and (c) numerical analysis of the hydrophilic phase 
volume. 
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The 3-D segmented morphologies of reconstructed hydrophilic phase in pristine 

and degraded ionomer membranes are shown in Figure 3.3, where the non-polar 

backbone was set as semi-transparent magenta to clearly visualize the hydrophilic 

(cyan) phase. The direct observation of the 3-D morphology of degraded membrane in 

Figure 3.3(b) exhibits more isolated and smaller hydrophilic clusters than the pristine 

membrane morphology that shows homogeneously distributed hydrophilic clusters 

interconnected through narrow channels. From the numerical analysis carried out on the 

reconstructed structures, the volume fraction of the hydrophilic phase in pristine ionomer 

membrane was found to be 40±2 vol% that reduced to 37±2 vol% due to the impact of 

combined chemical/mechanical degradation. This reduction in bundle size signifies the 

loss of ionomer material through both side chain and main chain degradation, while the 

marginal increase in the hydrophobic volume fraction indicates a closer packing of 

hydrophobic bundles in the degraded material. The latter effect is related to the loss of 

hydrophilic pore volume and may also be influenced by global membrane thinning. The 

average hydrophilic pore size reduced to 1.9 nm, which is 17% smaller than for pristine 

ionomer membrane as presented in Figure 3.3(c). Also, the numerical calculations 

carried out on the reconstructed structures revealed increased tortuosity values in two 

directions with degradation. This indicated a reduced connectivity of hydrophilic domains 

due to ionomer degradation. The surface reconstruction and numerical analysis of the 

hydrophobic phase in the PFSA ionomer membrane were carried out as well and found 

that the average hydrophobic bundle diameter reduced to 2.1 nm, which is 16% smaller 

than for pristine ionomer membrane. Complete information about the 3-D morphological 

study on the pristine and degraded PFSA ionomer membrane morphology and 

quantified phase-separated structural information can be found in Appendix B. 

3.3. Evolution of Water Sorption in Catalyst Coated 
Membranes Subjected to Combined Chemical and 
Mechanical Degradation 

Water retention is one of the important functions of PFSA ionomer membrane 

originating from its hydrophilic end group to enhance proton conduction. The effects of 

mesoscale morphological changes through ionomer membrane chemical degradation 

and membrane material loss were expected to influence its water uptake characteristics. 
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The water uptake behavior and ionomer thermal stability of pristine PFSA membrane, 

BOL CCM, and CCMs extracted at partial and complete COCV AST cycles were studied 

using multi-vapor gravimetric sorption analyzer and thermal analysis in this section. In 

the water sorption experiments, a known mass of sample material was packed in 

stainless steel mesh pan inside an environment chamber and the relative humidity of the 

chamber was increased while carefully monitoring the sample mass. The thermal 

stability of CCMs was monitored by heating sample in an inert environment until the 

decomposition temperature of the PFSA ionomer membrane. The mass loss was 

monitored with temperature to estimate the thermal stability. 

 

Figure 3.4 Water uptake isotherm for membrane, CCMs, and catalyst layer (CL) 
obtained at room temperature (~ 25oC). 

Water uptake isotherms of pristine PFSA membrane, BOL CCM, combined 

chemical/mechanical AST degraded CCM, and BOL catalyst layers are presented in 

Figure 3.4. The water uptake per gram of pristine membrane was higher than the CCM 

samples due to the higher mass contribution from the catalyst layer and constraints 

imposed by the catalyst layer for the transport of vapor through restrictive pathways 

across the ionomer membrane interface. The water uptake of pristine ionomer 

membrane used in this study was found to be 27.5 wt% at 100% RH, while the 

corresponding water uptake of CCMs was in the 12–16 wt% range (Figure 3.4). Three 

BOL CCM samples were tested to determine the experimental and sample variability 
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and found that the water uptake values are within the experimental variability of 0.3 wt%. 

Due to the time consuming nature of water uptake experiments and ASTs, one sample 

each from partially and fully degraded states were studied. The ionomer in the catalyst 

layer did not absorb more than 0.8 wt% of water. This could be due to the lesser amount 

of ionomer and smaller hydrophilic domain sizes in the distributed ionomer relative to the 

bulk ionomer membrane. The water uptake of combined chemical/mechanical degraded 

CCM: 

(i) increased during the first two cycles of the COCV AST experiment as the 

conditioning effect appeared to dominate over the relatively mild membrane degradation. 

(ii) reduced until the 8th cycle due to the loss of sulfonic acid end groups, and  

(iii) increased at more advanced degradation stages due to the physical damage 

in the membrane caused by the mechanical stress that acted on the chemically 

weakened ionomer structure. The only sample descriptive metric that was not altered by 

the membrane degradation process is sample area, hence normalization of water uptake 

with area was proposed and the results clearly eliminated the effects of membrane 

thinning and ionomer material loss. Further precise understanding of water sorption of 

the membrane with effect to degradation stressors is required to separate the water 

sorption contribution of the ionomer in CCM. The amount of ionomer phase in the 

composite fuel cell CCM was determined through thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The 

dry PFSA ionomer content of the membrane and CCM was therefore determined using 

TGA as illustrated in Figure 3.5.  

From TGA results, it was also found that pristine ionomer membrane 

decomposed at a marginally higher temperature than the CCM samples, which indicated 

better stability of pristine ionomer membrane towards thermal decomposition than CCM 

samples. The degradation history of EOL CCM was believed to play a significant role in 

bringing the mass loss events further down to a lower temperature than the BOL CCM’s 

mass loss events. 
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Figure 3.5 TGA plot exhibiting ionomer mass in a CCM. 

The measured mass per unit area of the CCM was found to decrease linearly 

with combined chemical/mechanical degradation. At EOL, the CCM had lost ~46 wt% of 

the ionomer material due to severe chemical degradation. This is consistent with fluoride 

release data and integrals of 19F NMR peaks of polymer side chain with degradation 

[52]. The data from the TGA experiments were used to deduce the ionomer mass-

normalized water uptake. The BOL CCM was shown to contain approximately 30% less 

water per gram of ionomer than the pure ionomer membrane, which was also consistent 

with the area normalized water uptake data. The different environment experienced by 

the ionomer membrane inside an MEA could be attributed to the reduced water uptake. 

A substantial increase in ionomer mass-normalized water uptake was experienced 

during the MEA conditioning phase and during the first two AST cycles. After a few 

cycles the hydrophilic domains in the degraded ionomer membrane are expected to 

change considerably with the loss of water absorbing 𝑆𝑂3
− pendant chains that may 

disrupt the ionomer morphology as evidenced by the TEM results presented in Section 

2.1 and 2.2 and reduced the water uptake of the ionomer membrane. After the 8th cycle, 

it was observed that the water uptake per unit gram of ionomer increased significantly 

with combined chemical/mechanical degradation as severe physical damage was 

created in the membrane as graphically represented in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 Ionomer water sorption is altered with combined chemical and 
mechanical degradation. 

The effects of combined chemical/mechanical degradation on the proton 

conductivity were calculated from the in situ measured high frequency impedance data. 

The calculated proton conductivity was found to decrease linearly with degradation, 

which qualitatively followed the trends observed with membrane thinning, fluoride 

release, and ionomer mass loss. Though membrane thinning was expected to reduce 

the overall ionic resistance, it was counteracted by the loss of proton conductivity that 

led to a gradual decrease in fuel cell performance in ohmic polarization region governed 

by membrane ion transport [52]. When pinholes are smaller (~10 microns), liquid water 

could seal it due to capillary action, whereas larger pinholes (few tens of microns in size) 

could lead to reactant crossover and combustion at opposite electrodes. In general, the 

combusting reactants at a pinhole could raise the temperature sufficiently (~140oC) to 

trigger thermal decomposition of the ionomer phase in CCL in the vicinity of the pinhole. 

The temperature at Pt particles was estimated to be much higher to trigger carbon 

oxidation, Pt sintering, and local membrane drying to expand the defect laterally and 

increase further gas crossover [91]. Complete information about the water sorption 

results, thermal analysis, and proton conductivity can be found in Appendix C and also 

from Venkatesan et al. [116]. 
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3.4. Mesoscale Membrane Morphology in Fuel Cells 
Subjected to Pure Chemical and Pure Mechanical 
Degradation 

It was found from the previous sections that the mesoscale morphology of PFSA 

ionomer membrane was affected with coupled chemical/mechanical degradation 

stressor, but it lacked critical information about the role of individual chemical and 

mechanical stressors and their specific influence on the overall degradation process. 

The objective of the present section was to decouple the effects of chemical and 

mechanical stresses acting on PEFC during its normal operation and study their 

individual influence on the mesoscale degradation phenomena and associated physico-

chemical properties of PFSA ionomer membrane. The pure chemical and pure 

mechanical degradation tests were carried out in situ. In situ pure chemical membrane 

degradation was induced by applying a constant high voltage (0.9 V) at a fixed 

temperature (85oC) and relative humidity (100% RH) to a research scale ten cell stack 

with graphitic bipolar plates utilizing co-flow parallel straight channel configuration. 

Although, constant mechanical stress was acting on the membrane through fuel cell 

clamping forces, it was not considered to mimic the cycling RH conditions that 

accelerate membrane degradation. Hence, constant voltage operation AST is expected 

to bring chemical degradation induced failure modes in the membrane. In situ pure 

mechanical membrane degradation was carried out by applying rapid, deep 2 min wet 

(90% RH) and 2 min dry (0% RH) cycles at relatively high temperature and ambient 

pressure. Nitrogen gas was used at both anode and cathode in order to eliminate the 

occurrence of chemical degradation. The CCMs were extracted after a considerable leak 

rate of 10 sccm per cell detected in both ASTs. The morphology of the ionomer 

membrane subjected to pure chemical and pure mechanical degradation was analyzed 

using contrast enhanced transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The effects of pure 

form of degradation stressors on water uptake, thermal stability, and residual ionomer 

content were studied using multi-vapor gravimetric sorption analyzer and TGA. The 

details of imaging and physical measurements can be found in previous sections. The 

ionomer mass-normalized water uptake of degraded CCM samples was determined to 

separate the water uptake contribution by the ionomer phase in CCM samples due to 

pure chemical and pure mechanical stressors. The results were compared with baseline 
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PFSA ionomer membrane and BOL CCM to extract key information on the direct impact 

of each stressor.  

From the obtained results, it was found that the morphology of PFSA ionomer 

membrane subjected to pure chemical degradation featured more dilated and networked 

hydrophilic domains when compared to pristine membrane as illustrated in Figure 3.7. 

Due to the strong phase segregation in PFSA ionomer, localized stress is concentrated 

on the walls of hydrophilic domain. The loss of side chains and sulfonic acid end groups 

in the ion-rich domain is expected to reduce the local stress interaction and thereby alter 

the hydrophilic clusters from their pristine morphology. The pristine membrane 

morphology was not affected to a greater extent with pure mechanical stress, except for 

a slight ordering of ion-rich domains along the tensile stress direction. To intensify the 

effect of expansion and contraction, an ex situ tensile fatigue-creep (TFC) test with 

considerably higher frequency cycles was used to compare the mechanical strain acting 

on the test specimen. The long duration of expansion and contraction during in situ RH 

cycles provided the membrane with time to retrieve the stored strains, whereas the 

intermolecular bonds of the semi-crystalline clusters formed during the fatigue, oriented 

along the tensile stress direction, constrained the time-dependent recovery and left the 

membrane in a meta-stable state [68]. This brought a distinctive elongated ion-clusters 

morphology effect that was weakly exhibited by in situ degraded PFSA membrane. 

Further statistical distribution of domain area was carried out to study the mechanical 

degradation more precisely. The statistical analysis carried out on the micrographs 

showed that bulk changes to the morphology were incurred by pure chemical stress with 

~16% dilated average hydrophilic domain area and the localized ordering of hydrophilic 

domains was a result of pure mechanical stress with ~5% increase in the average 

hydrophilic domain area. 
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Figure 3.7 Schematics of PFSA ionomer morphology in (a) pristine and (b) 
degraded state featuring loss of side chains and fluoride release. 

 

Figure 3.8 Hydrophilic domain area distribution of (a) pristine PFSA ionomer 
membrane and the membrane in CCMs degraded under (b) pure 
chemical and (c) pure mechanical stress. 

Weibull distribution function fitted with the observed hydrophilic domain area 

distribution revealed that the average area is centered at ~7 nm2 for pristine membrane. 

The significantly increased ‘scale’ parameter (from 13.4 to 16.4) and unaffected ‘shape’ 

parameter of the hydrophilic domain area distribution in chemically degraded membrane 

indicate the effect of dilated hydrophilic domains. Pure mechanical stress was not found 

to affect the ‘scale’ parameter, but a slight decrease in the ‘shape’ parameter (from 1.6 
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to 1.5) may indicate the hydrophilic domain area following a narrow distribution as shown 

in Figure 3.8. The statistical analysis revealed that pure chemical stress resulted in 

increased average hydrophilic domain area and led to broad distribution as influenced by 

the loss of sulfonic acid groups and weakened fluorocarbon bundles, which also 

suggested thinning of fluorocarbon bundles. 

 

Figure 3.9 Water uptake per unit mass and unit area of pristine membrane, BOL 
CCM, and degraded CCMs from pure chemical and pure mechanical 
degradation tests. 

The effect of morphological degradation is analyzed through the membrane 

physico-chemical properties. The CCM from pure chemical degradation experienced a 

slight reduction in the water uptake per gram (Figure 3.9) due to the loss of sulfonic acid 

groups. The pure mechanical degradation caused a slight increase in the water uptake 

compared to BOL CCM. In the absence of chemical degradation, this increase is 

attributed to the effects of sufficiently hydrated membrane with RH cycling and micro 

cracks on the surface of CCM to hold bulk water. Ionomer mass and thermal stability 

data were extracted from TGA results. The analysis revealed that pure chemical 

degradation led to ~30 wt% material loss due to side chain degradation and fluoride 

release, whereas pure mechanical stress did not contribute to any membrane mass loss. 

The side chain thermal decay event was slightly shifted to a lower temperature due to 

pure chemical degradation indicating a milder effect than the combined 
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chemical/mechanical stress scenario. The ionomer mass-normalized water uptake was 

significantly increased due to the membrane material loss and the loss of water 

attracting sulfonic acid groups as a result of pure chemical stress. The ionomer mass-

normalized water uptake due to pure mechanical stress had undergone a marginal 

increase due to the bulk water in the surface cracks. The collective results revealed that 

chemical stress was more aggressive than mechanical stress in exacerbating ionomer 

degradation in their pure forms. However, in the simultaneous presence of mechanical 

stress and or thermal stress, the degradation effects were amplified. The exclusive 

effects of pure chemical and pure mechanical degradation on the mesoscale 

morphology and physio-chemical properties bridged the existing gap in the literature 

between molecular changes and macroscopic membrane failure due to the pure form of 

stressors. Complete information on the mesoscale degradation effects due to pure form 

of degradation stressors is presented in Appendix D. 

3.5. Mesoscopic Degradation Effects of Voltage Cycled 
Cathode Catalyst Layers in Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells 

Of all the degradation modes experienced, voltage cycling during PEFC 

operation is significant and expected to bring the most severe degradation effects, 

especially to catalyst layers [98,117,118]. Hence, studying the CCL degradation in 

response to voltage cycling is of prime research interest in developing durable PEFC 

and motivated this section. The objective of the present section was to gain an essential 

understanding of the state of Pt, carbon, and ionomer at greater spatial resolution in 

pristine and degraded CCLs due to high voltage excursions. The existing gap in the 

literature on the mesoscopic degradation of porous electrodes and PEFC performance 

loss was addressed by high resolution imaging of their components, in particular by 

giving more emphasis to the ionomer phase in pristine and degraded CCLs. The study 

on structural and compositional changes of CCL subjected to high voltage excursions 

with phase sensitive information was carried out to gain knowledge on the mesoscopic 

degradation effects that can aid in the development of better materials. The fuel cell 

MEA was subjected to a voltage cycling AST featuring a square wave pattern with lower 

(LPL) and upper (UPL) potential limits of 0.6 and 1.3 V with 30 and 60 seconds duration 
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respectively. The MEA was extracted after 4700 cycles at which it indicated low PEFC 

performance. In situ degraded CCL through voltage cycling AST was subjected to 

analysis through TEM with elemental mapping capability. The mesoscale degradation 

effects of CCL were investigated through the bright field, high angle annular dark field 

(HAADF) imaging, and elemental mapping. The bright field images revealed degraded 

CCL featuring large voids not present in pristine CCL. Catalyst layer thinning was also 

observed with the applied AST. The bright field images of EOL CCL also revealed 

agglomeration of solid contents, void formation, and CCL thinning by ~73% from the 

BOL thickness. The HAADF images of EOL CCL revealed an overall increment in the 

solid content of the degraded CCL through the observed higher overall brightness that 

indicated the CCL densification/material aggregation with AST. One of the challenging 

parts in the investigation of CCL was the imaging of PFSA ionomer that has poor 

electron scattering characteristics. This was overcome by using elemental maps 

obtained through EDX analysis. EDX analysis of the degraded CCL revealed an 

increased Pt concentration coupled with the loss of carbon support. The associated 

increase in the Pt:C ratio from pristine to degraded CCL highlighted the dominance of 

carbon corrosion over Pt dissolution during the high voltage excursion process, albeit Pt 

agglomeration was also severe. Carbon and platinum gradients across the thickness of 

CCL could be the effect of temperature gradient that existed across its thickness. The 

overall carbon corrosion is higher in CCL region close to the membrane interface due to 

the increasing temperature as a result of ORR. Platinum nanoparticles have a higher 

tendency to agglomerate with increasing temperature and collapsing carbon support. 

Though the temperature effect due to ORR is known to thermally degrade the dispersed 

PFSA ionomer, the collapsing carbon and dissolving platinum could deposit ionomer 

layer near the membrane interface as evidenced from the micrographs in Figure 3.10. 

The formed void space affects the CCL functions through localized heating, loss of ionic 

and electronic conduction, etc. The increased oxygen concentration due to excess 

reactant in a void further increases carbon oxidation and temperature at that location to 

accelerate further degradation [119]. Carbon lost in the process of degradation was 

believed to be oxidized to carbon-di-oxide [120,121] as follows: 1) Incomplete oxidation 

of surface groups (Eq. (18 and 19)) and complete oxidation to gaseous state (Eq. (20 

and 21)). 
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𝐶(𝑆) → 𝐶(𝑆)
+ + 𝑒−                         Eq. (18) 

𝐶(𝑆) + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶(𝑆)𝑂 + 2H+ + 𝑒−                           Eq. (19) 

2𝐶(𝑆)𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶(𝑆)𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 2H+ + 2𝑒−                      Eq. (20) 

𝐶(𝑆) + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 2H+ + 2𝑒−                   Eq. (21) 

 

Figure 3.10 Fluorine concentration maps in (a) pristine and (b) voltage-cycled 
cathode catalyst layer. 

Furthermore, a local Pt deprived region was identified in the degraded CCL 

adjacent to the membrane due to Pt dissolution and migration across the interface. The 

concentration map of fluorine in Figure 3.10 at EOL showed a highly redistributed 

ionomer phase with segregated areas of high and near-zero fluorine concentrations, 

which are anticipated to contribute towards both mass transport and ohmic losses 

through the reduced ECSA and inaccessible Pt. More information on the mesoscale 

degradation effects of CCL, its physical characterization and fuel cell performance are 

presented in Appendix E and also can be found in Venkatesan et al. [122] . 
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Chapter 4.  
 
Conclusions and Future work 

4.1. Conclusions 

The present thesis addressed the mesoscale degradation effects of CCM 

components through morphological study relating to the structure-property relationship in 

PFSA ionomer membranes and Pt/C based cathode catalyst layers. In situ degradation 

stressors commonly experienced by an operating PEFC were implemented through 

multiple ASTs. The membrane in partially and fully degraded CCM samples were 

studied and compared with the results of pristine PFSA ionomer membrane. The 

baseline and degraded CCL were imaged for their mesoscale morphological and 

compositional degradation. The observed morphological changes in pristine and in situ 

degraded materials were correlated to the affected physico-chemical properties. The 

main contribution and findings of the research are summarized below. 

 As a primary finding, the present study revealed that the microstructure of the 

ionomer membrane was strongly influenced by its degradation history through 

combined chemical/mechanical stressors. The bulk membrane morphology 

was largely intact until advanced stages of degradation at which a significant 

increase in the hydrophilic domain fraction and the associated average domain 

area was observed. This global change was underpinned by substantial 

ionomer molecular decay due to severe chemical degradation affecting both 

side chains and main chains evidenced by fluoride release rates and 

membrane thinning. Most notably however, the obtained micrographs indicated 

elevated localized membrane degradation due to the combined action of 

chemical and mechanical stresses that is believed to initiate the development 

of macroscopic membrane damage. Ultimately this is the contributor of 
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membrane failure due to hydrogen leaks. The elemental maps revealed the 

absence of fluorine at the locally degraded zones along with reduced 

concentrations of carbon and oxygen, thus comprising an essentially hollow 

space with deprivation of ionomer material at the core. From the micrographs, 

the evidence of ion-cluster voids, which could develop to micro-cracks, was 

found at advanced degradation stages. The micrographs of degraded 

membranes revealed initial, localized crazes that propagate preferentially along 

the direction of low concentration/absence of ion-clusters under the influence of 

mechanical (or hygrothermal) stress. Overall, the results of membrane 2-D 

morphological study provide a bridge in terms of the mechanistic understanding 

of mesoscale morphological changes in the ionomer membrane, from 

molecular changes through locally elevated mesoscopic void formation and 

micro-crack initiation under mechanical stress to fracture propagation that is 

believed to be the underlying mechanism for local macroscopic damage feature 

and eventual membrane failure. 

 The size of ion clusters, their shape, and distribution in the ionomer membrane 

were explored using the 3-D reconstruction technique to overcome the 

limitations of 2-D direct imaging inspection. TEM tomography revealed the 

spatial phase distribution, volume fraction, domain sizes, and connectivity of 

hydrophilic phase in pristine and degraded ionomer membranes. The 3-D 

morphology reconstructed through TEM-t comprised of bi-continuous 

hydrophobic fluorocarbon bundles with an average diameter of 2.5 nm and 

globular ionic clusters interconnected through narrow channels with an overall 

hydrophilic volume fraction of 40±2% and an average pore diameter of 2.3 nm. 

The 3-D morphology of a locally degraded region revealed a reduced 

hydrophilic volume fraction with isolated and smaller pores accompanied by 

smaller main chain bundle size due to loss of ionomer materials originating 

from chemical degradation. The combined changes in hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic domains rendered a closer packing of weaker ionomer bundles with 

declined mechanical properties in the degraded membrane. Such regions are 

susceptible to fracture in the presence of mechanical stress. The 3-D 

reconstructed PFSA ionomer membrane structures provided a fundamental 
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knowledge about the internal morphology of degraded PFSA ionomer 

membrane and in-depth knowledge about the local effects due to combined 

chemical/mechanical degradation. 

 Effects of mesoscale morphological changes in PFSA ionomer membrane 

subjected to combined chemical/mechanical membrane degradation strongly 

influenced its water uptake, thermal decomposition pattern, and proton 

conductivity. This contributed to the knowledge of the structure-property 

relationship of PFSA ionomer membranes influenced by in situ degradation 

stressors. It was observed that the water uptake of CCM was lower than that of 

a pure ionomer membrane due to the constraint imposed by catalyst layers on 

the hygral expansion of the membrane. However, MEA conditioning led to a 

considerable increase in CCM water uptake. The proposed area normalized 

water sorption is unaffected by membrane mass loss during combined 

chemical/mechanical degradation; and ionomer mass normalized water 

sorption accounted for the membrane thinning and mass loss caused by 

chemical degradation. From thermal analysis, the overall decomposition 

pattern was found to be similar for ionomer membrane and CCM. Thermal 

analysis of in situ degraded CCMs; however, it revealed decreased thermal 

stability of the ionomer membrane due to chemical degradation. The mass 

fraction of ionomer in combined chemical/mechanical degraded CCMs 

determined from thermogravimetric analysis was found to decrease linearly up 

to 46% of the initial ionomer content. The water uptake normalized by ionomer 

mass increased due to conditioning and further slow growth of hydrophilic 

pores in the ionomer. Due to the degradation of sulfonic acid groups and side 

chains during the intermediate ASTs, the water uptake decreased substantially. 

At advanced degradation stages, physical damage such as cracks and 

pinholes attracted more water into the damage cavities. The water uptake 

normalized by ionomer mass was found to increase with degradation. Although 

increased water sorption may indicate enlarged solvated hydrophilic domains. 

This sharp increase in water uptake per ionomer unit mass did not enhance the 

proton conductivity of the membrane; in contrast, the proton conductivity 

decreased linearly, indicating that the water residing in damage cavities does 
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not enhance the ion conduction. However, the fact that the membrane cavities 

are filled with water during fully humidified conditions can be beneficial in order 

to reduce reactant gas crossover and hydrogen leaks during fuel cell operation 

with degraded membranes. These findings connected the gap in the literature 

between physico-chemical property studies and in situ membrane degradation 

due to coupled chemical/mechanical stressors.  

 The effects of in situ pure chemical and pure mechanical degradation stressors 

were studied to clearly identify their role in the degradation process. This study 

addressed the limitations of the knowledge of mesoscale degradation 

phenomena due to combined chemical/mechanical degradation. The statistical 

analyses carried out on degraded PFSA hydrophilic domain area distributions 

were compared with the pristine PFSA domain area distribution. It was found 

that pure chemical stress resulted in the broadening of average hydrophilic 

domain area distribution influenced by loss of sulfonic acid groups and 

weakened fluorocarbon bundles, which also suggested thinning of fluorocarbon 

bundles. The pure mechanical stress led to a narrower distribution of the 

average hydrophilic domain area than pristine ionomer membrane. The 

relationships between membrane morphology and functional properties were 

also determined in the context of pure chemical and pure mechanical 

degradation. Pure chemical degradation led to reduced water uptake per unit 

area due to loss of sulfonic acid groups and membrane thinning, whereas pure 

mechanical degradation incurred a marginal increment in water uptake that 

was attributed to bulk water housed in cracks. Both the results were in contrast 

with the significantly high water uptake of combined chemical/mechanical 

degraded CCM. Thermogravimetric analysis revealed that pure chemical 

degradation led to ~30 wt% ionomer mass loss and slightly shifted the 

desulfonation event to a lower temperature, whereas pure mechanical stress 

did not contribute to any ionomer mass loss nor shifted the thermal decay 

events. It was thus concluded that chemical degradation is required in order to 

remove ionomer material from the membrane; either by pure chemical 

degradation that leads to mild mass loss and thinning or by combined 

chemical/mechanical degradation that amplifies the expulsion of degraded 
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ionomer fragments. The ionomer mass-normalized water uptake was 

significantly increased due to pure chemical degradation, in agreement with the 

enlarged hydrophilic domain size, which indicates good hydration, despite the 

severe state of chemical degradation at EOL. The collective results revealed 

that the observed disintegration of the ionomer morphology arising from pure 

chemical degradation is likely to progress into membrane failure in the 

presence of hygrothermal stress, in particular, areas of locally elevated 

chemical decay that can form preferential damage sites. Mitigation of chemical 

degradation is therefore deemed to be the most important factor to resolve in 

order to enhance membrane durability in fuel cells. 

 The significant contributing factor towards PEFC failure via catalyst layer 

degradation is investigated here. The mesoscopic degradation effects of CCL 

subjected to an in situ voltage cycling AST were characterized through electron 

micrographs and elemental maps at high resolution. The bright field images of 

degraded CCL revealed solid content agglomeration, void formation, and 

thinning by ~73%, while the dark field images indicated densification of CCL 

through higher overall brightness with the applied AST. The elemental analysis 

of degraded CCL revealed an increased Pt concentration coupled with the loss 

of carbon. The associated increase in the Pt:C ratio from pristine to fully 

degraded stage highlighted the dominance of carbon corrosion over Pt 

dissolution during the voltage cycling process, albeit Pt agglomeration was also 

significant. Furthermore, a local Pt deprived region was identified in the 

degraded CCL adjacent to the membrane due to Pt dissolution and migration 

across the interface. The elemental map of fluorine in the degraded CCL 

indicated a highly redistributed ionomer phase with segregated areas of high 

and near-zero fluorine concentrations that could be the significant factors for 

the observed ECSA loss by hindering reactant access to remaining Pt, Pt 

particle growth, and decreased PEFC performance. The observed mesoscopic 

effects of compositional, structural, and morphological degradation of CCL 

provide new insight into its complex degradation pathways that can aid the 

interpretation of performance loss and contribute to the diagnosis and 
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development of improved catalyst layer designs for more durable, high 

performing PEFCs. 

Overall, the gained knowledge could aid the interpretation of performance losses 

and contribute to the development of new/alternate materials for durable, high 

performing PEFCs. The observed mesoscopic effects of morphological, structural, and 

compositional degradation of in situ degraded CCMs provide new insight into the 

complex interactions between the molecular degradation phenomena and ultimate fuel 

cell failure that is essential for the ongoing commercialization of reliable PEFC 

technology.  

4.2. Future work 

Due to the complex nature of AST experiments and involved diagnostic 

methodologies, only a limited number of degraded CCM samples were tested. It is 

recommended that a large number of samples have to be considered to extrapolate the 

results of these methodologies to mass production. Also, high resolution mesoscale 

morphological studies using TEM required to be confirmed by more experiments on the 

ionomer membrane samples extracted from different locations on CCMs from more AST 

trials than attempted in this study. Imaging of macroscopic damage evolution would, 

however require alternate techniques with higher field of coverage than TEM to analyze 

damages with phase sensitive information. Alternate techniques for water uptake studies 

can be employed at various hydration levels to study the realistic hydrated (phase-

separated) morphology, which is the most sought-after information in PEFC degradation 

studies. The chemical composition of degraded ionomer membrane and catalyst layers 

was studied by focusing high energy e-beam to generate characteristic X-ray signal. 

This was reported to partially vaporize the soft ionomer phase, thus reducing the 

absolute intensity of the signal from the ionomer phase. Hence, cryo-techniques or 

alternate methods that are not involving e-beam are expected to provide increased 

signal intensity from the ionomer phase with reduced sample damage. A detailed 

SAXS/SANS analysis of degraded membranes could provide more reliable information 

about their morphology, hydrophilic volume, and ionomer bundle sizes due to 

degradation. 
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The present study allows us to optimize the working environment and alternate 

membrane morphology for enhanced membrane durability in PEFC. The same approach 

can be extended to evaluate alternate fuel cell membrane materials as discussed below.  

Similar morphological studies on extruded membrane material could shed more 

light on the influence of morphology on their enhanced durability. A study of novel fuel 

cell materials with additives can be included in the research domain to strengthen the 

acquired knowledge on CCM materials. A comparative study of physico-chemical 

properties (such as water uptake, ionomer mass loss, ionomer conductivity, thermal 

stability, etc.,) of CCMs with radical scavenging additives and baseline CCM would 

provide a better understanding of the role of additives in mitigating chemical membrane 

degradation. Similarly, such studies on reinforced fuel cell membranes, which combat 

mechanical membrane degradation, provide better understanding on the role of 

advanced/alternate membrane materials for enhanced PEFC durability.  

Alternate CCL designs such as non-carbon supported Pt or unsupported Pt, and 

Pt alloy catalyst can be characterized by following the same workflow used in CCL 

degradation diagnostics. The impact of initial degradation along the lateral direction of 

the CCL and the effect of membrane pinholes in accelerating lateral CCL degradation 

with time could be added to the research domain to strengthen the acquired knowledge. 

Also, 3-D imaging of CCL at high resolution using TEM tomography would provide 

necessary details on the distribution of Pt, carbon, and ionomer phases and their volume 

fractions in pristine and degraded catalyst layers.  
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Ionomer membranes used to separate the electrodes in polymer electrolyte fuel cells are known to degrade both chemically and
mechanically during regular fuel cell operation and may ultimately result in lifetime-limiting failure. The objective of the present work
is to understand the effects of combined chemical and mechanical stresses on the mesoscale morphology of the membrane and its
role in the overall degradation process. The mesoscale effects of sulfonic acid group loss and fluoride release on the phase segregated
morphology of the membrane are analyzed using contrast-enhanced transmission electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy. The end-of-life ionic domain size of the ionomer is shown to be substantially enlarged compared to the pristine
membrane state. Elemental mapping overlayed with the binary ionic and non-ionic morphology reveals mesoscopic void regions in
the degraded material that are depleted of ionomer fluorine and carbon and considered susceptible to micro-crack initiation. A larger,
severely degraded void region is also identified which contains evidence of hygrothermal stress induced localized ionomer crazing
as a potential nucleation site for macroscopic fracture development. The synergetic effects of chemical and mechanical degradation
on the progressive changes in the observed mesoscale morphology are discussed.
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Cost effectiveness, durability, and efficient performance are the es-
sential requirements to be met for the commercialization of fuel cells.1

The properties of all key components comprising the fuel cell stack
such as bipolar plates, gas diffusion layers, catalyst layers, and ion con-
ducting membrane play a vital role in building the efficient and durable
fuel cell system.2 One of the susceptible components responsible for
the failure of polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) is the ionomer
membrane which conducts protons and separates the electrodes. The
essential requirements of a standard fuel cell membrane are high pro-
ton conduction, good mechanical, chemical, and thermal stabilities,
and low gas permeability. The most widely used electrolyte in PEFCs
is the perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomer membrane. The struc-
ture of the PFSA ionomer consists of hydrophobic tetrafluoroethylene
main chains with periodic side chains terminated with hydrophilic
sulfonic acid groups. When hydrated, the PFSA membrane exhibits a
phase segregated network of ionic, water-filled hydrophilic domains
which are necessary for enhanced proton conduction and non-ionic
backbone dominated hydrophobic domains which are critical for the
structural integrity of the material. The morphology of PFSA mem-
branes can be studied using transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
which is a direct imaging technique. The dehydrated morphology of
a Pb2+ ion-exchanged membrane viewed under the electron column
has revealed phase-separated, dark hydrophilic ion-rich domains and
bright polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-like backbone domains.3 Re-
cently, 2D and 3D images of PFSA ionomer were also reported using
cryo TEM tomography.4 The membrane transport properties which
are crucial for efficient fuel cell operation depend on the morphology
of the membrane.5,6 Apart from transport properties, the mechanical
stability of the membrane also depends on the balanced interaction be-
tween hydrophilic domains and fluorocarbon backbone. Hence, char-
acterizing the geometrical shape, size, and distribution of hydrophilic
clusters is the most sought-after information for a better understanding
of the transport properties of PFSA membranes.7 The overall perfor-
mance and durability of the PEFC also depend on the morphology of
the membrane employed.

Regular duty cycle fuel cell operation leads to chemical, me-
chanical, and thermal stresses in the membrane. The primary source
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of membrane degradation is chemical degradation of the ionomer
molecules due to reactive radical species. Radical species such as
•OOH and •OH generated through chemical and electrochemical
routes have been observed to attack the side chain of the ionomer and
release fluoride ions from the ionomer matrix.8–11 The second type of
stress encountered in an operating fuel cell is the mechanical stress,
which originates due to compression, humidity cycling, and inho-
mogeneous features of the membrane electrode assembly through the
mechanisms of fatigue and creep.12–16 Thermal stress mainly acts as an
accelerator of chemical and mechanical degradation provided that the
temperature is kept within the design specifications of the membrane.
In order to develop durable fuel cells and operating protocols with
mitigated degradation rates, a thorough fundamental understanding
of the various degradation mechanisms is essential.

Chemical membrane degradation can be characterized using solid
state fluorine nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) which has revealed
substantial changes in the ionomer molecular structure.8,17 Chemical
degradation of the PFSA ionomer proceeds with the initial attack of
the C-S bond in the sulfonic acid end group by hydroxyl radical.8,10

With further attack of •OH radicals, the degradation progresses along
the side chain to the C-F branch point in the main chain and leads
to main chain scission, unzipping, and ionomer fragment release.10

As carboxylate concentration increases with chain scissions, the frac-
tion of end group degradation will increase with time.18 The effect
of in situ mechanical degradation was found to have prominent ef-
fect in bringing degradation features such as micro-cracks through
mechanically weaker catalyst layers and propagate into the mem-
brane during cyclic operation.19 Combined chemical and mechanical
degradation in a CCM led to increased stiffness and brittleness with
possible local variations in properties from a tensile test experiment.12

Reduction in molecular weight and disentanglement was inferred to
cause the observed changes.12,17 The combined chemical and mechan-
ical degradation resulted in failure modes based on physical damages
such as cracks, delamination, and membrane thinning.17 The proton
conductivity was found to decrease with in situ degradation of PFSA
membranes,20 since the proton transfer occurs through the forma-
tion and breaking of hydrogen bonds, which is a strong function of
the size and connectivity of the hydrophilic ionic domains.21 The in
situ degraded ionomer structure was found to undergo thermal de-
composition at a lower temperature owing to the weakened ionomer
structure.20 Overall, the molecular effects of chemical degradation and
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the physical macroscopic effects of mechanical degradation are well
documented. However, the critical interaction of the chemical and me-
chanical degradation processes through the intermediate mesoscopic
scale has not yet been determined. The fundamental understandings
of materials from in situ tests and its correlation to the applied aspects
of the same experiment are difficult to be pursued due to many inter-
fering factors22 and hence are rare in the literature. The present study
intends to explore the effects of degradation on the ionomer morphol-
ogy from an in situ degraded membrane and to investigate benchmarks
for durable materials for PEFCs. Part of the motivation of this work
is to gather information at a mesoscale perspective in order to aid
interpretation of previously reported macroscale and bulk results on
the global membrane degradation and water uptake changes.17,20

The objective of the present work is therefore to determine the ef-
fects of the membrane molecular level degradation on the mesoscale
morphological changes and its relation to the affected physico-
chemical properties due to coupled chemical and mechanical degra-
dation. The results from this study are expected to bridge the gap be-
tween the known molecular degradation mechanisms and mesoscale
degradation effects which eventually lead to membrane failure in an
operating PEFC. This could provide an empirical description of the
complex interaction between the internal degradation stressors and
overall durability of the fuel cell membrane, which is essential for the
ongoing growth in commercialization of reliable PEFC technologies.

Experimental

In situ degradation protocol.—A commercial non-reinforced
PFSA ionomer membrane in the protonic form was used in this work.
Research-scale fuel cell stacks with membrane electrode assemblies
(MEAs) fabricated from the same PFSA membrane with catalyzed gas
diffusion electrodes (GDEs) were prepared. In order to evaluate the ef-
fects of combined chemical/mechanical stressors on the durability of
the membrane, an in situ cyclic open circuit voltage accelerated stress
test (COCV AST) was applied. The COCV AST exposed the mem-
brane/MEA to periodic chemical and mechanical stresses through
open circuit voltage hold at high temperature, elevated oxygen con-
centration, and low relative humidity and alternating wet/dry cycles,
respectively (Figure 1), until membrane failure occurred. The fuel cell
stacks were operated on an automated test station, consisting of fully
computer-controlled mass flow controllers, back pressure regulators,
preheated water circulating coolant loops, and electronic load. In the
wet period, the inlet gases were oversaturated by injecting water into
the evaporator type humidifier in an amount excess than that required
attaining the saturated vapor pressure. In the dry period, the inlet gases
were kept in a relatively dry state by closing the water supply pumps of
the humidifiers. The stack was subjected to a beginning-of-life (BOL)
conditioning procedure for initial electrochemical activation of the
MEAs by applying a medium current density in pure hydrogen at the
anode and air at the cathode. Further information on the fabrication
and assembly as well as a set of in situ and ex situ diagnostics can be
found in our previously published article by Lim et al.17 which uti-
lized the same methodology. Partially degraded MEA samples were
extracted from the AST stack after the 2nd, 5th, 8th, and 10th cycles
for further analysis. A hydrogen leak rate indicative of stack failure
represented the end-of-life (EOL) of the MEAs which occurred after
ten cycles. The MEA samples were taken from the inlet region, which
experienced the most aggressive conditions for degradation.

Imaging.—Catalyst coated membrane (CCM) samples were care-
fully extracted from the partially degraded MEAs and stained in sat-
urated lead acetate solution for about 48 hours in order to increase
the electron image contrast of the ionic clusters by ion exchange
of Pb2+ at the protonic sites. Due to the strong adhesion between
the CCM component materials, the catalyst layers were not removed
from the membrane, thus avoiding potential physical damage to the
membrane during sample preparation. The CCM samples were then
rinsed with water to remove excess lead, dried at room tempera-
ture, embedded in epoxy, and sliced into 70–90 nm sections using a

Leica EM UC6 ultramicrotome instrument. The slices were collected
onto Cu grids for imaging, with the cross section of the membrane
exposed to the electron beam. A pristine PFSA ionomer membrane
was used as a control sample and pre-processed similar to CCMs for
imaging. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
was performed on these samples using an FEI Tecnai Osiris TEM
instrument equipped with a Gatan Ultrascan 1000XP-P 2k x 2k pixel
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The images were recorded at
an accelerating voltage of 120 keV by engaging the objective aperture
for increased contrast. This relatively low E-beam energy was found
to be favorable in order to minimize imaging artifacts. Micrographs
from pristine and degraded membranes obtained using the Osiris TEM
instrument were used for quantitative analyses. Additional images for
qualitative analysis of partially degraded CCMs were obtained using
a Hitachi 8100 TEM instrument equipped with a Gatan Multiscan
1k x 1k pixel CCD camera. Characteristic X-rays generated by the
electron impact on the sample were captured for elemental mapping
using a Gatan Ultrascan CCD camera equipped with analytical TWIN
(A-TWIN) objective lens integrated with Super-X energy dispersive
X-ray (EDX) detection system based on silicon drift detector (SDD)
technology. The microanalyses of the acquired EDX spectra were car-
ried out using Quantax Esprit 1.9 software from Bruker instruments.
Since the micrographs and elemental maps were obtained by project-
ing X-ray signals from a thin slice of the sample, the information
obtained represented the scenario throughout the entire thickness of
the slice.

Results and Discussion

The present work aims to understand the mesoscale morphological
evolution occurring in fuel cell membranes due to conjoint chemical
and mechanical degradation implemented using a cyclic open circuit
voltage accelerated stress test (COCV-AST). The localized effects of
sulfonic acid group loss and fluoride release on the phase separated
morphology of the membrane were investigated using a direct imaging
approach for the first time. The local chemical and mechanical con-
ditions favoring the initiation and propagation of micro-cracks were
examined.

Micrographs of pristine and degraded membranes.—Figure 2a
shows a representative bright field TEM micrograph obtained for
the pristine PFSA ionomer membrane which features micro phase
separated morphology of uniformly distributed ionic and non-ionic
domains. Since the protonic sites in the membrane were exchanged
with Pb2+ ions, the dark regions indicate ion-rich hydrophilic domains
and the bright regions indicate non-ionic, hydrophobic fluorocarbon
main chain domains. The ion-rich domains are randomly distributed
in small pockets defined by the surrounding structural matrix of the
fluorocarbon backbone phase. The statistical treatment of the image
through the domain area distribution plot is presented in Figure 2b.
Binary phase segmentation and domain area calculations were per-
formed using ImageJ (with details provided in the Appendix) and the
average hydrophilic domain area was found to be approximately 7.5
nm2. The images obtained are in close agreement with previously re-
ported images of similar membrane materials.7,23,24 Furthermore, the
obtained absolute morphology result was reproducible on different
pristine samples on different days using the same sample prepara-
tion and imaging techniques. It is thus expected that major alterations
in morphology arising from degradation can be captured by this ap-
proach.

Figure 3 provides a collection of bright field TEM images ob-
served for two typical regions of the partially degraded membranes
from conjoint chemical and mechanical degradation using the COCV-
AST protocol. Three different stages of degradation are shown (from
top to bottom): two, five, and eight AST cycles. For reference, end-
of-life (EOL) failure was reached after ten AST cycles. The same
sample preparation and imaging procedures, including Pb staining,
were applied in all cases; hence, any change in the morphology com-
pared to the pristine membrane (Figure 2) was due to the degradation
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration of (a) the cyclic open circuit voltage accelerated stress test (COCV AST) and (b) its induced chemical and mechanical stressors
on the membrane.

stressors rather than imaging artifacts. The two typical regions iden-
tified in Figure 3 represent regular morphology (a-c) present in the
membranes after two, five, and eight AST cycles and special features
related to local membrane degradation (d-f) after the same numbers
of cycles. Notably, considerable variation in local morphology can
be observed by comparing the images of the two regions. Though
the regions exhibiting regular morphology were exposed to severe
degradation stressors, the morphology of these regions were found
to resemble the regular morphology of the pristine membrane, rep-
resenting the bulk (overall) characteristics of the ionomer, whereas
the regions exhibiting local degradation features were observed to
deviate from the original membrane morphology, even at the early

degradation stages. The extent of structural degradation as a result of
radical attack and hygrothermal stress is expected to have perturbed
the local morphology at the degraded sites. Apart from these special
features observed due to local degradation, the images obtained after
two and five AST cycles did not exhibit major morphological differ-
ences in other areas when compared to the pristine morphology. The
relatively minor local degradation feature identified after two AST
cycles shows a sudden disruption (encircled) in the phase-separated
morphology that may have been initiated by locally elevated radical
attack and resulting loss of functional groups associated with a lo-
cal defect or contamination in the membrane or adjacent electrodes
(Figure 3d). At this stage, however, the membrane largely appears

Figure 2. (a) TEM micrograph of a pristine PFSA membrane showing random distribution of dark ion-rich regions and bright tetrafluoroethylene regions and (b)
statistical distribution of average hydrophilic (dark) domain area.
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Figure 3. TEM micrographs of partially degraded membranes subjected to
(a,d) two, (b,e) five, and (c,f) eight COCV AST cycles. (a-c) represent regions
exhibiting regular ionomer morphology while (d-f) show specific features
related to local degradation.

to withstand the effect of initial degradation. After five AST cycles,
though most of the membrane area still exhibited regular morphology,
a qualitative feature observed in some locations exhibits an increase
in the ordering and long range formation of ion-rich domains, which
differs from the pristine morphology. The long range ordering of ionic
domains may be due to the permanent deformation and creep resulting
from the induced mechanical stresses acting on chemically weakened
ionomer domains (Figure 3e). Similar effects of polymer chain align-
ment along the direction of applied tensile force are a commonly
observed phenomenon in the literature,25 although it has not been pre-
viously shown for fuel cell membranes. At this stage of degradation,
the membrane has already lost a substantial amount of fluoride from
chemical degradation initiated from the side chains of the ionomer17

and hence affecting the functional groups, the loss of which is asso-
ciated with decay in mechanical strength.12 After a significant effect
of degradation exerted upon the membrane through subsequent AST
cycles, the radical attacked regions are believed to have lost a large
portion of the sulfonic acid end groups, which can influence the lo-
cal phase-separated ionomer structure. Interestingly, the membrane
subjected to eight AST cycles revealed a relatively large non-ionic
feature in the severely degraded region that resembles the presence
of a hollow, void space in the membrane slice (Figure 3f). This is
believed to be a result of more mature local degradation under the
auspices of combined chemical and mechanical degradation,17 where
the chemical degradation is expected to have propagated from the side
chain onto the main chain of the ionomer (i.e., also affecting the hy-

drophobic backbone domain), hence enabling a longer range of local
morphological changes in the ionomer structure. Such regions may
ultimately lead to the formation of pinholes, which were previously
observed to be ∼100 μm in diameter and occur at the frequency of
five holes per 3 cm2 survey area at the EOL state.17 However, the fine
resolution of the present imaging technique is unable to resolve such
‘large’ scale features.

Figure 4a shows a bright field TEM micrograph of a typical mem-
brane region at the EOL state. This image features regular ionomer
morphology and a specific region (encircled) having reduced concen-
tration of ion-rich domains essentially due to locally elevated chemi-
cal degradation. The morphology of the pristine membrane exhibited
irregularly shaped ionic domains with low connectivity (Figure 2),
whereas the morphology of the EOL membrane was found to have
more spherical and highly networked ionic domains (Figure 4) which
is believed to be an effect of bulk membrane degradation. These sce-
narios were observed irrespective of the imaging position across the
membrane and are prevalent at the EOL stage. Statistical treatment
was applied to the overall membrane structure, excluding the locally
degraded zone in order to capture globally relevant effects. Figure
4b presents the obtained hydrophilic domain area distribution at end-
of-life. It was inferred from these data that the average size of the
hydrophilic domain areas in the selected region had undergone an
increment of ∼16% compared to the pristine membrane. The calcu-
lated domain area distribution becomes bimodal at the EOL stage
and a substantial increase in the number of domains in the range of
10–25 nm2 was observed, in contrast to the smaller domain areas in
the pristine ionomer. This was accompanied by a net increase in the
hydrophilic domain fraction observed in the image from roughly 15%
at BOL to 20% at EOL. These results suggest that the advanced stage
of chemical degradation affecting both main and side chains of the
ionomer (as evidenced by high fluoride release and membrane thin-
ning) may have reduced the hydrophobic domain size, while the loss
of sulfonic acid functional groups could lead to weaker local ionic in-
teractions and hence an increased hydrophilic domain size. Thus, the
overall collection of hydrophilic domains in the image appears larger
compared to the pristine morphology. These results demonstrate the
influence of global chemical degradation on the bulk membrane struc-
ture, in addition to the locally elevated degradation exhibited by the
regions with special features. The findings are in agreement with pre-
viously reported ionomer mass normalized water uptake data, which
indicated a sharp increase from eight AST cycles to EOL.20 It is hence
expected that the enlarged hydrophilic domains are filled with water
during humidified conditions such as those prevalent during fuel cell
operation.

Local degradation effects observed by elemental mapping.—El-
emental mapping was performed on the degraded zones in order to
determine the chemical state of the previously observed local degrada-
tion features. In this technique, the electron beam was focused on the
area of interest and scanned across the material to generate character-
istic X-rays of each element. Figure 5 shows (a) the micrograph of a
representative, severely degraded zone at the EOL state, along with its
(b) high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) image and corresponding
elemental maps of (c) Pb, (d) F, (e) C, and (f) O. The HAADF mode
is sensitive to the average atomic number of the electron scatterer
and can therefore illustrate the effects of chemical degradation with
improved Z-contrast and without diffraction effects. In the dark field
image, the regions of the specimen which transmit electrons appear
dark while those that scatter appear bright. In the present case, the
dark region represents significant loss of ionomer material in the two
hollow, dark areas in Figure 5b. This is expected to be associated
with regions depleted of side chains carrying the sulfonic acid groups.
Hence, the elemental map of Pb is presented in Figure 5c which was
used to exchange protons with heavy Pb2+ ions at the sulfonic acid
group sites. It shows a reduced concentration of Pb at the two locally
degraded areas which indirectly reveals missing sulfonic acid groups
due to side chain scission by radical attack. Since the PFSA ionomer
is predominantly comprised of fluorine, carbon, and oxygen in the
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Figure 4. (a) TEM micrograph of the end-of-life membrane subjected to conjoint chemical and mechanical degradation. The encircled area indicates locally
elevated chemical degradation. (b) Statistical distribution of the average hydrophilic (dark) domain area.

main and side chains, chemical maps of these elements at the severely
degraded site are also presented. Figure 5d indicates the absence of
fluorine element due to severe fluoride release at the two hollow ar-
eas. The carbon map (Figure 5e) further reveals the loss of carbon to
a similar extent in these two areas.17 The elemental map of oxygen
presented in Figure 5f shows a similar trend of oxygen loss, albeit with

Figure 5. Analytical imaging of a locally degraded region in the end-of-
life membrane: (a) regular TEM micrograph; (b) HAADF image; and (c-f)
elemental maps of (c) lead, (d) fluorine, (e) carbon, and (f) oxygen.

a lower contrast compared to carbon and fluorine in the local areas.
The similarity of the oxygen and Pb patterns suggests a presence of
residual water in the remaining hydrophilic domains, mainly located
in the mildly degraded regions rather than at the hollow, severely
degraded areas. The oxygen map could also potentially indicate the
presence of terminal carboxylic acid groups appearing due to side
chain degradation induced main chain cleavage at advanced stages
of chemical degradation.10,11 Overall, the two hollow areas identified
in these images are likely to have experienced an advanced stage of
chemical degradation, involving both side chain and main chain de-
composition, thus creating small essentially void features that may
potentially grow further into macroscopic damage features such as
micro-cracks and pinholes normally observed by SEM based failure
analysis of EOL membranes.

Apart from the observed morphological changes, another feature
observed in the degraded membranes was a layer of nanocrystals of
platinum generated close to the cathode. In the degraded MEAs, it
is a common phenomenon that platinum in the cathode catalyst layer
dissolves and deposits inside the membrane. Many contrasting results
were also seen in the literature due to platinum in the membrane
(PITM), which arises mainly due to the different sizes, geometry, and
distribution of the particles. However, PITM was found to mitigate
chemical membrane degradation through rapid decomposition of hy-
drogen peroxide formed during the oxygen reduction reaction.26,27

Here, a visible platinum band first appeared in the membrane af-
ter eight AST cycles, close to the EOL state. Hence, the status of
membrane health near the platinum protected region was difficult to
diagnose. Further study about PITM is beyond the scope of the present
work and can be found elsewhere.26

Micrographs of degraded and fractured membrane zones.—
Though concurrent effects of chemical and mechanical stresses are
difficult to distinguish, physical damage such as cracks and pinholes
are considered to be induced due to mechanical stress acting on weak-
ened membrane regions due to chemical degradation.12,17,26 Apart
from the formation of chemically degraded locations in the mem-
brane discussed in the previous section, other regions were found to
undergo long range ordering of ion-rich domains until end-of-life.
This could be perceived as mechanical stress induced morphological
change28 which is acting throughout the area of the membrane during
the wet/dry cycles of the COCV-AST. Meanwhile, radical attack on
the bulk membrane takes place throughout its area during the OCV
phase, which was evident from the TEM images at EOL as well as
from the global membrane thinning reported previously.17 Notably
however, as new carboxylate end groups are formed during advanced
stages of chemical degradation, the fraction of end group mediated
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Figure 6. TEM micrograph of the end-of-life membrane showing (a) a local void site in the membrane, (b) a micro-crack initiation site in an ionomer fibril, and
(c) local crack propagation along the low ion concentration direction (as indicated by the arrows).

radical attack at main chain sites is likely to increase over time. The
gross loss of ionomer in the observed void areas is consistent with main
chain, carboxylate-mediated degradation. Due to the ‘hollow’ nature
of these chemically degraded areas, the local mechanical stress may
be exacerbated around the perimeter of the site, thus further expand-
ing the damage. Furthermore, chemical membrane degradation was
previously found to increase the brittleness of the membrane during
ex situ tensile testing,12 which indicates that the chemically degraded
structure is more susceptible to damage propagation under mechan-
ical stress. It is noteworthy however that the macroscopic hydrogen
leak carrying holes observed by SEM are essentially three orders of
magnitude larger in scale than the hollow areas observed in the previ-
ous section, which warrants further analysis on damage propagation.
Indeed, the present TEM analysis of the EOL membrane revealed a
larger damage feature than those previously discussed, as shown in
Figure 6a. This void feature is on the order of 1 μm in size, and is sur-
rounded by several smaller hollow voids, which is indicative of local
crazing around the edges. A magnified image captured from the edge
of the void (Figure 6b) revealed a fibrillary ionomer structure which
is most likely a result of mechanical stress applied to a chemically
degraded area that stretches out the remaining ionomer strands during
the process of damage growth. Another interesting observation from
this image is the small micro-crack being initiated at the edge of the
ionomer fibril at a specific site of low concentration of ionic clusters,
which indicates that small cracks may propagate preferentially from
chemically degraded regions (Figure 6b). The direction of crack prop-
agation is also found to be along the direction of low concentration of
ionic clusters, which is more distinctly shown in the supporting im-
age in Figure 6c. These regions are likely to possess weak interaction
between the constituent polar and non-polar phases due to chemical
degradation and could favor mechanical fracture along this direction.
In general, it is inferred that the mechanically yielding ionomer fib-
rils exhibit low concentration of hydrophilic domains. The severe side
chain loss that caused a low concentration of ion-rich domains is likely
to initiate the crack formation which is evident from the micrograph
as shown by the arrows in Figure 6.

Overall, the observations in these images suggest that the con-
joint chemical and mechanical degradation mechanism proceeds
with the formation and coalescence of mesoscopic voids to form
a fracture. Such fractures could eventually propagate under me-
chanical stress into membrane-spanning cracks and pinholes ob-
served macroscopically.17,26 Imaging of macroscopic damage evo-
lution would however require alternate techniques with higher field of
coverage than TEM, which is subject to future work.

Conclusions

This work contributes important knowledge on the mesoscale
morphological effects of conjoint chemical and mechanical degra-
dation of PFSA ionomer membranes in fuel cells. The progression
in the morphology of the membrane was analyzed from beginning-
of-life (BOL) to end-of-life (EOL) using contrast-enhanced transmis-
sion electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.

The microstructure of the membrane was found to be strongly in-
fluenced by its degradation history. The bulk membrane morphology
was largely intact until advanced stages of degradation at which a
significant increase in the hydrophilic domain fraction and the asso-
ciated average domain area was observed. This global change was
underpinned by substantial ionomer molecular decay due to severe
chemical degradation affecting both side chains and main chains as
evidenced by fluoride release and membrane thinning. Most notably
however, the obtained micrographs indicated elevated localized mem-
brane degradation due to the combined action of chemical and me-
chanical stresses, which is believed to initiate the development of
macroscopic membrane damage which is ultimately the culprit for
membrane failure due to hydrogen leaks. The elemental maps re-
vealed the absence of fluorine at the locally degraded zones along
with reduced concentrations of carbon and oxygen, thus comprising
an essentially hollow space with little to no ionomer material available
at the core. From the micrographs, the evidence of ion-cluster voids
which could develop to micro-cracks was found at advanced degrada-
tion stages. The micrographs of degraded membranes revealed initial,
localized crazes that propagate preferentially along the direction of
low concentration/absence of ion-clusters under the influence of me-
chanical (or hygrothermal) stress. Overall, the results of this work pro-
vide a bridge in terms of the mechanistic understanding of mesoscale
morphological changes in the membrane, from molecular changes
through locally elevated mesoscopic void formation and micro-crack
initiation under mechanical stress to fracture propagation which is
believed to be the underlying effect for local macroscopic damage
and eventual membrane failure. The new insight on the degradation
dependent mesoscale structure of the membrane and its correlation to
the deteriorating fuel cell characteristics is expected to be useful for
the development of more durable membrane materials and fuel cell
durability mitigation strategies, and can also contribute to predictive
membrane durability models for fuel cell applications.
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Appendix

Binary Phase Segmentation of Micrographs for the Calculation
of Average Ionic Domain Area

The TEM images were taken from the center of the membrane in order to rep-
resent the bulk membrane morphology and avoid interferences from the catalyst layer
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Figure A1. Sensitivity analysis carried out on the BOL and EOL membrane
images for various threshold values.

Table A1. Image analyses for BOL and EOL membranes.

Survey
area, x104

nm2

Total highlighted
hydrophilic domain

area, x104 nm2 % Area
Domain

count
Avg. size,

nm2

BOL 1.30 0.19 15.0 164 11.9
EOL 1.04 0.20 20.1 151 13.9

interfaces. The BOL and EOL images were analyzed using ImageJ software for the aver-
age area of hydrophilic domains. The average domain area was calculated from the binary
hydrophobic/hydrophilic images by assuming a threshold value for segmentation of the
TEM images obtained at the BOL and EOL stages. From the sensitivity analysis, it was
found that the threshold value is a sensitive parameter in calculating the average domain
area. For any threshold value selected, the average domain area for the EOL membrane
was always higher than at BOL, as shown in Figure A1. The threshold value set at 96 was
empirically found to completely cover the hydrophilic area in the BOL membrane, and
hence the same was selected for EOL membrane image analysis as well (Table A1). Two
different regions of the same image were selected to carry out the domain area analysis.

Domain areas from 3 nm2 to 40 nm2 were considered. This is based on previous
reports on the size of hydrophilic domains considering circular cross sectional area.7

Hence, any domains less than 3 nm2 could be due to image noise and domains above 40
nm2 could be an artifact due to the application of thresholding, and the corresponding
hydrophilic cluster diameter tends to be impractical.7
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Graphical Abstract  

 

 

 

Highlights 

 3-D nanoscale views of fuel cell membranes are revealed by TEM tomography 

 Pristine and degraded structures are qualitatively and quantitatively compared 

 The hydrophilic volume fraction is reduced upon in situ fuel cell degradation 

 The degraded membrane contains smaller pores and thinner ionomer bundles 

 The membrane tortuosity for water and proton transport increases upon degradation 
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Abstract  

The physical integrity of perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomer membranes for fuel cell 

application depends on their internal morphology and distribution of hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic phases. Here, contrast enhanced transmission electron microscope-tomography 

(TEM-t) of pristine and degraded PFSA ionomer membranes is carried out to explore the effects 

of degradation in operating fuel cells. Nanoscale 3-D image reconstruction followed by Marker-

based Watershed segmentation is used to identify weak phase boundaries in the tomograms and 

thereby reveal the hydrophilic and hydrophobic phase distributions in the membrane. The 

pristine membrane exhibits a randomly interconnected hydrophilic phase with a scaffolding 

hydrophobic phase, as expected from morphological theory. The degraded membrane subjected 

to combined chemical/mechanical degradation is found to have similar overall morphology while 

containing thinner ionomer bundles and reduced hydrophilic volume fraction with smaller 

hydrophilic pores in regions with elevated chemical degradation. Numerical analysis of the 

phase-segmented tomograms enables detailed quantification of the structural properties, as 

reported herein, which is not possible with 2-D approaches and therefore contributes important 

new information for nanoscale analysis of fuel cell membranes.  

 

 

Keywords: ionomer membrane; fuel cell; phase-separated morphology; durability; tomography. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) are recognized as a clean power source for 

stationary and mobile applications [1]. In a H2/air PEFC, hydrogen is electrochemically oxidized 

to protons, which diffuse through a solid polymer electrolyte and are consumed in the oxygen 

reduction reaction at the cathode to produce water and heat (Figure 1(a)) [2]. The most widely 

employed solid electrolyte for PEFC application is the perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomer 

membrane. It consists of poly-tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone and fluorinated-ether side 

chains terminating with sulfonic acid groups, forming a biphasic structure of hydrophilic ionic 

nanochannels and hydrophobic fluorocarbon regions, which provide high proton conduction and 

mechanical durability, respectively [3]. The morphological, physical, sorption, and transport 

properties of PFSA ionomer membranes have been thoroughly characterized [4]. A wide range 

of structural descriptions concerning the phase-separated PFSA ionomer morphology have been 

reported to date [2]. Descriptions based on indirect imaging through scattering experiments have 

revealed distinctive microstructures that relates to high proton conductivity [5–7]. Interpretation 

of scattering data relies on matching with computed scattering patterns. Debate continues on the 

shape and structure of the ion-rich clusters and fluorocarbon phases in the absence of direct 

imaging methods. Direct imaging techniques, such as conventional transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), provide interpretable 2-D images of the phase-separated PFSA ionomer 

structure with an incorporated contrast-enhancing staining agent [8,9]. While the TEM technique 

provides qualitative information on the morphology of thin slices of membrane in the form of 2-

D images, quantification of the internal structure, volume fraction, distribution, shape, and size 

of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic phases is difficult. Volumetric, 3-D imaging analyses are 

warranted. 
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Figure 1. Schematics of (a) polymer electrolyte fuel cell, (b) vulnerable sites in the 

membrane ionomer structure that experience hydroxyl radical attack, and (c) hydrophilic 

domains in the membrane that experience humidity cycling during fuel cell operation. 

 

Through recent advancements in TEM-tomography (TEM-t) [10,11], image analysis has 

become more precise. In this evolving field of research, the 3-D ionomer distribution in an 

electrode and its coverage on Pt/C electrocatalyst particles has been investigated with the aid of 

staining agents [12,13]. Recently, a 3-D morphological investigation on a hydrated, as-cast 

ionomer thin film (~100 nm thick) carried out using cryo-electron tomography [14] revealed a 

networked, channel-type hydrophilic phase. Though these studies provided critical insight 

regarding the morphology of thin PFSA ionomer films, the 3-D morphology of in situ degraded 

PFSA ionomer membranes is of particular interest for fuel cell engineers and polymer chemists 

developing advanced membrane materials combating chemical (Figure 1(b)) and mechanical 

(Figure 1(c)) stress. Although information on the 3-D morphology of Nafion as an ultra-thin film 

is available in the literature [14], a baseline morphology of bulk Nafion-type membrane is 

necessary in order to make a reasonable comparison with membranes extracted from PEFCs, 
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especially since PFSA ionomer as a bulk membrane and as a thin film show disparate 

nanostructures and structure-dependent properties [15–18]. The objective of the present work, 

therefore, is to obtain a complete 3-D reconstruction of the nanoscale morphology of in situ 

degraded PFSA ionomer membrane and compare with its pristine state, which is achieved using 

TEM-tomography. Using the reconstructed morphological structures of degraded membrane, 

detailed results regarding volume fractions and distributions of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

phases are compared with an appropriately established baseline morphology for pristine ionomer 

membrane.  

2. Experimental 

For the purpose of contrast enhancement in TEM-t imaging, the protons in a pristine 

Dupont Nafion NR-211 PFSA ionomer membrane were exchanged with Pb
2+

 ions by soaking in 

a saturated solution of lead acetate for about 48 hours. The membrane was then washed, dried at 

room temperature, embedded in Araldite 502 epoxy, and sliced into 70-90 nm sections using a 

Leica UC6 ultramicrotome instrument equipped with a glass knife. The slices were then 

collected onto Cu grids with the membrane cross section exposed to the electron beam. For in 

situ degradation, gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) were fabricated by coating a micro-porous 

layer made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and carbon black on a non-woven carbon paper 

gas diffusion layer substrate followed by coating a catalyst layer consisting of carbon-supported 

platinum catalyst and PFSA ionomer solution. Research scale membrane electrode assemblies 

(MEAs) were prepared by hot pressing the cathode and anode GDEs with PFSA ionomer 

membranes. Five MEAs were assembled into a fuel cell stack with graphitic bipolar plates and 

co-flow parallel straight channels and subjected to combined chemical/mechanical degradation 

using the cyclic open circuit voltage accelerated stress test (COCV AST). The COCV AST 
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consisted of an open circuit voltage (OCV) phase under high temperature low relative humidity 

conditions to induce chemical membrane degradation followed by a series of wet/dry cycles in 

an inert N2 atmosphere to induce mechanical membrane degradation. The chemical and 

mechanical portions of the test were applied in an alternating pattern until membrane failure was 

reached, as identified by a critical hydrogen leak rate (>10 sccm) across the membrane, which in 

this case occurred after 13 cycles. Further information on the COCV AST, including a wide 

range of diagnostic data, is available elsewhere [19]. In the end-of-life MEA selected for this 

research, the membrane ionomer mass was reduced by ~46 wt% accompanied by ~50% thinning, 

as estimated by thermogravimetric analysis and cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy, 

respectively. The proton conductivity of the membrane calculated from in situ measured high 

frequency resistance data was found to decrease linearly with degradation. The degraded 

membrane attracted more water in the formed cavities as a result of physical damage such as 

cracks and pinholes [20]. The degraded membrane specimen, extracted from the MEA by 

carefully removing the diffusion media on each side, was subjected to the same staining and 

microtoming procedure as for the pristine membrane in preparation for TEM-t imaging. The 

specimen was taken from the inlet region of the MEA which normally experiences the highest 

level of degradation. 

A transmission electron microscope (Osiris Tecnai) from FEI Inc. was used to measure 

tilt-series images of the membrane samples. A single-tilt tomography sample holder was used. 

The 3-D Explorer software from FEI was used to obtain tilt series images between -52
o
 and +56

o
 

incident electron beam angles using a 1
o
 step for the pristine membrane. The tilt range was kept 

between -70
o
 and +70

o
 using a 2

o
 step for the degraded membrane. The images were recorded at 

an accelerating voltage of 200 keV with a Gatan Ultrascan 1000XP-P 2k x 2k pixel CCD 
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camera. The post processing of the obtained tilt series images was carried out using inspect-3D 

software to align and adjust the shift in the axis of rotation. The parallel image stack was 

imported to Amira 6.0 visualization software from FEI. The hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

domains were identified based on the difference in contrast exhibited by the strong electron 

scattering Pb ion exchanged ion-rich regions and the weak scattering PTFE regions, respectively. 

A smoothing filter was applied to the grayscale image series for image de-noising. Marker-based 

Watershed (MW) segmentation was used to segment hydrophilic and hydrophobic phases for 

surface reconstruction. This method uses marker seed pixels as catchment basins instead of local 

minima, thus successfully identifying weak boundaries in the tomographic slices [21]. MW 

segmentation produces closed and adjacent contours of the image, thus avoiding severe 

oversegmentation which may occur with other segmentation methods. The thresholding 

technique was used to positively identify the explicit regions of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

phases and the corresponding marker seeds were created. A gradient image of both phases was 

computed which was used to construct the boundary surface of both phases. Once the 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic phases were reconstructed, the data sets were exported to a binary 

grid of hydrophilic and hydrophobic solid cells and used for further analysis using numerical 

algorithms developed in our group [22,23].  
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 2-D morphology 

 

Figure 2. TEM micrographs of phase-separated dark hydrophilic and bright 

hydrophobic regions in (a,c) pristine and (b,d) degraded PFSA ionomer membranes at 

88,000x (a,b) and 440,000x (c,d) magnifications 

 

Representative bright-field 2-D TEM images of the nanoscale structure of the pristine and 

degraded PFSA ionomer membranes are presented at 88,000x (Figure 2(a,b)) and 440,000x 

(Figure 2(c,d)) magnifications. These images were selected based on a comprehensive survey of 

each specimen which indicated homogenously distributed features across the membrane 

thickness. The pristine membrane exhibits homogeneously distributed dark hydrophilic and 

bright hydrophobic phases (Figure 2(a,c)). The membrane subjected to combined 

chemical/mechanical degradation, in contrast, has enlarged hydrophilic domains as evidence of a 
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global degradation effect [9] as well as locally-elevated degradation characterized by small 

regions embedded within the bulk degraded region with depleted hydrophilic domains, 

previously identified in [9] (Figure 2(b,d)). The latter region was selected for further analysis, 

considering that such domains were not observed in the pristine morphology and therefore are a 

distinct consequence of localized degradation, most likely at a more advanced stage compared to 

the regular hydrophilic domains as a result of bulk degradation effects. Such locally degraded 

regions could act as failure initiation sites, since local microcracks were previously found to 

propagate along the direction of ion-depleted regions [9], and are expected to carry valuable 

information about the degradation mechanism. Furthermore, from the high resolution electron 

micrographs, the pristine membrane exhibits distinct periodic lines, possibly an effect of electron 

diffraction due to the exchanged Pb
2+

 in the ion-cluster domains (Figure 2(c)), whereas no such 

diffraction patterns are observed in the ion-clusters of the degraded region (Figure 2(d)). This 

suggests a significantly lower Pb concentration compared to that of the pristine material, and 

thus a reduced functional group (counter ion) concentration. Though the hydrophilic phase is 

spatially separated from the hydrophobic main chain bundles in PFSA ionomer membranes, the 

material’s mechanical integrity is attributed to the semi-crystalline PTFE main chain bundles 

which forms a colloidal structure of polymer fibers bundles with the sulfonic groups located at 

the polymer–solvent interface [24] at such a hydrated state to define the overall structural 

organization of the membrane. The high resolution image of the degraded membrane region 

(Figure 2(d)) also shows qualitatively that the remaining hydrophilic domains are separated by 

the electron transparent hydrophobic main chain bundles which are thinner when compared to 

the pristine state. This observation is consistent with losses in both side chains and main chains 

of the ionomer as reported to occur during coupled chemical/mechanical degradation [19]. 
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Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis carried out on a locally elevated degraded region in our 

previous study [9] revealed reduced concentration of elemental C, F, O, and Pb exchanged side 

chains presumably due to ●OH attack on 𝛼 − (𝑂𝐶𝐹2), 𝐶 − 𝑆,  and 𝐶𝐹 bonds [25], side chain 

degradation, and main chain scission [26]. It is likely that the humidity cycling purges the 

ionomer fragments from the degraded zones through effluent water [19].  

 

Figure 3. Ionomer mass loss and cumulative fluoride release per unit area of the MEA. 

Reproduced from Ref. [19] and [20]. 

The collective effect of changes in the chemical structure of the PFSA ionomer is 

revealed through the bulk properties. As shown in Figure 3, the fluoride release increased rapidly 

with the onset of chemical degradation and saturated at an advanced level of chemical decay that 

coincided with the development of significant hydrogen leaks across the membrane. The fully 

degraded membrane had cumulatively released ~48% of its fluorine inventory present in the 

pristine state. Similarly, thermogravimetric analysis performed ex situ on extracted samples 

showed a gradual reduction in dry ionomer mass up to ~46wt% of its original mass (Figure 3), 

which confirmed the in situ trend observed with the fluoride release data. The sparsely packed 

region as a result of locally-elevated degradation thereby becomes closely packed due to 
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membrane thinning. Hence, the locally-elevated degraded region in the membrane exhibits a lack 

of ion-clusters in certain areas, possibly as a result of high density of main chain bundles poorly 

scattering electrons as indicated by the electron micrographs (Figure 2(b,d)). A similar effect of 

increased crystallinity in the PTFE-rich polymer phase was observed in OCV-degraded Nafion 

212 membrane by Kusoglu and Weber [27]. 

 

Figure 4. Graphical illustrations of (a) the extent of the hydrophilic (cyan) and 

hydrophobic (magenta) domains in the PFSA ionomer structure used in the phase 

segmentation and (b-d) the proposed changes in the ionomer structures after OH radical 

attack: (b,c) attack of the C−S bond and indirect cleavage of α-OCF2 or (c,d) direct attack 

of α-OCF2. Redrawn from the structures in [25]. 

The phase segmented ionomer structure of pristine PFSA ionomer into hydrophilic (cyan) 

and hydrophobic (magenta) phases is presented in Figure 4(a). The combined 

chemical/mechanical stress led to degradation of the sulfonic acid group and the associated side 

chain in the PFSA ionomer structure [19]. The chemically degraded structures of Nafion ionomer 

in Figure 4(b-d) proposed by Ghassemzadeh and Holdcroft [25] support the observed 

degradation effects caused by the lower concentration of sulfonic acid groups in Figure 2(b,d) 

compared to the pristine membrane in Figure 2(a,c). Hence, this region was selected in the 

degraded membrane to study the affected volume, volume fraction, and other structural 

parameters compared to the pristine ionomer membrane.   
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3.2 Reconstructed 3-D morphology  

The 2-D images obtained at various tilt angles were used to reconstruct 3-D hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic surfaces in the pristine and degraded membranes. The 3-D segmented 

morphologies of the reconstructed hydrophilic phase in the pristine and degraded membranes are 

shown in Figure 5(a,b), where the non-polar backbone was set as semi-transparent magenta to 

clearly visualize the hydrophilic (cyan) phase. Direct observation of the 3-D morphology of the 

degraded membrane in Figure 5(b) shows more isolated and smaller hydrophilic clusters 

compared to the pristine membrane morphology which shows homogeneously distributed 

hydrophilic clusters interconnected through narrow channels (Figure 5(a)). The observed 3-D 

hydrophilic morphology is due to the hydration of 𝑆𝑂3
− groups and water clusters, thus forming 

the ‘shell’ of the ether-linked side chains due to strong phase segregation [28]. The 

understanding of the 3-D morphology of fluorocarbon bundles is also important, particularly for 

studies related to fuel cell durability and associated models of the ionomer structure. In the 

present TEM images, the lack of ion-clusters in certain regions corresponds to a high density of 

main chain bundles, thus constituting the bicontinuous hydrophobic phase in the pristine and 

degraded membranes, as illustrated in Figure 6(a,b). The 3-D reconstructed morphology reveals 

a networked hydrophobic phase that acts as a scaffolding structure for the randomly 

interconnected hydrophilic phase. The reconstructed 3-D morphology of the pristine PFSA 

ionomer membrane is used as a baseline for evaluating the degraded PFSA ionomer membrane 

morphology. 
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Figure 5. Reconstructed, phase-segmented 3-D images of (a) pristine and (b) degraded 

PFSA ionomer membranes and (c) numerical analysis of the hydrophilic phase volume. 

Supplementary 3-D videos are available online. (Insert link to “pristine membrane.mpg”) 

 

 

Figure 6. Reconstructed, phase-segmented 3-D images of (a) pristine and (b) degraded 

PFSA ionomer membranes and (c) numerical analysis of the hydrophobic phase volume. 

Supplementary 3-D videos are available online. (Insert link to “degraded membrane.mpg”) 

 

In order to quantify these observations, a numerical analysis of the segmented 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic domain volumes was performed using the algorithms described in 

[22,23]. The total pore volume as well as the individual pore sizes were calculated by 

numerically filling the available pore space with spheres of gradually reduced diameter until the 

entire space was occupied. From the analysis of the reconstructed 3-D morphology, the volume 

fraction of hydrophilic phase in the pristine membrane was found to be 40.6 vol%. This value, 

corresponding to the ‘dehydrated state’, is slightly lower than the theoretically derived 

hydrophilic volume fraction (42.4%) of ‘dry’ PFSA ionomer film by Allen et al. [14] which 
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included water, sulfonic acid groups, and side chains which all constitute the hydrophilic phase. 

Based on theoretical volume fraction, the approximate hydrophilic volume fraction was found to 

be 40±2 vol%. These results are in reasonable agreement, considering that the hydrophilic phase 

segmentation does not capture the full side chain (Figure 6(a)) and that the semi-crystalline 

nature of main chain bundles is not present in thin ionomer films [17]. The homogeneously 

distributed 3-D hydrophilic phase in the pristine membrane was found to contain pores with 

diameters ranging from 0.5 to 4.4 nm with an average size of 2.3 nm, as detailed by the graphical 

pore size distribution in Figure 5(c) and the key metrics listed in Table 1. The hydrophilic pore 

diameter is consistent with the hydrophilic domain size calculated at low hydration (~40% water 

content) from small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data for Nafion 212 membrane [29] and 

effective pore diameter predicted by the pore network structure calculated from water transport 

data [30]. In the same way, the interlinked hydrophobic bundle diameters were found to be in the 

range of 0.5 to 5.2 nm with an average size of 2.5 nm, as shown in Figure 6(c). Although the two 

phases were of similar feature size distributions, the higher volume fraction (59.4 vol%) of the 

hydrophobic phase demonstrates the overarching structural dominance of the ionomer bundles in 

the membrane.  

From the numerical analysis on the 3-D reconstructed morphology of the locally 

degraded region, the hydrophilic volume fraction was found to be reduced to 37±2 vol% due to 

the impact of combined chemical/mechanical degradation. The calculated pore size distribution 

in the degraded region, as shown in Figure 5(c), represents a consistent shift to smaller pore sizes 

compared to the pristine state. More specifically, the average hydrophilic pore size was reduced 

to 1.9 nm, which is 17% smaller than for the pristine membrane. Similarly, as shown in Figure 

6(c), a significant shift to smaller hydrophobic feature sizes was also identified, with an average 
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hydrophobic bundle diameter of 2.1 nm in the degraded membrane which represents a 16% 

reduction from the pristine state. The reduction in the ionomer bundle diameter can be explained 

on the basis of main chain degradation mechanisms at advanced degradation stages. In the 

pristine state, the C-S bond in the ionomer side chain is the most susceptible site for chemical 

degradation to occur. Over time, other weak sites will increase in concentration and consume 

significant fractions of non-quenched radicals. The chain scission events will create new 

carboxylate groups which will react with ●OH to degrade the ionomer backbone. The presence 

of mechanical stress also accelerates the main chain degradation under combined 

chemical/mechanical stress [32]. This reduction in bundle size signifies the loss of ionomer 

material through both side chain and main chain degradation, while the marginal increase in 

hydrophobic volume fraction indicates a closer packing of hydrophobic bundles in the degraded 

material. The latter effect is related to the loss of hydrophilic pore volume and may also be 

influenced by global membrane thinning. 

Table 1.  Quantified structural parameters of the hydrophilic phase calculated from the 

segmented 3-D tomograms of the pristine and degraded membranes. 

 

Hydrophilic 

volume 

fraction, % 

(±2 vol%) 

Smallest 

pore size, 

nm 

Average 

pore size, 

nm 

Largest 

pore size, 

nm 

Tortuosity 

x y z 

Pristine 

membrane 
40 0.5 2.3 4.4 2.8 5.1 1.7 

Degraded 

membrane 
37 0.6 1.9 3.4 3.0 5.1 3.6 

 

 From the numerical analysis, it was also discovered that the connectivity of the 

hydrophilic phase along the three principal orientations was not uniform at the nanometer length 

scale, as inferred from the calculated anisotropic tortuosity values in both pristine and degraded 
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membranes (Table 1). In addition, the increased tortuosity values of the degraded membrane in 

two directions suggest a longer transport path and reduced connectivity of hydrophilic channels 

due to combined chemical/mechanical degradation.  

The observed trends in the numerical data are consistent with the known physico-

chemical properties and degradation mechanisms of PFSA ionomer membranes. The observed 3-

D morphology that evolves upon chemical degradation starts with hydroxyl radical attack of 

weak chemical bonds in the side chains leading to scission of functional groups and weaker local 

ionic interaction at the hydrophilic ion-clusters. Hence, enlarged hydrophilic domains were 

globally observed as a result of mild degradation consistent with the statistical analysis presented 

in [9]. With further degradation, the local concentration of functional groups decreases, which 

leads to collapse of weak hydrophilic pores in local regions of high chemical stress. A systematic 

study on the nature and spatial distribution of degradation features is required for the in depth 

understanding of causes and effects of the membrane morphological changes. Locally elevated 

chemical degradation may be associated with the localized buildup of iron cations ions in the 

membrane [33] that are likely attracted to the remaining functional groups and thereby support 

preferential radical formation at the ion-cluster sites in the presence of in situ generated hydrogen 

peroxide. Furthermore, severe loss of sulfonic acid groups and ion exchange capacity in locally 

degraded regions leads to reduced hydration characteristics similar to the observed ex situ 

degradation results reported elsewhere [34]. Degraded regions also leave exposed main chain 

bundles for escalated radical attack. The existence of weak PTFE main chain regions was 

previously confirmed by the reduced thermal stability of severely degraded membranes [20]. The 

membrane material loss through chemical degradation and local instability caused by the loss of 

sulfonic groups on the walls of the hydrophilic clusters [35] could result in thinner hydrophobic 
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main chain bundles, as observed in this work. The present study also suggests that combined 

chemical/mechanical stress influences the stability of the hydrophobic phase and the adjacent 

hydrophilic phase in rendering local integrity which is correlated to the macroscopic membrane 

stability. Though the selected region was not associated with macroscopic failure in this case, the 

observed nanoscale morphological changes could develop as a fracture initiation site under 

further action of combined chemical/mechanical stress and ultimately contribute to membrane 

failure. The present work is an initiative to directly image the most challenging length scale of 

membrane degradation. Specialized cryo-TEM technique was used in the literature [14] where 

the water inside the hydrophilic cavities is frozen and the obtained bright field images are used in 

the surface reconstruction of the hydrophilic phase. Such studies have only been carried out on 

pristine ionomers so far. Our future plan is to utilize specialized techniques to study degraded 

membranes in different states of hydration. 

4. Conclusions 

For the first time, the nanoscale 3-D morphology of in situ degraded fuel cell membrane 

was compared with the pristine membrane using contrast enhanced transmission electron 

microscope-tomography (TEM-t). The phase boundaries were successfully identified using 

Marker-based Watershed segmentation in order to reveal the distribution of hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic domains and facilitate comprehensive numerical analysis of the internal structure. 

The 3-D morphology of a locally degraded region revealed a reduced hydrophilic volume 

fraction with isolated and smaller pores accompanied by reduced main chain bundle size due to 

loss of ionomer material originating from chemical degradation. From the numerical analysis on 

the 3-D reconstructed morphology of the locally degraded region, the hydrophilic volume 

fraction was found to be reduced from 40±2 vol% to 37±2 vol%. Moreover, the average 

hydrophilic pore diameter was reduced by 17% and the average hydrophobic bundle diameter 
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was reduced by 16% from the pristine state. The combined changes in the hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic domains also rendered a closer packing of weak ionomer bundles in the degraded 

material which are likely susceptible to fracture in the presence of mechanical stress. The 

quantitative nature of the present workflow could be further utilized for statistical analysis of 

larger membrane sections and alternate membrane materials as well as other degradation features 

of interest under the auspices of controlled stress conditions, e.g., pure chemical and pure 

mechanical stress toward an improved understanding of membrane structure, properties, and 

stability. The 3-D reconstructed, phase-segmented information obtained by this method also has 

important applications for development and validation of structural membrane models.  
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Evolution of water sorption in catalyst coated
membranes subjected to combined chemical
and mechanical degradation

Senthil velan Venkatesan,a Chan Lim,a Erin Rogers,b Steven Holdcroftc and
Erik Kjeang*a

Catalyst coated perfluorosulfonic acid ionomer membranes (CCMs) were subjected to a combined

chemical/mechanical accelerated stress test (AST) designed for rapid benchmarking of in situ membrane

stability in polymer electrolyte fuel cells. In order to understand the evolution of the ionomer water sorption

characteristics during combined chemical/mechanical degradation, CCM samples were periodically extracted

from the AST and analyzed for ionomer mass fraction and water sorption properties. In spite of severe

fluoride release and membrane thinning, the water uptake per unit mass of the partially degraded CCMs

was found to be essentially constant. The mass fraction of ionomer in the CCM samples determined

from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) showed significant material loss throughout the AST process due

to ionomer degradation and fluoride release, up to roughly 50% at end-of-life. The effects proceeding

at different stages of degradation were therefore more accurately revealed by ionomer mass-normalized

data. The water uptake per unit gram of ionomer was shown to increase significantly with degradation,

in contrast to the previous results normalized by CCM dry mass. Although increased water sorption may

indicate enlarged solvated hydrophilic domains in the membrane, which would be beneficial for

enhanced proton mobility, the proton conductivity was found to decrease. This finding suggests that the

additional water sorbed in the membrane was not contributing to proton conduction and was therefore

likely situated in non-ionic cavities formed through degradation rather than in the ionic clusters.

1. Introduction

The proton exchange membrane, also known as the polymer
electrolyte membrane, is a key component in polymer electro-
lyte fuel cells which acts as an ion-conducting conduit while
physically and electronically separating the anodic and cathodic
half-cells. The membrane coated on both sides with catalyst
layers constitutes a catalyst coated membrane (CCM), which is
the principal power generating component in the membrane
electrode assembly (MEA) of the fuel cell.1,2 Water is essential for
ion transport in the CCM. Proton conduction in the membrane
depends on the internal water content and it is important to
optimize the water content for efficient operation of fuel cells.
The most commonly used fuel cell membrane is made of per-
fluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomer which provides good chemical

and mechanical stability. The PFSA ionomer molecular structure
consists of branched hydrophilic sulfonic side chains attached
to hydrophobic fluorocarbon main chain. When hydrated, it
separates to hydrophilic clusters holding maximum water in the
cavity for enhanced proton conduction mainly through vehicular
and Grotthuss mechanisms. Water is constantly introduced into
the fuel cell by reactant humidification and also produced as a
by-product of the oxygen reduction reaction at the cathode.
However, the generated water alone is not sufficient to hydrate
the membrane for sustainable performance.

The sorption and diffusion of water in the ionomer phase
determines the distribution of water in the CCM and in turn affects
the local proton conductivity. A non-uniform water distribution
in the membrane is caused by fluctuations in the current drawn
from the fuel cell and inlet humidity of the reactants. There are many
practices adopted in literature to maintain uniform hydration of fuel
cells: for example, by introducing additives in the membrane3,4

or catalyst layer,5 or modifying the structure of the gas diffusion
layer.6,7 The mechanism for water sorption and desorption in
simple form was reported by Majsztrik et al.8 The water uptake
in PFSA membranes is believed to occur by adsorption of water
on the walls of the hydrophilic domains followed by dissolution
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of sulfonic acid end groups with an increase in the water
content, and further increase in bulk water volume with
increasing humidity.8 The process of absorption from the vapor
phase commences with the transport of water across the gas/
membrane interface and then into the membrane. Further, the
vapor reaches the interior of the membrane through diffusion,
followed by swelling to accommodate free water in the hydro-
philic regions surrounded by SO3

� groups. Desorption takes
place through diffusion from the interior to the gas/membrane
interface and from the interface to the gas phase.8 The water
sorption of PFSA membranes was published in a number of
articles considering the water transport across the gas/membrane
interface and through the bulk membrane,9–11 but the mechanism
of water sorption in a CCM also includes the transport of water
across the gas/ionomer interface in catalyst layers. The states
(polarized and un-polarized) of water in the hydrophilic pore
determine the amount of water that can be accommodated and
in turn determine the water uptake and transport properties
of the membrane in the CCM.12 The microstructure of the
membrane is strongly linked to the water uptake and water
dynamics.13–15 The membrane water uptake during fuel cell
operation is an important factor in the conjoined fuel cell
performance and membrane durability, and hence an impor-
tant factor in the design of fuel cell MEAs.

Membranes are exposed to mechanical, thermal, and
chemical stressors during fuel cell operation. The change in
morphology and molecular structure of the ionomer membrane
with chemical degradation was experimentally investigated by
atomic force microscopy (AFM),16 nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR),17 and Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) techniques.18,19

NMR revealed that the hydroxyl radicals (OH�), generated within
the MEA, preferentially attack the a-O-CF2 bond on the ionomer
side chain, and that the radical attack further escalates via
side chain unzipping towards the main chain with prolonged
exposure.17 A recent modeling study revealed the evolution of
ionomer molecular structure and demonstrated the changes
in physicochemical membrane properties with chemical degra-
dation. The modeling analysis supports a proposed chemical
degradation mechanism that is initiated by side chain cleavage,
which is propagated through main chain scission and fragmen-
tation.20,21 In addition to the chemical stress, mechanical stress
is known to cause substantial membrane degradation in the form
of a fatigue–fracture process.22,23 Variations in load and humidity
levels expand and shrink the hydrophilic clusters in the ionomer
membrane and thus induce a repetitive mechanical stress that
can generate tears in the membrane upon prolonged exposure. It
was recently demonstrated that the rate of mechanical degrada-
tion is exacerbated by chemical degradation.24,25 The application
of combined chemical and mechanical membrane degradation
in a specialized accelerated stress test (AST) indicated a reduced
time-to-failure compared to a purely chemical AST, which was
attributed to the loss in membrane fracture strength induced
by chemical degradation.26 It is noteworthy that both chemical
and mechanical degradation are known to occur during field
operation of fuel cells; consequently, joint analysis of chemical
and mechanical membrane stressors is essential.

Water uptake measurements of pristine and ex situ chemi-
cally degraded PFSA membranes were recently reported in a few
publications. Ghassemzadeh et al.27 reported a decrease in the
water uptake of a Nafion 211 membrane upon exposing it to
hydroxyl radicals generated by e-beam irradiation of aqueous
solutions of H2O2 and H2SO4. The decrease in water uptake was
attributed to a reduction in the ion exchange capacity (IEC)
values of the membrane and the resultant molecular structure
of the constituent ionomer. Water uptake measurements of
membranes that were degraded in Fenton’s reagent were also
reported. The ex situ Fenton’s reagent test is highly aggressive
in terms of very high ferrous ion and peroxide concentrations.
Hence, degradation under such extreme conditions leads to
rapid hydrogen peroxide decomposition which creates internal
micropores in the membrane, i.e., ‘blisters’, which may increase the
water uptake of the membrane simply by retaining bulk water in its
cavities.28 This is an artifact introduced by the ex situ Fenton’s
reagent test, which is not observed during in situ membrane
degradation in the fuel cell environment.

The water uptake of a CCM or MEA is less frequently
reported in the literature. The CCM in a fuel cell is a composite
material consisting of hygroscopic active ionomer in dispersed
form and less hygroscopic carbon, Pt, and traces of PTFE in
catalyst layers on both sides. The catalyst layers on both sides
were shown to affect the mechanical29 and swelling30,31 proper-
ties of the membrane. Furthermore, the membrane behaves
differently in terms of humidity cycling and water sorption
when situated in the MEA.30 The water transport through the
membrane/electrode interface, diffusion of water in the membrane,
and desorption of water through another membrane/electrode
interface depends on the mass-transport coefficients for absorp-
tion/desorption and the diffusion coefficient of water. These
kinetic properties are in turn dependent on the water content
of the membrane in the MEA.32 Apart from the ionomer water
uptake, the capillarity of the catalyst layers could also play a role
in the water sorption of the CCM. The CCM consists of at least
two types of ionomer, which are chemically identical, but have
different environments, i.e., ionomer in membrane form and
dispersed ionomer in catalyst layers. The hydrophilic domain
sizes in the two ionomer forms are different.33,34 The distribution
of water across the CCM has been explored previously using a soft
X-ray scanning transmission X-ray microscope.35 The membrane
in the CCM had the highest and most uniform water content,
followed by lesser water content in the catalyst layers. The catalyst
layer portion farthest from the membrane, but in close proximity
to the micro porous layer (MPL), had the least water content
because of its partly hydrophobic nature.35,36

With all the above factors taken into consideration, part of
our motivation is to bridge the existing gap in the literature
between previous water uptake studies and the in situ membrane
degradation in the CCM. The overall objective of the present
work is therefore to determine the effect of coupled chemical
and mechanical degradation stressors on the water uptake
behavior and thermal stability of in situ degraded catalyst
coated membranes. The proposed structure–property analysis
of in situ degraded CCMs is intended to shed new light on the
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complex interactions between the internal degradation stressors
and the overall durability of the fuel cell stack, which is essential
for the ongoing growth in commercialization of reliable PEFC
technologies for both automotive and stationary power applications.

2. Experimental
2.1. In situ degradation protocol

A commercial PFSA-cast membrane in the protonic form was
used in this work. Fuel cell stacks with MEAs fabricated from the
same PFSA material by a proprietary method were supplied by
Ballard Power Systems, Burnaby, BC. In order to evaluate the effects
of combined chemical/mechanical stressors on the durability of
the membrane, an in situ cyclic open circuit voltage accelerated
stress test (COCV AST) was applied. The COCV AST exposed the
membrane/MEA to periodic chemical and mechanical stresses
through open circuit voltage hold at high temperature, elevated
oxygen concentration, and low relative humidity and alternating
wet/dry operation until membrane failure occurred. Further infor-
mation on the fuel cell assembly, COCV AST protocol, and a
complete set of in situ and ex situ measurements can be found
in our previously published article by Lim et al.25 Partially
degraded CCM samples were extracted from the AST stacks at
different numbers of cycles. A hydrogen leak rate indicative of
stack failure was observed after 13 cycles which represents the
end-of-life (EOL) of the stack.

2.2. In situ diagnostic methods

Previously, Lim et al.25 reported the state of health of the
fuel cell membrane during COCV AST using in situ techniques
such as high frequency resistance (HFR) monitoring, OCV
decay, electrochemical leak detection test (ELDT), and fluoride
emission rate (FER) measurements. In the present work, the
HFR values recorded at 1 kHz were adopted from Lim et al.25 to
calculate the change in proton conductivity due to combined
chemical and mechanical membrane degradation. The HFR of
the reference cell was subtracted from the obtained HFR values
to accurately quantify the resistance change of the ionomer induced
by degradation. The proton conductivity was calculated based
on the following relation:

s ¼ l

Z � A
(1)

where l is the normalized thickness of the membrane, Z is the
high frequency resistance, and A is the electrode area of the
CCM, in SI units. The outlet effluent water from the anode and
cathode half-cells was sent through inline fluoride concentration
meters to monitor the fluoride emission rates during the AST.

2.3. Ex situ characterization

The beginning-of-life (BOL) CCM and CCMs extracted after the
0th, 2nd, 5th, 8th, 11th, and 13th cycle of the COCV AST operation
were characterized using ex situ techniques for water uptake,
ionomer mass fraction, and membrane thickness. The degraded
CCMs were delaminated from the MEAs and cut into fine pieces.
The water uptake of the membrane and CCM samples were

studied using a multi-vapor gravimetric sorption analyzer
(Surface Measurement System Ltd). A known mass of pristine
membrane, BOL, partially degraded, and EOL CCM samples
were packed in a stainless steel mesh sample pan. During the
experiments, nitrogen purge gas was flown at a rate of 200 sccm.
After loading the sample, sufficient time (B270 min) was allowed
to reach the steady state before starting the experiments. Once the
steady state was reached, the relative humidity (RH) was increased
from 0 to 100% and decreased back to 0% in steps of 10%,
while sufficient time (B120 min) was allowed to reach sample
equilibrium at each step. The mass of the sample was monitored
with a high precision microbalance with an accuracy of 0.1 mg.
The absorption and desorption isotherms were obtained with
increasing and decreasing RH, respectively. The water uptake of
the sample was calculated as follows:

Water uptake;% ¼ W100 �W0ð Þ
W0

� 100 (2)

where, W100 and W0 are the sample mass in gram measured at
100% and 0% RH, respectively.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the membrane and
CCM samples was carried out using a Pyris 1 TGA instrument
(Perkin Elmer) to measure the mass fraction of ionomer in each
sample and monitor the thermal stability of the materials at
different levels of degradation. The samples were heated from
25 1C to 750 1C at a heating rate of 5 1C min�1. Dry nitrogen gas
was used to create a protective gas sheath to prevent oxidation
of the sample by air at high temperature. A high precision
microbalance from Ohaus with a readability of 0.1 mg was used
to measure the mass of the membrane and CCM samples with
known areal dimensions at ambient conditions. The membrane
thickness was measured from cross-sectional MEA images obtained
with a Philips XL30 scanning electron microscope (SEM) and used
in the proton conductivity calculations (cf., eqn (1)).

3. Results and discussion

The present work deals with understanding the water uptake
behavior of catalyst coated fuel cell membranes (CCM) sub-
jected to combined chemical and mechanical degradation.
The effects of membrane degradation on the water uptake
and thermal stability of the CCM were evaluated and presented
as follows. The results from the multi-vapor gravimetric sorption
analyzer were used to interpret the dynamics of water and its
correlation to the membrane degradation. The thermal stability
and mass fraction of the ionomer present in the CCM were
evaluated using thermal analysis. These results were also used
in the normalization of the water sorption by ionomer mass of
the degraded materials. The experimental analysis was also
extended to explore changes in proton conductivity calculated
from the in situ high frequency resistance and fluoride emission
rates caused by membrane degradation.

3.1. Water uptake

The ionomer membrane water uptake is an important factor
in deciding the performance of polymer electrolyte fuel cells;
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and for the same reason, this subject has been widely investi-
gated on pristine membranes. In the present work, the water
uptake of pristine membrane, BOL CCM, and COCV AST
degraded CCMs was analyzed. Pristine membranes are known
to exhibit distinctive regions in the absorption and desorption
curves.8 Different regions are designated as follows: initial
absorption from the vapor phase (0–10% RH); slow addition
of water through diffusion (10–80% RH); followed by swelling
to accommodate free water (480% RH). Desorption takes place
through diffusion from the interior to the gas/membrane inter-
face and from the interface to the gas phase. In the water
uptake process, the membrane is forced to swell during absorp-
tion and contract back toward the original state after complete
desorption,8 though a small amount of hysteresis generally
remains in the material. Hence, as shown in Fig. 1, the obtained
water sorption and desorption curves were asymmetric for
the same membrane sample. The BOL CCM showed similar
behavior to that of the membrane during the water sorption
experiment, although the amount of water absorbed per mass
unit of sample was lower than for the pure membrane. The
water uptake of the BOL CCM was repeated three times to get
the average and found to be within the variation range of
�0.3 wt%. The variation could be attributed to the difference
in the catalyst layer mass while peeling-off the diffusion media
from the CCM. From the obtained results, the water content of
the CCM was lower during absorption than during desorption
at a given RH and the difference was more pronounced in the
range of 55–100% RH. Beyond 55% RH, the water sorption of the
pure membrane occurred steeply, whereas the CCM samples
exhibited a more gradual increment. The lower water absorption
of the CCM samples per unit mass could be substantiated due to
the mass contribution from the catalyst layers. The constraint
imposed on both sides of the membrane by the catalyst layers
could impose more restrictive pathways for the interfacial transfer
of vapor. Water transport across the membrane/catalyst layer
interface and through the bulk membrane has to occur through

one more barrier made of the gas/catalyst layer-ionomer inter-
face. Above 80% RH, the water uptake per 10% rise in RH for the
CCM was much less than for the membrane, which could be
attributed to reduced membrane sorption and expansion due to
the confinement provided by the catalyst layers. This is in fair
agreement with a recent report by Goulet et al.30 which indicates
the difference in expansion and contraction behavior of pristine
membranes and membranes confined in CCMs and MEAs.

Measurements on the degraded CCM samples representing
the 2nd, 5th, 8th, and 11th AST cycle and EOL were also carried
out and the corresponding water uptake isotherms are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. At a first glance, the results obtained for the
degraded CCMs appear quite similar to the results for the BOL
CCM. The water uptake of the CCM samples calculated at 100%
RH is also presented in Fig. 2 to further analyze the water
sorption of the degraded CCMs at the fully hydrated state. The
water uptake of the pristine membrane used in this study was
found to be 27.5 wt% at 100% RH, while the corresponding
water uptake of the CCMs was in the 12–16 wt% range. Since
the CCM material is a composite structure, the mass contribu-
tion from Pt/C and the porous nature of the catalyst layers
must also be considered in the water sorption calculations.
To precisely investigate the effects of capillarity and absorption
by the distributed ionomer in the anode and cathode catalyst
layers on the overall water sorption behavior of the catalyst
coated membrane, a control experiment was conducted on pure
catalyst layers by separating them from the BOL CCM (cf., BOL
CL in Fig. 1). It is observed that the carbon supported catalyst
powder and ionomer in the dispersed form did not absorb
more than 0.8 wt% of water. This could be due to the lesser
amount of ionomer and smaller dimension of hydrophilic
domains in the catalyst layer ionomer relative to the bulk
membrane. The ionomer in the catalyst layer exists in the form
of a thin film and agglomerated lumps in and around the

Fig. 1 Water sorption isotherms of pristine membrane, catalyst layer, BOL
CCM, and degraded CCMs extracted after various numbers of COCV AST
cycles (as indicated).

Fig. 2 Gravimetric water uptake of pristine catalyst layer, membrane, CCM
(average of three experiments with �0.3 wt% standard deviation), and AST
degraded CCMs at 100% RH.
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catalyst nanoparticles. A detailed review on the nature of the
ionomer and its interaction with Pt and carbon in the catalyst
layer can be found elsewhere.33 The nanoparticles of platinum
on hydrophobic carbon support could adsorb water, but merely
a negligible amount compared to the ionomer phase in the CCM.
We can thus infer that the water uptake contribution of the CCM
samples primarily comes from the membrane ionomer phase and
only a small amount is contributed from the catalyst layer.

After conditioning of the CCM, the water uptake increased
as the membrane in the CCM sample was sufficiently hydrated
and internal water channels were formed. The increase in water
uptake continued during the first two cycles of the COCV AST
experiment as the conditioning effect appeared to dominate
over the relatively mild membrane degradation at this stage.
With substantial chemical degradation in subsequent AST cycles,
however, a considerable reduction in water uptake was observed
until the 8th cycle due to the loss of sulfonic acid end groups
and associated water. On the contrary, the highest level of water
uptake was obtained for the EOL CCM, potentially due to the
physical damage in the membrane caused by the mechanical
stress that acted on the chemically weakened ionomer structure
at more advanced stages of degradation.

As significant membrane thinning was observed with COCV
AST cycles, the water uptake results could be masked by the
reduction in the mass and volume of the ionomer membrane.
The areal water uptake was therefore measured and analyzed by
normalizing the water uptake by the sample area taken for the
DVS test, which is the only sample descriptive metric that was
not altered by the membrane degradation process. As shown by
the results in Fig. 3, the pure membrane contained the highest
amount of water per unit area of sample. The BOL CCM absorbed
less water per unit area due to the presence and confinement of
the catalyst layers, as discussed previously. The reorientation of
ionic clusters and formation of water channels during condition-
ing led to increased water sorption per unit area of CCM. The
growth of hydrophilic domains continued somewhat until the
2nd AST cycle, followed by an extended period of decay in water

uptake until the 11th cycle, indicative of chemical membrane
degradation. With severe degradation, this trend was reversed,
and the water uptake increased substantially in the final two AST
cycles until EOL due to bulk water in newly formed membrane
cavities induced by combined chemical/mechanical degradation.
This trend can be correlated to the rapid growth in hydrogen
leak rate across the membrane/CCM at the final stages of
membrane degradation due to propagation of cracks and holes
that support convective hydrogen crossover approaching leak
induced MEA failure.25

3.2. Thermogravimetric analysis

The CCM is a composite material which consists of ionomer and
catalyst particles. The compositional analysis of the different
phases in such material is obtained through monitoring the
mass loss by heating the material in a controlled atmosphere.30,37

In order to understand the effect of ionomer degradation on the
water sorption behavior of the membrane, it is necessary to
separate the water sorption contribution of the ionomer in the
CCM. Moreover, the thickness of the membrane decreased
significantly during COCV AST operation, and the loss of
ionomer material can mask any water uptake variation which
occurs due to ionomer degradation. The dry PFSA ionomer
content in the membrane and catalyst coated membranes was
therefore determined using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
by pyrolysis in a nitrogen atmosphere to thermally decompose
the material. The nitrogen atmosphere was used to avoid
combustion of carbon in the catalyst layers. The first derivative
mass loss and thermogravimetric plots of pristine membrane,
BOL, and EOL CCMs are shown in Fig. 4. Though TGA experi-
ments were carried out on the dry membrane and CCM at higher
temperatures than the actual operating temperature of PEFCs,
high temperatures are considered as an external thermal stimulus
to evaluate the decomposition patterns as a result of accelerated
(chemical and mechanical) stressors. The thermal decomposition
of the ionomer occurred at different stages. The widely accepted
thermal decomposition products of PFSA ionomer are H2O and
SO2 during the desulfonation process, and fluorinated small
molecules as a result of chain scission during main chain
decomposition events.4

To resolve the overlapping processes conveniently, the tempera-
ture ramp rate was maintained at 5 1C min�1. PFSA ionomer is
highly hydrophilic and sulfonic acid end groups hold water mole-
cules until the desulfonation temperature of B288 1C. The mass
difference between the desulfonation (B288 1C) and complete
ionomer decomposition (B560 1C) temperature was assigned
to the mass of dry ionomer present in the sample.38 In case of
the CCM, the remaining mass after complete decomposition of
the ionomer was due to catalyst and carbon support particles
that were not decomposed in the applied temperature range.
The TGA scans recorded for the BOL CCM were similar to those
observed for the pure membrane (Fig. 4a). The small initial
mass loss in the 1st stage while heating to B288 1C is attributed
to the loss of absorbed water molecules above which the
desulfonation of the end group through the decomposition of
C–S bond takes place until B400 1C in the 2nd stage. The mass

Fig. 3 Water uptake per unit area of pristine membrane, CCM, and AST
degraded CCMs at 100% RH.
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loss in the 3rd stage of the decomposition represents the amount
of ionomer lost due to side chain decay. The mass loss in the 4th
stage of decomposition due to main chain decay overlaps with
the 3rd stage in the temperature range of 370–560 1C.38 The rate
of change of mass with temperature distinguishes the onset and
completion of the decomposition events in the first derivative
thermogravimetric (DTG) plot (Fig. 4b). The pristine membrane
decomposed at a marginally higher temperature than the iono-
mer in the CCM, which indicates that the pristine membrane
had better stability towards thermal decomposition than the
CCM. The presence of signal between 300–350 1C for the pristine
membrane could be due to removal of moisture and sulfonic end
group decomposition.39 The side chain and main chain decom-
position occurred after 350 1C in both membranes and CCMs.
The presence of platinum in the CCM catalyzes the thermal
decomposition of the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) like back-
bone in the ionomer at high temperatures.39 In addition to the
effect of platinum, the degradation history of the EOL CCM is
shown to bring the mass loss events further to a lower temperature
than the BOL CCM mass loss events. The side chain and main
chain decomposition processes also take place at lower tempera-
tures for the degraded membrane. This could be ascribed to the
changes in the molecular structure of the PFSA ionomer caused
by chemical membrane degradation. The BOL CCM is thermally
more stable than the EOL CCM in terms of the precedence of

the degradation events. The reduced thermal stability of the EOL
CCM can be correlated with the decay in mechanical properties
observed previously24–26 due to the unbalanced intermolecular
attraction between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic phases created
by the ionomer degradation. The same reason could be attributed
for the reduced mechanical strength of the membrane observed
experimentally by Sadeghi Alavijeh et al.26

The mass loss that occurs per unit area of the CCM could
potentially be used to track the magnitude of chemical membrane
degradation during fuel cell operation, similar to a fluoride
release measurement. The areal mass of the COCV AST degraded
CCMs was measured from a microbalance (Fig. 5a), while the
mass fraction of dry ionomer in the CCMs was determined
from TGA (Fig. 5b). The measured ionomer mass fraction of the
CCM was found to decrease linearly with the COCV AST cycles
(Fig. 5b). This is the collective amount of ionomer in the
membrane and dispersed form in the catalyst layer. Due to the
high level of chemical stress induced by the COCV AST, both
forms of ionomer are expected to undergo degradation, and it is
difficult to accurately measure and distinguish them in an in situ
experiment. At EOL, the CCM had lost B46 wt% of the ionomer
due to the advanced stage of chemical degradation, known to
progress through side chain cleavage and propagate through
main chain unzipping and fragmentation.17,20,21 The ionomer
material loss measured from thermal analysis can be correlated
with the fluoride emission rates and micrographs of membrane

Fig. 4 (a) Thermogravimetric and (b) derivative thermogravimetric plots
obtained for pristine membrane, BOL, and EOL CCM.

Fig. 5 (a) Areal mass and (b) remaining ionomer loading of the BOL and
AST degraded CCM samples.
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thinning published previously by Lim et al.25 The cumulative
fluoride release from the stack measured at the end of each
AST cycle is presented in Fig. 6, which indicates the overall level
of chemical membrane degradation throughout the fuel cell
operation. It is observed that the fluoride release rate increases until
the 7th AST cycle from 0.36 mmol h�1 cm�2 to 0.85 mmol h�1 cm�2

and decreases gradually toward EOL. The fluoride release increased
rapidly due to chemical degradation and saturated at an advanced
level of chemical decay that coincided with the development of
significant hydrogen leaks across the membrane.25

Based on the information of specific gravity and thickness, the
pristine membrane contained B175 mmol cm�2 fluorine atoms.
The membrane subjected to the AST cycles had cumulatively
released B48% of its fluorine atoms at EOL. Similarly, post AST
analysis from TGA determined B46% ionomer mass loss in the
CCM. Though the loss represents the collective ionomer from
the membrane and dispersed form in the catalyst layers, the
major loss can be taken as the contribution from the membrane,
which is in good agreement with the fluoride release data
previously published.25

3.3. Ionomer mass-normalized water uptake

The analysis of water uptake in CCMs is relatively complex due to
the disparate nature of the three components and the hetero-
geneous structure of the catalyst layers with significant spatial
variations; consequently, normalization by sample mass or
planar area is somewhat ambiguous. In the context of degrada-
tion, the analysis becomes even more challenging. It is therefore
proposed to normalize the CCM water uptake by ionomer mass
with the aid of TGA data, provided that the majority of the water
is absorbed in the ionomer in the membrane and catalyst layers.
This approach is independent of spatial variations in catalyst
layer structure and can accurately capture the water uptake of
the membrane at various stages of degradation. The amount of
ionomer phase was determined from the TGA data and the water
uptake of the CCMs was normalized with respect to their dry

ionomer mass. Though TGA measurements enabled determina-
tion of the mass fraction of ionomer in the CCM, the amount of
ionomer in the catalyst layer and membrane were not exactly
distinguished. Owing to practical ambiguities in an in situ set up,
the individual water sorption studies of degraded ionomer in the
catalyst layer and membrane were not attempted.

The obtained trend in the water uptake of the ionomer in
the degraded CCMs subjected to COCV AST cycles is demon-
strated in Fig. 7. Theoretically, the water uptake normalized by
ionomer mass should be consistent with regular water uptake
measurements for pristine membranes. The BOL CCM is shown
to contain approximately 30% less water per gram of ionomer
than the pure membrane, which is qualitatively consistent with
the area normalized water uptake data previously discussed
(Fig. 3) and attributed to the physical constraint provided by
the catalyst layers for membrane hygral expansion as well as the
lower water sorption of the ionomer portion in the catalyst
layers. A substantial increase in ionomer mass-normalized water
uptake was experienced during the MEA conditioning phase and
during the first two AST cycles; again, in good agreement with
the area normalized data. This is anticipated due to equili-
bration of the membrane with water and growth of the hydro-
philic domains, while only a small amount of ionomer material
was lost from degradation as shown by fluoride release and
ionomer TGA (Fig. 5 and 6). This could be qualitatively attributed
to the alignment/orientation of the parallel bundles of surface
ionomer structure.40 The membrane constrained by the catalyst
layers equilibrated with the carrier vapor to absorb maximum water
during this time. After a few cycles, substantial loss of ionomer
material occurred as a result of the high rate of chemical degrada-
tion, where significant loss of sulfonic acid functional groups was
reported.25 The water clusters in the degraded ionomer membrane
are expected to change considerably with the loss of water absorbing
SO3

� pendant chains that may disrupt the ionomer morphology
and reduce the water uptake of the ionomer membrane. After
the 8th cycle, the CCM water uptake per ionomer unit exhibited

Fig. 6 Cumulative fluoride release estimated from anode and cathode
effluent water, reproduced from Lim et al.25

Fig. 7 Water uptake normalized by dry ionomer mass in pristine membrane,
BOL CCM, and AST degraded CCMs.
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a sharp increase toward the EOL state. In this regime, the
degradation process was dominated by mechanical degrada-
tion of chemically weakened regions and led to the develop-
ment of physical damage such as cracks, voids, divots, and
pinholes, which could contain a significant amount of bulk
water at the fully humidified condition despite the advanced
stage of chemical degradation and reduced concentration of
sulfonic acid functional groups. Previously, our group reported
that B100 mm pinholes were formed at EOL at a frequency of
5 pinholes per 3 cm2 survey area.25 Here, it is observed
experimentally that the water uptake per unit gram of ionomer
increases significantly with COCV AST cycles as severe damage
was formed in the membrane. This is a consequence of the
combined chemical and mechanical degradation induced by
the COCV AST and may not occur during purely chemical
degradation. However, combined chemical and mechanical
degradation is normally expected during cyclic operation of
fuel cells in the field. The presence of water in the various
membrane cavities (at fully humidified conditions) may be
beneficial in order to reduce harmful reactant crossover and
hydrogen leaks during prolonged fuel cell operation with aged
membranes.

3.4. Proton conductivity

In order to analyze the effects of combined chemical and
mechanical degradation on the transport properties of the
membrane, the proton conductivity was calculated from the
in situ measured high frequency cell impedance data25 and
illustrated in Fig. 8. The high frequency resistance (HFR)
variations were small (o10%) during the degradation process,
since membrane thinning and loss of proton conductivity
occurred at similar rates throughout the test. After the 9th cycle,
the HFR showed a marginal decrease due to the reduced rate of
SO3

� loss as the chemical degradation shifted more towards
the main chain at the later stages of the test. The HFR
reduction could also be due to water formation on the cathode
from hydrogen leaks across the membrane that may increase
the hydration of the membrane under the otherwise dry con-
ditions of the test.

The calculated proton conductivity was found to decrease
linearly with degradation, which qualitatively follows the trends
observed with membrane thinning, fluoride release, and iono-
mer mass loss. This may also indirectly reveal that ion exchange
capacity could linearly decrease during combined chemical and
mechanical degradation. The proton conductivity is closely
related to the acid and water content of the membrane. Notably,
the observed increase in water uptake per unit gram of ionomer
at the late stages of degradation did not enhance the proton
conductivity of the membrane. This indicates that the additional
water accumulated in the membrane did not contribute to the
ionic clusters or ion-conducting water channels in the material
and was rather situated in the cavities formed as a result of
physical damage induced by mechanical degradation. The loss
of sulfonic acid end groups through side chain degradation
could be the reason for the decreased proton conductivity
despite the increasing water content.

4. Conclusions

For the first time, we report the water uptake, thermal decom-
position, and ionic conductivity of in situ degraded CCMs
subjected to combined chemical and mechanical membrane
degradation. We found that the water uptake of a CCM is lower
than that of a pure membrane due to the constraint imposed by
the catalyst layers on the hygral expansion of the membrane.
However, MEA conditioning led to a considerable increase in
CCM water uptake. Two normalization methods were proposed
for water sorption analysis of CCMs subjected to membrane
degradation: (i) normalization based on sample area, which is
constant during degradation; and (ii) normalization based on
ionomer mass, which accounts for the membrane thinning and
mass loss caused by chemical degradation. From thermal
analysis, the overall decomposition pattern of the membrane
and CCM was found to be similar. Thermal analysis of in situ
degraded CCMs, however, revealed reduced thermal stability of
the membrane due to chemical degradation. The mass fraction
of ionomer in the degraded CCMs determined from thermo-
gravimetric analysis was found to decrease linearly up to B46%
of the initial ionomer content due to degradation, which is
commensurate with fluoride emission data. The water uptake
normalized by ionomer mass increased initially due to conditioning

Fig. 8 (a) High frequency resistance (adopted from Lim et al.25) and
(b) calculated proton conductivity at the end of each COCV AST cycle.
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and further slow growth of hydrophilic pores in the ionomer.
Due to the degradation of hydrophilic SO3

� bearing side
chains, the water uptake decreased substantially from the
2nd cycle until the 8th cycle. At advanced stages of combined
chemical and mechanical degradation, physical damage such
as cracks and pinholes attracted more water in cavities near the
membrane end-of-life. This sharp increase in water uptake per
ionomer unit did not enhance the proton conductivity of the
membrane; in contrast, the proton conductivity decreased
linearly, indicating that the water residing in damage cavities
does not contribute to ion conduction. However, the fact
that the membrane cavities are filled with water during fully
humidified conditions can be beneficial in order to reduce
reactant gas crossover and hydrogen leaks during fuel cell
operation with aged membranes.

In summary, these findings improve the fundamental under-
standing of water uptake in degraded membranes and can
contribute to bridging the existing gap between ex situ water
uptake studies and in situ fuel cell testing. The present results
are particularly relevant for understanding the complex effects of
combined chemical and mechanical membrane degradation
and how to manage such effects during field operation of fuel
cells. The time dependent molecular structure of the ionomer
with degradation and its correlation to changes in water sorption
and transport properties may also be useful for the development
of degradation and durability models for fuel cell stacks.
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Abstract  

The present work aims to understand the specific effects of isolated chemical and mechanical 

stressors on the degraded morphology and physico-chemical properties of fuel cell membranes. 

The effects of pure chemical and pure mechanical stressors are systematically explored through 

contrast enhanced transmission electron microscopy, thermogravimetric analysis, and water 

sorption measurements. Statistical analysis of the membrane morphology indicates that chemical 

degradation dilates hydrophilic pores and disintegrate ionomer bundles, while the water uptake 

per unit area decreases. However, significant ionomer mass loss is found to reverse the water 

sorption trend, leading to an increased water uptake per ionomer mass unit, in agreement with 

the dilation effect. Despite good hydration, however, the chemically degraded ionomer 

morphology is deemed to be susceptible to membrane failure in the presence of hygrothermal 

stress. In contrast, pure mechanical degradation merely causes a slight ordering of the 

morphology and a marginal increase in water uptake due to bulk water residing in membrane 

cracks formed by fatigue-fracture. Compounded chemical and mechanical degradation effects 

are therefore considered particularly harmful, given the ability to bridge mesoscale 

morphological alternations induced by chemical stress to macroscale damage propagation under 

mechanical stress, leading to ultimate membrane failure.  
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1. Introduction  

 Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) are subjected to strong oxidizing and reducing 

conditions, humidity variations, liquid water, fluctuating temperatures, high electrochemical 

potentials, reactive radical species, high currents, and large voltage gradients during operation. 

These factors lead to mechanical, electrochemical, and chemical degradation of components in 

an operating fuel cell.
1
 Failure of the membrane in a fuel cell causes sudden performance loss as 

well as significant hydrogen leaks
1
 and is hence a key factor in building durable and reliable fuel 

cells. The most widely used polymer electrolyte for fuel cell applications is the perfluorosulfonic 

acid (PFSA) ionomer membrane. The molecular structure of the PFSA membrane plays a vital 

role in the performance and durability of PEFCs due to its unique hydrophobic fluorocarbon 

main chains and side chains with hydrophilic end groups. The important functional properties of 

the membrane such as proton conduction, water retention, and mechanical stability are associated 

with its unique morphology, which forms water nanochannels when hydrated and a robust 

network of backbone fiber bundles.
2,3

 At present, thin PFSA ionomer membranes are a state-of-

the-art material for PEFC applications which delivers high power density with relatively low 

degradation rates. However, membrane degradation over time is still a concern, especially for 

applications with stringent reliability and durability standards
4,5

 such as transit buses, trams, and 

trains.  

 In an operating PEFC, chemical stressors during high voltage excursions may induce locally 

elevated membrane degradation
6
 while hygrothermal stress at advanced degradation stages 

supports propagation of damage
7
 in a combined chemical and mechanical stress situation.

8–11
 

Accurate knowledge about the role of individual stressors and their respective effects on the 

ionomer is critical in order to elucidate the complex overall membrane degradation mechanisms 
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that occur during fuel cell operation. Chemical stress in the form of reactive radicals has been 

shown to degrade the end groups, ether-linked side chains, and main chains in the PFSA 

ionomer.
12–14

 Such structural degradation led to a decrease in ‘d’ spacing (distance between 

adjacent hydrophilic domains) which affected the crystallinity of the material.
15,16

 Luo et al.
17

 

found an increase in the hydrophilic domain radius due to the evolved heat and gases through the 

Fenton’s reaction, which is an ex situ technique to aggressively accelerate chemical degradation 

by immersion of a membrane specimen in a chemical solution. Such morphological changes due 

to pure chemical degradation led to reduced water uptake, ion-exchange capacity, and proton 

conductivity while the water permeation and proton mobility increased.
13,17

 Furthermore, 

chemically degraded regions may form pinholes due to local chemical erosion.
18

 Mechanical 

stress arising from confined membrane expansion and contraction during hygrothermal 

variations, on the other hand, theoretically leads to permanent plastic deformation due to 

anisotropic swelling
19,20

 and fatigue-fracture upon repeated cycling.
21

 Uniaxial tensile stress 

cycling was shown to cause preferential alignment of ion-rich domains prior to fracture,
22

 while 

in situ humidity cycling in fuel cells may cause a reduction in the average molecular weight of 

the ionomer.
7,23,24

 Severe mechanical damage from extended humidity cycling may also facilitate 

reduced ultimate tensile strength, final strain, and fracture toughness due to ductile to brittle 

transition, followed by ultimate membrane failure by fracture.
25

 In both degradation scenarios 

discussed in the literature, it is suggested that the membrane microstructure is affected, but the 

severity and the mode of microstructural changes induced by the individual stressors were not 

explored in detail. Also, most previously reported structure-property relationship studies were 

carried out ex situ in order to simplify the experimental procedures and hence used pure 

membranes. In an operating fuel cell, however, membranes are sandwiched between anode and 
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cathode catalyst layers, and the ex situ approach is not a true representation of the stress 

scenarios encountered in fuel cell operation. A significant body of work
26–29

 promulgated that the 

properties of catalyst coated membranes used in actual fuel cells differ from those of pure 

membranes; hence, in situ studies are necessary to better understand the realistic degradation 

processes.  

 It was recently discovered by our group that the mesoscale morphology of PFSA ionomer 

membranes is considerably altered during combined chemical and mechanical degradation in a 

fuel cell.
10

 Important mesoscopic aspects regarding membrane fracture development were 

identified; however, the scope of the work lacked critical information about the roles of the 

individual chemical and mechanical stressors and their specific influence on the overall process. 

The objective of the present work is therefore to decouple the effects of in situ chemical and 

mechanical stresses during fuel cell operation and determine their individual influence on the 

mesoscale degradation phenomena in the membrane. This will address the current limitations in 

the knowledge base of the mesoscale degradation phenomena during combined chemical and 

mechanical membrane degradation that are responsible for the development of macroscopic 

membrane failure.
9–11,30

 

2. Experimental 

Research grade membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) were made by hot pressing 

anode and cathode gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) with a non-reinforced PFSA ionomer 

membrane. GDEs were prepared by coating a carbon black and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 

based microporous layer on a non-woven carbon paper gas diffusion layer (GDL) substrate 

followed by coating a catalyst layer consisting of carbon-supported platinum catalyst and PFSA 

ionomer. 
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2.1 Pure chemical membrane degradation 

In situ pure chemical membrane degradation was induced by applying a high voltage 

hold at fixed temperature and relative humidity (RH) to a research scale ten cell stack with 

graphitic bipolar plates with co-flow configuration. This test condition is based on our previous 

work on accelerated membrane durability testing (AMDT) of heavy duty fuel cells for transit bus 

applications reported by Macauley et al.
18

 The baseline AMDT utilized combined 

chemical/mechanical stress resembling fuel cell bus operating conditions to accurately evaluate 

in situ membrane durability. The authors also developed complementary AMDT protocols to 

evaluate the specific effects of RH cycling and platinum in the membrane (PITM) on the 

membrane durability. Here, the 100% constant RH AMDT option was applied in order to 

eliminate potential influences from hygrothermal stress and associated mechanical degradation. 

Pure chemical degradation was thus facilitated by supplying hydrogen and oxygen to anode and 

cathode at the flow rates of 5 and 10 slpm, respectively, while strictly kept at 100% constant RH 

throughout the entire duration of the experiment. To ensure rapid membrane failure despite the 

absence of mechanical stressors, a high stack voltage of 9.0 V (0.90 V per cell) was used, while 

the temperature and oxygen partial pressure were raised to 85
o
C and 45%, respectively, in order 

to accelerate chemical degradation. This stack reached membrane failure after 643 hours, as 

detected by a critical hydrogen leak rate exceeding 10 slpm per cell. This lifetime was 

considerably longer than for the baseline AMDT where combined chemical/mechanical 

degradation led to earlier failure due to the presence of mechanical stress induced by RH cycling. 

The membrane failure mode obtained with pure chemical degradation consisted of major global 

membrane thinning (~35% on average) and smooth pinholes (average diameter of 40 µm; 1.2 

holes per cm
2
) accompanied by a gradual leak rate growth, mild open circuit voltage (OCV) 
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decay, and a relatively constant fluoride release rate. All damage appeared to be chemical in 

nature. Post mortem tensile tests revealed a transition from ductile to brittle mechanical 

properties as a result of pure chemical degradation. More information about the adopted pure 

chemical degradation AMDT experiment can be found elsewhere.
18

 

2.2 Pure mechanical membrane degradation 

In situ pure mechanical membrane degradation was induced by applying an accelerated 

mechanical stress test (AMST) procedure based in part on the US Department of Energy 

accelerated stress test for mechanical membrane degradation
31

 to a research scale five cell stack. 

The AMST procedure was originally developed by our group
25

 to investigate the effects of in 

situ hygrothermal fatigue on the microstructure and mechanical properties of the membrane. The 

AMST was carried out by applying rapid, deep wet/dry cycles at relatively high temperature and 

ambient pressure. Nitrogen gas was used at both anode and cathode in order to eliminate any 

occurrence of chemical degradation. Diagnostic tests involving hydrogen and/or oxygen were 

also avoided for the same reason. Successive RH cycles of 2 min wet (90% RH) and 2 min dry 

(0% RH) states at 80°C and 9.0 slpm flow rates were applied until membrane failure was 

reached, which occurred after 20,000 cycles, as indicated by a significant increase in gas transfer 

leak (>10 sccm per cell) at the inlet region. Post mortem analysis revealed membrane and 

catalyst layer cracks as well as delamination as a result of the applied cyclic hygrothermal stress. 

No significant thinning or other signs of chemical degradation were identified. Tensile tests 

indicated a membrane material transformation from the originally ductile state to a relatively 

brittle state with reduced stress tolerance due to the initiation and propagation of micro-cracks. In 

contrast, the elastic modulus and hygral and thermal expansion properties did not change 

considerably, which suggests that the membrane response to hygrothermal fluctuations was not 
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altered by mechanical degradation. Further information about the adopted pure mechanical 

degradation experiment can be found elsewhere.
25

 

2.3  Imaging 

A pristine PFSA ionomer membrane was used as baseline rather than extracting the 

membrane from a beginning-of-life (BOL) MEA in order to explicitly compare the pristine 

morphology with the degraded morphology. The pristine membrane sample was stained in 

saturated lead acetate solution for about 48 hours in order to enhance the electron image contrast 

of ionic clusters by selectively exchanging protonic sites with Pb
2+ 

ions. Catalyst coated 

membrane (CCM) samples were carefully separated from the MEAs at end-of-life (EOL) from 

the pure chemical and pure mechanical degradation tests and pre-processed in a similar way to 

enhance electron image contrast. The catalyst layers were not removed from the membrane 

during the sample preparation to avoid potential physical damage to the membrane. The stained 

samples were then rinsed with water to remove excess staining media, dried at room temperature, 

embedded in epoxy, and sliced to 70-90 nm sections using a Leica EM UC6 ultramicrotome 

instrument. The slices were collected on copper grids for imaging. Electron micrographs were 

recorded using a transmission electron microscope (TEM; Tecnai Osiris, FEI) at an accelerating 

voltage of 120 keV. This relatively low e-beam energy was found to be favorable in order to 

minimize imaging artifacts. A Gatan Ultrascan 1000XP-P 2k x 2k pixel charge-coupled device 

(CCD) camera was employed to capture the electron micrographs. The magnification and 

defocus amount were kept identical for each sample to ensure that the changes in morphology, if 

any, are strictly due to the effects of degradation. The average hydrophilic domain area was 

calculated using ImageJ software for the TEM binary images obtained from the pristine and 

degraded membranes. The semi-quantitative analysis was carried out by applying the empirically 
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selected threshold value (96) which completely masked the dark regions in the micrograph of the 

pristine membrane. The same threshold was selected to evaluate the hydrophilic domain area for 

the degraded membranes as well. 

2.4  Bulk property measurements 

The water uptake properties of the pristine membrane, a beginning-of-life (BOL) CCM 

separated from the MEA before starting the degradation tests, and the degraded CCMs at EOL 

were studied using a multi-vapor gravimetric sorption analyzer (Surface Measurement System 

Ltd.). A known mass of the sample material was packed in a stainless steel mesh sample pan. 

After loading the sample, sufficient time (~270 min) was allowed to reach steady state before 

starting the experiments. Nitrogen purge gas was injected at a rate of 200 sccm to control the 

environment. Once the steady state was reached, the RH was increased from 0 to 100% and 

decreased back to 0% in steps of 10%, while sufficient time (~120 min) was allowed to reach 

sample equilibrium at each step. The mass of the sample was monitored using a high precision 

microbalance with an accuracy of 0.1 µg. The sorption isotherms were obtained by monitoring 

the mass change with increasing and decreasing RH. The water uptake was calculated as follows: 

𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒,  % =
(𝑊100−𝑊0)

𝑊0
 × 100                     Eq. (1) 

where W100 and W0 are the sample mass in gram at 100% and 0% RH, respectively. More details 

on the water uptake experiment can be found elsewhere.
11

  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the membrane and CCM samples was carried out 

in a Pyris 1 TGA instrument (Perkin Elmer) to measure the thermal stability and mass fraction of 

ionomer in each sample. The membrane and CCM samples were cut into fine pieces and packed 

in ceramic pans, installed in the TGA chamber, and heated from 25
o
C to 750

o
C at a heating rate 
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of 5
o
C min

-1
. Dry nitrogen gas was used to create a protective gas sheath to prevent oxidation of 

the sample by air at high temperature.  

3. Results and discussion 

This work investigates the effects of in situ pure chemical and pure mechanical 

degradation on the mesoscale morphology and important physico-chemical properties of PFSA 

ionomer membranes in fuel cells. The membrane morphology with respect to pure chemical and 

pure mechanical degradation was analyzed using contrast enhanced transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and hydrophilic domain size calculations, whereas the water uptake, thermal 

stability, and residual ionomer content were studied using dynamic vapor sorption and TGA. The 

ionomer mass-normalized water uptake of the CCM samples was also determined in order to 

capture the effect of ionomer material loss during degradation. The results were compared with 

non-degraded membrane and CCM samples to extract key information on the direct impact of 

the pure degradation stressors. 

3.1 Membrane morphology 

 

Figure 1. Morphology of (a) pristine PFSA ionomer membrane and membranes 

subjected to (b) pure chemical and (c) pure mechanical stress in a fuel cell environment. 

The investigation on the affected functional properties of the membrane which are 

important for fuel cell operation must always begin from the morphological study, since the 
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unique morphology of PFSA ionomer membranes is known to dictate most of their functional 

properties.
2
 Figure 1 shows representative TEM micrographs of the (a) pristine membrane and 

(b-c) degraded membranes subjected to (b) pure chemical and (c) pure mechanical in situ stress. 

In the phase separated morphology of the PFSA ionomer membrane, the ion-rich hydrophilic 

regions appear dark due to better electron scattering by the contrast enhancing agent (Pb
2+

) 

exchanged protonic end groups. The bright regions represent fluorocarbon main chain domains 

that are predominantly transparent to the electron beam. Due to the strong phase segregation, the 

ion-rich domains in the pristine membrane are randomly distributed in small pockets surrounded 

by the matrix of non-ionic fluorocarbon bundles (Figure 1(a)). Since subtle differences between 

membrane morphologies subjected to pure chemical (Figure 1(b)) and pure mechanical (Figure 

1(c)) degradation are elusive to interpret based on qualitative observations, a semi-quantitative 

anlaysis was carried out based on the statistical distribution of hydrophilic domain area to 

determine the degradation effects. 

From the statistical representation of the micrographs in Figure 2(a-c), the hydrophilic 

domain area of the pristine membrane is centered at ~7 nm
2
 from the fitted Weibull distribution 

(Figure 2(a)) with estimated parameters for ‘scale’ (13.4) and ‘shape’ (1.6). The significantly 

increased ‘scale’ parameter from 13.4 to 16.4 and unaffected ‘shape’ parameter of the 

hydrophilic domain area distribution in the chemically degraded membrane (Fig 2(b)) indicate 

the result of the enlarged hydrophilic domain area, featuring more dilated and networked 

hydrophilic domains when compared to the pristine membrane. 
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Figure 2. Hydrophilic domain area distribution of (a) pristine membrane and membranes 

(in CCMs) degraded by (b) pure chemical and (c) pure mechanical stress. 

 

The morphological change due to pure chemical degradation can be explained on the 

basis of the affected hydrophilic interaction between polar end groups in the ionomer. Due to the 

strong phase segregation in the PFSA ionomer, localized stress is concentrated on the walls of 

the hydrophilic domain.
32

 The loss of side chains and associated sulfonic acid functional groups 

in the ion-rich domain is expected to reduce the local stress and thereby alter the hydrophilic 

clusters from their original shape. In addition to the loss of sulfonic acid groups, subsequent side 

chain cleavage and unzipping
33

 due to the pure chemical degradation may lead to a locally 

weakened fluorocarbon matrix.
10

 With extensive chemical degradation of the semi-crystalline 

fluorocarbon bundles, the same could experience gradual thinning. In the absence of mechanical 

stress, the observed dilation and networking of the hydrophilic domain is thus perceived as the 
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combined effects of thinning of the non-polar PTFE bundles and relaxed hydrostatic interactions 

in the degraded ionomer structure.  

 

Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis carried out on pristine membrane and degraded membranes 

from pure chemical and mechanical degradation tests for various threshold values. 

 

The sensitivity analysis in calculating the average hydrophilic domain area for various 

thresholding values is presented in Figure 3. Three micrographs from each sample were selected 

to estimate the variability of the calculations. From the sensitivity analysis, it was found that the 

threshold value is a critical parameter in calculating the average domain area, as shown in Figure 

3. However, for any given threshold value, the obtained statistical distribution of the hydrophilic 

domain area showed an increased domain size for the chemically degraded membrane. For the 

selected threshold value, the EOL membrane had undergone an average of ~26% increment in 

the hydrophilic domain area compared to the pristine state. The observed increment is higher 

than the domain area enlargement (~16%) observed in the previously reported experiment for 

combined chemical and mechanical stress.
9
 In the case of combined chemical/mechanical 

degradation, the presence of mechanical stress brought earlier failure, whereas under pure 
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chemical degradation, the membrane failure occurred at a more advanced state of chemical 

degradation which could be responsible for the observed domain enlargement.  

In contrast, the pristine membrane morphology (Figure 1(a)) was not affected to a greater 

extent with pure mechanical stress (Figure 1(c)), though a closer look on the micrographs 

revealed regions of ion-rich domains which have undergone slight ordering, similar to the effect 

observed along the tensile stress direction in the previously reported ex situ tensile fatigue-creep 

(TFC) test.
22

 Pure mechanical stress was not found to affect the ‘scale’ parameter, but the slight 

decrease in the ‘shape’ parameter from 1.6 to 1.5 indicates a narrowed distribution of the 

hydrophilic domain area, as shown in Figure 2(c). The statistical semi-quantitative analysis 

confirmed that the pure mechanical stress did not significantly affect the hydrophilic domain 

size. The average hydrophilic domain area in the membrane subjected to pure mechanical 

degradation was increased by ~5% from the pristine state, which is within the variability of the 

measurement and therefore insignificant. These findings are consistent for other threshold values 

as well. Overall, the membrane morphological study with respect to the pure forms of 

degradation showed that the bulk changes to the morphology was incurred by pure chemical 

stress and the localized ordering of hydrophilic domains was a result of pure mechanical stress. 

3.2 Water uptake  

The mesoscale morphology of PFSA ionomer membranes is also related to their water 

uptake properties due to the hygroscopic nature of the material. Here, water uptake 

measurements serve as a complementary, bulk measurement technique to assess changes arising 

from the specific degradation stressors. Water uptake measurements are less intrusive than 

contract enhanced TEM, given that minimal sample preparation is required, and cover a wider 

range of hydration levels. 
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Figure 4. Water uptake isotherms for pristine membrane, BOL CCM, and degraded CCMs 

from pure chemical and pure mechanical degradation tests. 

However, the present study requires analysis of CCMs rather than pure membranes, 

provided that the membrane is tightly bonded to the catalyst layers in the fuel cell via the 

common ionomer phase. Figure 4 compares the water uptake isotherms obtained for the pristine 

membrane, BOL CCM, and degraded CCMs under the action of pure chemical and pure 

mechanical stressors. Figure 5 shows the water uptake values per mass (left axis) and area (right 

axis) unit of the sample at the fully hydrated state (100% RH). The mechanism of water uptake 

in PFSA ionomer membranes and CCMs and the distinctive regions in the water uptake isotherm 

were discussed elsewhere.
11

 The water uptake value for the baseline BOL CCM was reproduced 

within the variation of ±0.3 wt% deduced out of three experiments. The confinement of the 

membrane by the relatively low water absorbing catalyst layers (~0.8 wt%)
11

 led to a lower water 

uptake for the CCM in the range of 12-14 wt% compared to 27 wt% for the pristine membrane. 

The water uptake per gram of CCM subjected to pure chemical degradation was insignificantly 

altered compared to the BOL state (Figure 5), despite the severely degraded state. Ionomer 
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material loss due to chemical degradation is however likely to influence this result.
15,16,19,20

 In 

contrast, pure mechanical degradation caused a slight increase (~8%) in the water uptake from 

the BOL CCM. In the absence of chemical degradation, this is attributed to the effects of retained 

hydration properties during the applied hygrothermal stress cycles combined with the cracks 

formed in the membrane and catalyst layers
25

 which may hold additional bulk water in the fully 

hydrated state. 

  

Figure 5. Water uptake per unit mass and unit area of pristine membrane, BOL 

CCM, and degraded CCMs subjected to pure chemical and pure mechanical stress. 

Figure 5 (right axis) presents the area normalized water uptake of the samples, since the 

area is unaffected by degradation which alleviates the effects of possible mass loss due to 

degradation. From the obtained area normalized water uptake, a trend similar to the mass 

normalized water uptake is observed. Pure chemical degradation led to the lowest water uptake 

per area unit as can be expected due to the significant thinning and loss of sulfonic acid groups. 

Pure mechanical degradation, on the other hand, led to a slight increase in the areal water uptake, 

similar to the mass normalized result, as expected due to the lack of material loss and the 
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formation of cracks. These results can again be compared against the previously published case 

of combined chemical/mechanical degradation, which showed an initial reduction followed by an 

ultimate increase in areal water uptake, hypothesized to be due to chemical degradation and 

newly formed cavities, respectively.
11

 The present results are consistent with these hypotheses, 

and demonstrate that the initial reduction in water uptake is indeed due to chemical degradation 

while the eventual rise in water uptake is caused by mechanical degradation. In terms of the 

mesoscopic morphology of the membrane and the associated water distribution, however, certain 

ambiguity arises due to the continued membrane material loss from chemical degradation. In 

order to account for the membrane material loss, the mass of the ionomer present in the CCM 

needs to be determined in all cases for an accurate comparison that can be more explicitly related 

to morphological changes.  

3.3 Thermogravimetric analysis  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is employed to study the thermal decay pattern of 

polymers and to derive compositional information in composite fuel cell materials.
34,35

 In this 

study, CCMs were heated until the complete decomposition temperature of the PFSA ionomer 

(~575
o
C) in order to determine the ionomer mass loss and thermal decomposition patterns of 

each material. The thermogravimetric (TG) and first derivative mass loss plots for the CCMs 

degraded by pure chemical and pure mechanical stresses were compared with the pristine 

membrane and BOL CCM as shown in Figure 6(a-b). The theory behind TGA experiments and 

the method of dry ionomer mass calculation can be found elsewhere.
11,35

 In PFSA ionomer 

membranes, the small mass loss in the 1
st
 stage while heating up to ~288

o
C is attributed to the 

loss of water molecules from the membrane, above which the desulfonation of sulfonic groups 

through the decomposition of C-S bonds takes place until ~400
o
C in the 2

nd
 stage. The mass loss 
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in the 3
rd

 stage of decomposition represents the ionomer material loss from the side chains. The 

mass loss in the 4
th

 stage of decomposition, associated with main chain material loss, overlaps 

with the 3
rd

 stage in the temperature range of 370-560
o
C.

34
  

From the TG plot, it was found that the pristine PFSA membrane contained ~95 wt% of 

dry ionomer. The remaining 5 wt% could be the contributions from absorbed moisture when kept 

in ambient atmosphere and residual ash content after complete ionomer decomposition. The TG 

plot of the BOL CCM exhibits a similar decay pattern to that of the pristine membrane (Figure 

6(a)). The mass fraction of dry ionomer in a CCM comprising of contributions from membrane 

and anode/cathode catalyst layers was calculated from the difference in mass between the three 

thermal decomposition events, i.e., the beginning of the desulfonation process, the side chain 

decomposition, and the completion of main chain decomposition at ~560
o
C.

34
 Two experiments 

were carried out on each sample to calculate the average ionomer mass. The pure chemical 

degradation caused an overall ionomer loss in the CCM by ~30 wt% which is a result of both 

side chain and main chain degradation.
9
 The amount of dry ionomer loss during chemical 

degradation can also be detected by fluoride release. Macauley et al.
18

 reported that pure 

chemical membrane degradation at 100% RH led to ~35% membrane thinning accompanied by 

significant fluoride release, which is comparable with the CCM ionomer loss (~30 wt%) 

obtained from the TG plot. The pure chemical degradation also led to a large thickness 

variability with severe local thinning at an advanced state
18

 which could support development of 

pinholes. It is noteworthy that our previous study on combined chemical/mechanical degradation 

led to a higher level (~46 wt%) of CCM ionomer loss, presumably due to the purging of 

chemically degraded ionomer fragments during wet/dry cycling.
11
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Figure 6. (a) Thermogravimetric and (b) first derivative thermogravimetric plots obtained 

for pristine membrane, BOL CCM, and degraded CCMs from pure chemical and pure 

mechanical degradation tests. 

Hence, it is likely that the presently analyzed CCM subjected to pure chemical 

degradation contains disintegrated ionomer fragments that remain within the membrane 

structure. Much information other than mass loss is however difficult to extract directly from the 

TG plots in Figure 6(a). Though the TG curves of the BOL CCM and degraded CCMs appear to 

be similar, the first derivative mass loss curves in Figure 6(b) reveal certain differences regarding 

the rate of change of mass loss and commencement of degradation events. This is useful in 

analyzing the severity and chronology of decay events in the context of the different degradation 
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modes. It is evident that the decomposition of the CCMs takes place at a lower temperature than 

for the pristine membrane due to the presence of Pt which catalyzes the PTFE thermal decay.
11

 It 

is also inferred that the desulfonation event of the chemically degraded CCM shifts marginally to 

a lower temperature. This is perceived due to the effect of initial degradation events by hydroxyl 

radicals which attack the side chains of the ionomer. However, the signal at ~485
o
C, having 

contributions from both side and main chains in the ionomer,
33

 was not significantly affected by 

pure chemical degradation. This finding is in contrast to the signal shift observed in the coupled 

chemical/mechanical scenario,
11

 which can thus be attributed to the expulsion of degraded 

ionomer fragments that were retained in the case of pure chemical degradation. The action of RH 

cycling in the pure mechanical degradation test was not found to influence the ionomer mass loss 

nor the ionomer decomposition patterns. It can thus be concluded that chemical degradation is 

required in order to remove ionomer material from the membrane; either by pure chemical 

degradation which leads to mild mass loss and thinning or by combined chemical/mechanical 

degradation which leads to amplified mass loss and thinning.  

3.4 Ionomer mass-normalized water uptake 

In the aforementioned water uptake experiments, the catalyst layers were retained on the 

membrane due to strong adhesion of the ionomer phase. While the primary water uptake 

contribution in a CCM comes from the membrane, the overall water uptake calculation must 

exclude the mass contributions from hygroscopically inactive Pt and carbon in the catalyst 

layers
36

 to precisely evaluate the ionomer degradation effects. The total amount of ionomer phase 

was therefore determined by averaging two TGA experiments on each sample (Figure 7(a)), out 

of which the ionomer mass-normalized water uptake was deduced, as shown in Figure 7(b). This 
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precisely shows the ionomer contribution to the water uptake and changes incurred due to the 

pure forms of degradation stressors.  

The ionomer mass-normalized water uptake of the BOL CCM was determined to be ~30% 

less than the corresponding value for the pristine membrane due to the restrictions imposed by 

the catalyst layers. More importantly, in contrast to the previous results, the pure chemical stress 

was found to increase the water uptake per gram of ionomer by 17%. In theory, the loss of 

hygroscopically active functional groups due to chemical degradation is expected to decrease the 

water uptake. In spite of this, the observed increase in water uptake per unit mass of ionomer 

could be correlated to the increase in the hydrophilic domain size observed in the TEM 

micrographs of the chemically degraded membrane (Figure 1(b)). Pure mechanical stress was 

found to marginally increase (~6%) the water uptake per ionomer mass unit from its BOL 

counterpart. The pure mechanical stress did not contribute to any ionomer functional group loss 

or other material loss; hence, the increment in ionomer mass-normalized water uptake is 

attributed to bulk water present in the cracks formed due to hygrothermal stress.
25

 These results 

reveal that pure chemical stress brings more diverse and complex degradation effects than pure 

mechanical stress, while combined chemical/mechanical degradation exacerbates the chemical 

degradation and also compounds the process by adding the features of pure mechanical 

degradation. The ionomer mass-normalized water uptake deduced for the combined 

chemical/mechanical stress scenario was indeed higher than the present pure forms of 

degradation due to the simultaneous persistence and severity of characteristic degradation 

features such as cracks, pinholes, fluoride release, and membrane thinning.
9,11
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Figure 7. (a) Mass fraction of dry ionomer and (b) corresponding ionomer mass normalized 

water uptake at 100% RH obtained for pristine membrane, BOL CCM, and degraded CCMs 

from pure chemical and pure mechanical degradation tests. 

Overall, the present results provided an improved understanding of the decoupled stress 

components responsible for the mesoscale morphological changes in a fuel cell membrane due to 

degradation. We can infer that pure chemical stress is responsible for the most significant non-

catastrophical changes to the bulk membrane morphology when compared to pure mechanical 

stress. Hence, the same should be mitigated or avoided during the operation of fuel cells. It can 

be postulated that due to local variations in the chemically degraded morphology, different local 

responses to mechanical stress may be encountered, thus advancing into localized failures as 
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observed macroscopically.
25

 Similarly, local regions may be more susceptible to escalated 

radical attack during pure chemical degradation, eventually leading to local failures even in the 

absence of mechanical stress.
18

 The failure fingerprints can be used to assign the dominant 

degradation modes as previously reported,
18,25

 while the present contribution sheds new light on 

the mesoscopic origin of the damage.   

4. Conclusions 

This work determined the key changes in mesoscopic morphology and physico-chemical 

properties of fuel cell membranes in response to in situ pure chemical and pure mechanical 

degradation. The otherwise stable morphology of the PFSA ionomer membrane experienced 

enlargement in the hydrophilic domain area due to the reduced ionic charge in the ion-clusters 

and weakened main chain matrix as a result of pure chemical degradation. Pure mechanical 

degradation, on the other hand, brought a slight hydrophilic domain ordering in the membrane 

morphology which also led to a narrowed hydrophilic domain area distribution from the 

statistical analysis. The relationships between membrane morphology and functional properties 

were also determined in the context of pure chemical and pure mechanical degradation. Pure 

chemical degradation led to reduced water uptake per area unit due to loss of sulfonic acid 

groups and thinning, whereas pure mechanical degradation incurred a marginal increment 

compared to the BOL state which was attributed to bulk water housed in cracks. 

Thermogravimetric analysis revealed that pure chemical degradation led to ~30 wt% ionomer 

mass loss and slightly shifted the desulfonation event to a lower temperature, whereas pure 

mechanical stress did not contribute to any ionomer mass loss nor shift in thermal decay events. 

It was thus concluded that chemical degradation is required in order to remove ionomer material 

from the membrane; either by pure chemical degradation which leads to mild mass loss and 
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thinning or by combined chemical/mechanical degradation which amplifies the expulsion of 

degraded ionomer fragments. The ionomer mass-normalized water uptake was significantly 

increased due to pure chemical degradation, in agreement with the enlarged hydrophilic domain 

size, which indicates good hydration despite the severe state of chemical degradation at EOL. 

More critically, however, the observed disintegration of the ionomer morphology arising from 

pure chemical degradation is likely to progress into membrane failure in the presence of 

hygrothermal stress, in particular in areas of locally elevated chemical decay which can form 

preferential damage sites. Mitigation of chemical degradation is therefore deemed to be the most 

important factor to resolve in order to enhance membrane durability in fuel cells.  
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1. Introduction

The cathode catalyst layer (CCL) is an important component of the
polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) where oxygen is electrochemically
reduced. The CCL is usually designed as a porous composite material
with Pt nanoparticles supported on carbon black and ionomer, thus pro-
viding electrically conductive catalytic sites that facilitate reactant and
product transport in the pore and ionomer phases. Catalyst layer degra-
dation, particularly at the cathode, is a major factor contributing to
performance loss during PEFC operation [1,2]. The heterogeneous CCL
structure may experience irreversible damage from localized non-
uniform potential loads, reactant starvation, hot spots, reactant cross-
over, flooding/washout, and cyclic stresses [3]. Though CCL thinning
and crack formation arewell knownmodes of macroscopic degradation
[4,5], as often reported from failure analysis, the underlying mecha-
nisms of degradation are not fully established. The most critical knowl-
edge gap exists at the mesoscopic scale, where the molecular level
degradation reaction mechanisms are expected to cause structural and
compositional changes that are responsible for macroscopic failure of
thematerial in terms of reduced fuel cell performance. Hence, the struc-
tural effects of CCL degradation need to be unraveled through spatially
resolved imaging of the porous catalyst layer and its constituents.

Cathode degradation was recently explored by electron microscopy
through ex situ approaches. For instance, startup/shutdown cycles were
136
shown to cause CCL compaction through carbon particle ‘neck-braking’
and embedded Pt particles within the structure which hinder the trans-
port of oxygen and water [6]. X-ray computed laminography results
revealed agglomerated areas and enlarged cavities in the CCL after volt-
age cycling. The degradationmechanism proceededwith Pt dissolution,
carbon corrosion, Pt detachment, and agglomeration [7,8]. Identical
location electron microscopy identified the local trajectories of carbon
and Pt in the process of carbon corrosion, Pt detachment, and Pt
sintering on a group of electrocatalyst particles in an ex situ setup sub-
jected to voltage cycling [9,10]; however, this technique is not compat-
ible with complete CCL materials in a fuel cell assembly. Though the
carbon and Pt phases can be readily imaged through electronmicrosco-
py, the ionomer phase ismore challenging to capture because of its poor
electron scattering. Image contrast can be enhanced by ion-exchange
with heavy metals [11,12]; however, the staining element may intro-
duce discrepancies in the interpretation of real solid content. Further-
more, the use of focused-ion beam milling for sample preparation has
been shown to cause ionomer melting, carbon amorphization, physical
damage, and ion contamination [13]. Hence, alternate approaches in the
sample preparation and characterization of degraded CCLs are required
in order to correctly identify the relevant phases with sufficient resolu-
tion. The objective of the present work is to gain an essential under-
standing of the state of Pt, carbon, and ionomer with greater spatial
resolution in pristine and degraded CCLs without introducing any arte-
facts associated with conventional approaches. The existing gap in the
literature on the degraded structure of porous electrodes is addressed
by high resolution imaging of its components at the mesoscopic scale,

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.elecom.2016.08.018&domain=pdf
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Fig. 2. Cross-sectional (a–b) high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) images, (c–d) fluorine
maps (representing ionomer), and (e–f) carbon (blue) andplatinum(red)maps for the (a,
c, e) BOT and (b, d, f) EOT cathode catalyst layers. The GDL and membrane interfaces are
located on the left and right sides, respectively, outside the field-of-view. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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in particular by giving more emphasis on the ionomer phase in pristine
and degraded CCLs.

2. Experimental

Membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) with CCL comprising of
commercial 50:50 wt% Pt/C with graphitic carbon support of 180 m2/g
surface area (BET) and 23wt% Nafion ionomer were subjected to a volt-
age cycling accelerated stress test (AST) having a square wave pattern
with lower (LPL) and upper (UPL) potential limits of 0.6 and 1.3 V
with 30 and 60 s duration, respectively. The AST was operated until
4700 cycles when MEA failure by low fuel cell performance was
reached. Further details on the MEAs and the implemented AST can be
found elsewhere [14]. Catalyst coated membrane (CCM) samples were
extracted from conditioned beginning-of-test (BOT) and end-of-test
(EOT) MEAs by carefully peeling off the gas diffusion layers, embedded
in epoxy resin, sliced to thin films (~70–90 nm) using a Leica UC6 ultra-
microtome, and collected on copper grids for imaging. The CCLs were
analyzed using a Tecnai Osiris transmission electron microscope
(TEM) with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) capability from FEI operated
at 200 keV.

3. Results and discussion

The present study aims to investigate the structural effects of voltage
cycling with a relatively high UPL intended to induce CCL degradation
similar to that observed during regular operation of automotive PEFCs.
The mesoscopic changes of the heterogeneous CCL structure are inves-
tigated using bright field imaging, high-angle annular dark field
(HAADF) imaging, and EDX mapping of Pt, C, and F present in the CCL.
The results are complemented with Pt particle size, electrochemical ac-
tive surface area (ECSA), and fuel cell performance diagnostics.

The obtained bright field TEM image of the BOT CCL in Fig. 1(a) re-
veals the uniform heterogeneous porous structure throughout the
cross section of the pristine CCL, although the individual platinum, car-
bon, and ionomer phases are difficult to interrogate in this image. The
corresponding bright field image of the EOT CCL (Fig. 1(b)) exhibits a
considerably more non-uniform distribution of porous structure along
with irregular void features which are not seen in the pristine material.
The observed solid phase agglomerations could be due to platinum
sintering and ionomer redistribution, while the voids could be due to
carbon corrosion as a result of voltage cycling. It is found from the bright
field images that the EOT CCL has undergone an average of 73% thinning
which is primarily believed to occur due to carbon support corrosion
[14]. The distinct dark platinum band observed in the adjacent mem-
brane evidences dissolution of platinum from the CCL, migration into
the membrane, and redeposition in the membrane [15,16].

As shown in Fig. 2, the HAADF imaging which is sensitive to higher
atomic number material provides an improved illustration of the com-
posite solid phase structure of the CCLs. The white particles in the BOT
image (Fig. 2(a)) are believed to contain Pt which appears bright due
Fig. 1. Bright field TEM images of (a) BOT and (b) EOT cathode catalyst layers imaged at
2,300× magnification.
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to its strong electron scattering behavior. The BOT image indicates uni-
form distribution of fine solids and voids whereas the EOT image (Fig.
2(b)) exhibits visibly aggregated solid and void features that are larger
than those observed at BOT. Moreover, the higher solid content ob-
served at EOT suggests a densification of the CCL with the applied AST,
which means that the overall loss of pore space exceeds the overall
loss of solid phase during the degradation process. However, despite
the enhanced solid/void contrast, it is still difficult to distinguish the
platinum, carbon, and ionomer portions of the solid phase from the
dark field images.

Sincefluorine is the principal building block of Nafion ionomerwhile
negligible elsewhere, the spatial distribution of ionomer phase is re-
vealed quantitatively by the fluorine concentration maps in Fig. 2(c–d)
obtained from EDX analysis. The BOT CCL results exhibit a homoge-
neously distributed fluorine concentration with a fine, thin film-like
structure of high connectivity within the ionomer phase [11]. The fluo-
rine concentration map of the EOT CCL, in contrast, reveals regions of
non-uniformly distributed and large ionomer-rich features. Also, while
high local gradients in fluorine concentration are regularly present at
BOT, the EOT map is dominated by relatively large areas of low fluorine
concentration gradient, comprising of separate regions of near-zero
(void) and high overall fluorine concentration. The sparsely distributed
fluorine across the entire BOT CCL cross section is not captured within
the limited field-of-view of the map, whereas densely distributed fluo-
rine across the thinned CCL is fully captured in the EOT image from
theGDL side (left) to themembrane side (right). The increased ionomer
content by the estimated fluorine at EOT is also confirmed through EDX
spectral analysis. The redistribution of fluorine at EOT also implies large
regions void of ionomer, which is evident from the micrograph in
7
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Fig. 2(d). Conversely, the regions rich in ionomer are likely to hinder the
transport of oxygen and liquid water to/from the active sites and there-
by induce significant mass transport losses.

The carbon and Pt elemental maps shown in Fig. 2(e–f) reveal a reg-
ular distribution of carbon and Pt in the BOTCCLwith an interconnected
backbone network of carbon upon which smaller Pt particles are ran-
domly dispersed, as desired for a functional catalyst layer. In contrast,
the EOT CCL is observed to contain carbon vacant regions and excessive
Pt agglomeration as a result of voltage cycling. The EDX spectral analy-
ses show that the carbon and Pt concentrations are greatly altered
with degradation, with an estimated fourfold increment in the overall
Pt:C ratio from BOT to EOT. The extensive loss of carbon is due to carbon
corrosion, which is known to be severe during voltage cycling at high
potentials [14,17]. This adversely leads to an increased Pt fraction in
the remaining CCL material, despite substantial Pt dissolution, as well
as a considerable increase in the ionomer density. The Ptmap at EOT in-
terestingly exhibits nearly complete absence of Pt in the ~1 μmwideCCL
region adjacent to the membrane interface. This indicates that the rate
of Pt dissolution (and migration into the membrane) is higher near
themembrane interface than in other regions of theCCL,whereOstwald
ripening appears to have dominated the process [10]. The previously
mentioned Pt band in the membrane is commensurate to this observa-
tion, and the amount of Pt in the membrane appears to be qualitatively
comparable to the loss of Pt at themembrane side of the CCL. The carbon
elemental map reveals large cavities as a result of degradation. Corro-
sion of carbon support in Pt/C starts from the core which exhibits less
ordered graphene sheets compared to the shell. Under the influence of
further degradation stressors, the hollow carbon shell collapses due to
poor mechanical strength [18] which brings adjacent Pt particles into
contact. The obtained images reflect the effects of carbon support col-
lapse, which strongly accelerates the degradation process of Pt agglom-
eration [19,20] as confirmed by the average Pt particle growth from
~5.7 nm at BOT to ~8.2 nm at EOT measured by X-ray diffraction. Fur-
thermore, the loss of three-phase interface (Pt/C, ionomer, pore) due
to the severe corrosion and associated structural collapse is expected
to be the principal factor responsible for the very high (~90%) loss in
ECSA from 171 to 18 measured using CO-stripping voltammetry.
While Pt and carbon undergo structural collapse, the thin film of
ionomer normally covering these particles [11] may redistribute itself
along the trajectories of degraded Pt/C. This is apparently observed in
the fluorine elementalmaps. Depending on its position, such redistribu-
tion may lead to excess coverage or under coverage, thus affecting oxy-
gen permeability to the active catalytic sites and water management of
the electrode. The loss of electrically conducting carbon, altered Pt, and
redistributed ionomer are found to strongly influence the PEFC perfor-
mance, as shown in Fig. 3. Compared to the pristine state at BOT, the
Fig. 3. Polarization responses with power density curves obtained at BOT and EOT using
100% humidified H2/air at 75 °C.
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EOT MEA exhibits substantially reduced current density and ~66%
reduction in peak power density as a result of increased activation,
ohmic, andmass transport losses from the observed structural and com-
positional effects.

Thefindings reported above are qualitatively consistentwith the ob-
servations made from supplementary dark field images and elemental
maps measured at higher magnifications (not shown). Though merely
a small region is selected for the present analyses, this region represents
the correct mesoscale morphology of the CCL within the field of view of
the TEM, and the results are comfortably reproduced on other BOT CCL
slices.
4. Conclusion

The mesoscale degradation effects of the CCL subjected to in situ
voltage cycling were characterized through a unique set of micrographs
and elemental maps at high resolution. The bright field images revealed
CCL agglomeration, void formation, and thinning by ~73%, while dark
field images indicated a densification of the solid phase through higher
overall brightness at EOT. The EDX analysis of the EOT CCL revealed an
increased Pt concentration coupled with a loss of carbon. The increase
in the Pt:C ratio from BOT to EOT highlighted the dominance of carbon
corrosion over Pt dissolution during the presently analyzed degradation
process, albeit Pt agglomeration was also significant. Furthermore, a
local Pt deprived region was identified in the EOT CCL adjacent to the
membrane due to Pt dissolution and migration across the interface.
The elemental map of fluorine in the EOT CCL showed a highly
redistributed ionomer phase with segregated areas of high and near-
zero fluorine concentrations, which are anticipated to contribute to
both mass transport and activation (ECSA) losses by hindering reactant
access to remaining Pt. Overall, the observedmesoscopic effects of com-
positional, structural, andmorphological degradation of the CCL provide
new insight into its complex degradation pathways that can aid the in-
terpretation of performance losses and contribute to the development
of new catalyst layer designs for more durable, higher performing fuel
cells. In general, the present imaging workflow is recommended as a
supplement to conventional post mortem analysis and in situ diagnostics
in order to capture the detailed structure and composition of nanocom-
posite electrodes.
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